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Release Notes
Welcome to the Release Notes for Version 18.0 of CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Load).

CA Fast Load is a high-speed utility that helps you load large amounts of data into Db2 tables.

See the following sections for detailed information about this release:

• Enhancements (what's new)
• CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
• Product Overview
• Product Accessibility Features
• Product Names and Abbreviations

For detailed installation information including software requirements and Db2 version support, see Installing on the CA
Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS product page.

Enhancements
NOTE
To request an enhancement, post your request as an "idea" in the Broadcom Mainframe Community

CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Load) has been enhanced with the following additional support in Version 18.0:

UPDATED: Establish Default RECLUSTER Settings for All Jobs

CA Fast Load now gives you the ability to establish the default RECLUSTER keyword settings for all jobs. This keyword
specifies whether to sort the data and the clustering index during the load. Previously, specifying RECLUSTER in your
SYSIN syntax was the only way to control these sorts.

This functionality is provided by the following new options in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL):

• PFL-RECLUSTER-DEFAULT
Specifies what to sort when you omit RECLUSTER from SYSIN. The following values are valid:
– SORT-CLINDX

Sorts the clustering index only. The resultant tablespace rows are in input sequence. This value is the default.
– SORT-ALL

Sorts the clustering index and the data. The resultant tablespace rows are in clustering sequence.
– SORT-NONE

Does not sort the clustering index or the data. The data must be in the correct order. Rows that are out of order are
discarded.

• PFL-RECLUSTER-NO
Specifies whether to sort the clustering index during a load. The following values are valid:
– SORT-NONE

Does not sort the clustering index or the data. The data must be in the correct order. Rows that are out of order are
discarded. This value is the default.

– SORT-CLINDX
Sorts the clustering index only. The resultant tablespace rows are in input sequence.

• PFL-RECLUSTER YES
Specifies what to sort during a load. The following values are valid:
– SORT-ALL
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Sorts the clustering index and the data. The resultant tablespace rows are in clustering sequence. This value is the
default.

– SORT-CLINDX
Sorts the clustering index only. The resultant tablespace rows are in input sequence.

The existing RECLUSTER NO and YES keyword options in SYSIN now use the new UTIL parmlib settings:

• NO uses the PFL-RECLUSTER-NO value.
• YES uses the PFL-RECLUSTER-YES value.

NOTE
The default parmlib settings provide the same product behavior that RECLUSTER NO and YES previously
provided. However, if you change the parmlib settings, RECLUSTER NO and YES will behave differently. For
more information, see the RECLUSTER keyword description.

You can override the parmlib settings by using the following keyword options:

• The existing NO SORT-CLINDX keyword option
• The following new keyword options:

– NO SORT-NONE
– YES SORT-CLINDX
– YES SORT-ALL

NOTE

More information:

RECLUSTER Keyword

UTIL Parmlib Member Changes

New SORTNUM Parameter

CA Fast Load now provides an additional parameter for the SORTNUM keyword. SORTNUM tells the sort program how
many sort work data sets to allocate. When the new SORTNUM AUTO parameter is used, CA Fast Load calculates the
number of sort work data sets for you. The calculation is based on the number of estimated rows and expected row size
being passed to the sort program. Using the new AUTO parameter helps prevent sort capacity errors.

NOTE

More information:

SORTNUM Keyword

New MAXTASKS Parameter

CA Fast Load now provides an additional parameter for the MAXTASKS keyword. MAXTASKS specifies the maximum
number of concurrent sort tasks. When the new MAXTASKS  AUTO parameter is used, CA Fast Load calculates the
number of tasks for you. The calculation is based on how many indexes the target table has. Using the new AUTO
parameter helps balance your sort throughput.

NOTE

More information:

MAXTASKS Keyword
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Enhanced COPY-BUFFERS Support

CA Fast Load can now allocate up to 360 I/O buffers when calling CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS to create image
copies during a load. Previously, the maximum was 50 buffers. These buffers are used for read/write operations during the
copy process. Allocating more buffers can result in shorter processing times.

NOTE

More information:

COPY-BUFFERS Keyword

Specify the Column Order in a Delimited Input File

CA Fast Load now lets you specify the column order in a delimited input file. Specifically, field specifications are now
honored when INPUT-FORMAT DELIMITED is specified. Field specifications describe the data to be loaded, including
the column order. This enhancement lets you load delimited data into a table, even when its column order does not match
the target table. Previously, CA Fast Load always used the column order from the target table, regardless of any field
specifications that were present. The ability to specify a different column order provides greater flexibility in terms of which
data input files you can use.

Improved Performance During OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD Processing

CA Fast Load can now provide improved performance during OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD, RESUME YES, REBUILD-
INDEX NO loads. Previously, the utility checked for duplicate index keys before unloading the index data, and again after
reloading the index data. Now, the utility checks for duplicate keys only once, after reloading the data. Eliminating the
unnecessary check can reduce processing time and overall CPU usage. The greatest performance improvement will be
experienced when the indexes contain many existing keys with a small number of new keys.

New ESTIMATED-ROWS Option

You can now use Real-Time Statistics (RTS) to specify the existing number of rows in a table before loading an input
data set. Specifying an accurate value lets CA Fast Load efficiently allocate sort work data sets and estimate the sort file
size, thereby avoiding overallocation and space limitation issues. Using RTS helps ensure that you are using an accurate
value.

This functionality is enabled through the new RTS parameter for the ESTIMATED-ROWS keyword. When you specify
ESTIMATED-ROWS RTS, CA Fast Load retrieves the TOTALROWS value from the SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACESTATS
table. If the TOTALROWS value is 0 or null, CA Fast Load obtains the CARDF value from the Db2 catalog instead.

The ESTIMATED-ROWS int parameter has also been simplified. Previously, the suggested value for this parameter varied
depending on the RESUME value and on whether you were loading one or all partitions. In most cases, you were
instructed to specify the total number of rows that the target table would contain after the input data set was loaded. Now,
the int parameter specifies only the current number of rows in the target table before the load process, regardless of other
syntax options or number of partitions processed. The ESTIMATED-INPUT keyword is used to specify the number of rows
in the input data set.

NOTE

More information:

ESTIMATED-ROWS Keyword

ESTIMATED-INPUT Keyword

Load Data from an IBM UNLOAD Data Set
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CA Fast Load can now process the output data from IBM UNLOAD jobs that specify FORMAT INTERNAL. This new
functionality provides greater flexibility by supporting your existing IBM UNLOAD jobs. Archived or historical data sets that
are already in the IBM Db2 internal format can also be processed.

This functionality is enabled through the new INTERNAL parameter for the INPUT-FORMAT keyword.

OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD Support for Duplicate Keys

CA Fast Load can now process unique indexes with duplicate keys when OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD is specified.
When these keys are encountered, processing continues and the affected records are written to a discard data set.
Previously, processing stopped and the object was placed in recover pending (RECP) status. This enhancement lets you
take advantage of the BUILD load type even when duplicate keys are present. The BUILD type loads data directly into a
tablespace and can therefore be faster than the ALL load type.

New Utilities Partition Independence Service

CA Fast Load now uses the new Utilities Partition Independence service when loading data in a partition-independent
manner. This service permits multiple product jobs to process different partitions in the same tablespace concurrently.
Previously, the Db2 PI code was used to accomplish this parallel processing. However, the Db2 PI code provides limited
concurrent processing support because it cannot access the logical partitions in nonpartitioned indexes (NPIs). The
Utilities Partition Independence service tracks all utility jobs that are processing partitioned data and coordinates the
starting and stopping of the NPI objects appropriately. Any updates to the NPIs are single threaded by using ENQs.
During concurrent processing, the entire object is stopped and only CA Fast Load is allowed to access the object.

This functionality is automatically enabled. No syntax changes are required.

The PI-KEY-COUNT, PI-MAXTASKS, and PI-RETRY-COUNT keywords are no longer needed to control concurrent
processing. You can omit them from your syntax. If you specify these keywords, they are ignored.

The following new objects are provided to support the Utilities Partition Independence service:

• PTG700T4–Identifies the secondary restart tablespace for the utilities.
• PTGL700_RESTART4–Identifies the 32-KB page secondary restart table.
• PTGL700_RESTART4_X1 --Identifies the index on PTI.PTGL700_RESTART4.
• PTG700T5–Identifies the secondary restart tablespace for the utilities.
• PTGL700_RESTART5–Identifies the 32-KB page secondary restart table.
• PTGL700_RESTART5_X1–Identifies the index on PTI.PTGL700_RESTART5.

Call IBM RUNSTATS During a Load

You can now call IBM RUNSTATS from within a FASTLOAD job to collect object statistics and update the Db2 catalog.
When native methods are used to collect the statistics, the collection occurs concurrently with the load. When statistics
are collected using RUNSTATS, the collection occurs after the load completes, but still within the same job step. As a
result, using RUNSTATS can potentially decrease processing time. You can also take advantage of RUNSTATS profiles,
which apply a predetermined set of options to the specified tables each time the statistics are collected.

This functionality is enabled through the new RSD (RUNSTATS default) and RSP (RUNSTATS profile) parameters for the
UPDATE-CATSTATS keyword.

Data Sharing Subgroup Support

You can now specify a data sharing subgroup in the EXEC statement of your batch utility job. The
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) member lets you define subgroups within a data sharing group and assign Db2 subsystem
IDs (SSIDs) to those subgroups. When you specify a subgroup, the utility locates and uses an active SSID within the
subgroup.
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This functionality is enabled through the existing DB2_subsystemid field in the EXEC statement.

NOTE
This support was added as a post-GA PTF in Version 17.0.

CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
As part of our ongoing Mainframe strategy, CA Technologies now offers a new maintenance delivery service: CA SMP/
E Internet Service Retrieval. This new delivery method uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire CA
Technologies Mainframe product maintenance over the internet by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA
to a remote CA Technologies server.

This service can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more productive
and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. “This capability has drastically reduced the time and effort needed to
find and download updates. Best of all, it is easy to use!” said Rob Capel, Senior Operating System Programmer, Sentara
Healthcare.

CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom Support
Portal

• Automates delivery of CA maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of CA Recommended and Preventive service

With the CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can acquire maintenance on demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to
run regularly. The CA Technologies Order server supports the IBM-documented order types, which include: ALL, APARS,
CRITICAL, HOLDDATA, PTFS, and RECOMMENDED.

If you are an existing CA Chorus™ Software Manager customer, you can also use this new service to download
maintenance and dramatically reduce the time needed to download PTFs.

To get started, review the CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval documentation in the Mainframe Common Maintenance
Procedures documentation.

Product Overview
Db2 environments often require you to load large amounts of data into Db2 tables. This data can originate in many
places: other Db2 tables, different database management systems (for example, IMS), or from applications that generate
sequential files.

Because the tablespace data is unavailable during the load process, data availability is a primary concern. The high-
speed performance of CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS lets you quickly load data to minimize the time that your data is
unavailable.

Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

The CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS provide the following accessibility features support:
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Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:
– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

• The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.
You can also adjust the colors that are displayed on the ISPF panels using the Global Profile option on the CA
Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu. Select the Setup Screen Colors option to define color
combinations and select colors that are easier to see.

NOTE

To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the
emulator, refer to your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating
system documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor
control accessibility features.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online, or downloaded in PDF files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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•  CA Bind Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Bind Analyzer)
• CA Common Services for z/OS
• CA Compile/PRF for CICS and TSO (CA Compile/PRF)
• CA Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management (CA Cross-Enterprise APM)
•  CA Chorus™ (CA Chorus)
• CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CA CSM)
•  CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management (CA Chorus for DB2 Database Management)
•  CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Database Analyzer)
•  CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Detector)
• CA Endevor® Software Change Manager Interface for DB2 for z/OS (CA Endevor SCM Interface for DB2)
•  CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Check)
•  CA Fast Index® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Index)
•  CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Load)
•  CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Recover)
•  CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Unload)
•  CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Log Analyzer)
•  CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Merge/Modify)
• CA MIM™ Resource Sharing (CA MIM)
• CA OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (CA OPS/MVS)
•  CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Plan Analyzer)
•  CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS (CA Quick Copy)
•  CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Rapid Reorg)
•  CA RC/Compare™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Compare)
•  CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Extract)
•  CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Migrator)
•  CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Query)
•  CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Secure)
•  CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Update)
•  CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Recovery Analyzer)
• CA Report Facility for CICS, IMS, and TSO (CA Report Facility)
•  CA SQL-Ease® for DB2 for z/OS (CA SQL-Ease)
•  CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS (CA Subsystem Analyzer)
•  CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 (CA SYSVIEW for DB2)
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Installing
CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS is installed in a bundle with CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS
products. See Installing for information about installing the product suite and performing post-installation tasks.
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Getting Started
Review the following information before using this product:

• The required authorizations
• Operational considerations to keep in mind when using this product
• A list of the products that can integrate with this product

Required Authorizations
The CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS plans must be bound by a user with EXECUTE authority on the plans. You must have
CONTROL authority on the Db2 catalog, and you must have one of the following Db2 authorizations:

• SYSADM or SYSCTRL authority
• DBADM or DBCTRL authority for the database containing the table to be indexed
• LOAD authority for the database containing the tablespace to be loaded

If the QUICKCOPY syntax is used, you must also have IMAGCOPY authority.

If partition independence is used, you must also have DISPLAY authority for buffer pools.

If you use UPDATE-CATSTATS to update only some (not all) of the columns in a table, you must have UPDATE authority
for PTI.PTLOG_CATSTATS. You must also have UPDATE authority for the following SYSIBM tables:

• SYSTABLESPACE
• SYSTABLES
• SYSCOLUMNS
• SYSINDEXES

If your subsystem contains compressed Partition-by-Growth (PBG) tablespaces, the SYSADM ID specified in the SETUP
parmlib member must have SYSADM or SYSCTRL authority. Alternately, this ID can have DBADM authority for the
database containing the compressed PBG tablespaces. If the SETUP parmlib member has no SYSADM ID specified, the
Db2 DBM1 address space user must have one of these authorities. These authorities permit the SYSADM ID to alter the
PBG tablespace to COMPRESS NO so that partitions can be added.

By default, the SYSCOPYAUTH parameter in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL) uses the SYSADM ID from the Db2 address space
whenever SYSIBM.SYSCOPY or SYSIBM.SYSTABLES is updated. This option provides temporary UPDATE authority to
users who do not typically have this authority so that they can update these system tables.

Operational Considerations
Keep the following operational considerations in mind when using this product:

Db2 Exploitation Support

CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS calls the appropriate IBM utility when an object or feature that is not supported natively is
encountered during processing and SWITCH-TO-IBM YES is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). The CA ddnames in the
JCL automatically map to the equivalent IBM ddnames.

When the IBM utility is called, the following restrictions exist:
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• Data is not written to the CA history table.
• Records are not retained in the CA restart table. However, you can use the records in the CAIBMOUT data set to

resubmit a job manually.
• The IBM LOAD utility cannot process the following column conversions. If these conversions exist in the JCL, an error

message is generated and processing stops:
– CENTURY20
– CNVERR
– DATE-x
– ENFORCE CONSTRAINTS USER
– OBID
– OUTPUT-CONTROL REORG
– QUOTE NONE
– TIME - x
– TIMESTAMP-x
– UNLOAD PAUSE

• If RECLUSTER YES is specified, the data is not clustered.
• If COLLECT-PDASTATS is specified, catalog statistics are collected. CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS

statistics are not collected.

Required Tablespace Status

All tablespaces must initially have a status of RW (read/write), RO (read only), UT (utilities), or STOP. If RESUME NO
REPLACE is specified, RECP (recovery pending) is also permitted. For individual partitions, only the status of those
partitions is considered.

NOTE
If you restart a failed load with RESTART(PHASE) or (CURRENT), the previous RECP restriction does not
apply. The tablespace is automatically placed in RECP status because of the previous load job.

When Tablespaces are Stopped

Tablespaces are stopped under the following conditions:

• If you specify RESUME YES, the tablespace always stops before the preload phase.
• If you specify UNLOAD PAUSE, the tablespace stops before the load phase.
• If you specify UNLOAD CONTINUE or if you use it as the default, the tablespace stops before the preload phase.

Region Size Requirements

The following amounts of below-the-line memory are required to execute each of the following types of loads:

• BUILD
256 KB per sort (or 420 KB per sort for Syncsort) + IO-BUFFERS * 

blksize_of_SYSULD_data_sets * num_of_SYSULD + 768 KB (for general application storage)

• ALL
256 KB per sort (or 420 KB per sort for Syncsort) + IO-BUFFERS * (one-half_track * number_of_I/O_devices) +

 768 KB

If you are using DFP 3.2 or lower, add IO-BUFFERS into this formula as follows:
IO-BUFFERS * one-half_track * number_of_I/O_devices) bytes + 768 KB

• REORG
256 KB per sort (or 420 KB per sort for Syncsort) + 768 KB
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LOB columns are processed above the bar due to their size. Your region size must accommodate the maximum combined
length of all your columns, including LOBs.

Partition Independence

You can run different CA utilities against different partitions of the same object concurrently. An enqueue strategy
serializes the utility executions so that you can execute multiple utilities against the same object simultaneously.

CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS can run against different partitions of the same object concurrently with the following
utilities, when REBUILD-INDEX NO is specified. The following restrictions and requirements also apply:

• CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS—When multiple CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS jobs process the same object, the
Utilities Partition Independence service is used. This service stops the entire object and allows only CA Fast Load for
DB2 for z/OS jobs to access the object.

• CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS—If the tablespace does not have nonclustering indexes, partition independence is
supported.

• CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS—Specify SHRLEVEL CHANGE or IGNORE in the CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for
z/OS syntax. If you specify SHRLEVEL REFERENCE, partition independence is available only when either of the
following conditions are true:
– PART-INDEPENDENCE YES is also specified in the CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS syntax.
– The other utility began executing first and it stopped the partition before CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS obtained

a lock on the table.
For more information on the SHRLEVEL and PART-INDEPENDENCE keywords, see the CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for
z/OS documentation.

• CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS—Specify REBUILD-INDEX NO in both utilities.
• CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS

Processing Order of DEFAULTIF and NULLIF Conditions

NULLIF and DEFAULTIF conditions are processed in the following order:

• All NULLIF and DEFAULTIF conditions are processed in the order of the Db2 columns.
• If a column has both NULLIF and DEFAULTIF conditions, the NULLIFs are processed first.

The order of processing is important because it can affect the value of the column when it is next processed. Refer to the
following examples.

Examples

COL1 and COL2 are CHAR data types with a length of 2 and values of “EM” and “TZ”. Because the NULLIF condition is
true, COL1 is set to NULL. When the DEFAULTIF is processed, COL1 does not equal “EM” because it has been set to
NULL. Therefore, the COL2 value remains at “TZ”:

COL1 POSITION ( 1: 2) CHAR (2)      

    NULLIF( COL2 = 'TZ' )   

COL2 POSITION ( 3: 4) CHAR (2)      

    DEFAULTIF( COL1 = 'EM' ) INITIAL (FG)

The following example illustrates how to specify multiple DEFAULTIF clauses with positionals:

(TEST01 POS(1:5)    CHAR(5)

DEFAULTIF  POS<1:5> >= X'00'; INITIAL(BOB)

DEFAULTIF  POS<1:5> <= 'B'; INITIAL(BOB)

TEST02 POS(6:15)   CHAR(10)

)

The following example illustrates how to specify multiple DEFAULTIF clauses with positionals and Extended Format SQL:
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(TEST01 POS(1:5) CHAR(5)DEFAULTIF ESQL POS<1:5>>=X'00';INITIAL(BOB)DEFAULTIF ESQL

 POS<1:5><='B';INITIAL(BOB)TEST02 POS(6:15) CHAR(10)TEST03 POS(16:30) CHAR(15))

Compression Routines

Compression routines are used to compress the data while loading it. For the compression routines to be found, they must
reside in the DSNEXIT library. This library must be concatenated in the Db2 startup task.

Conversion Errors

All conversion errors cause the input record to be discarded. If you receive discard errors, you can browse the SYSMAP
data set to see which records have been discarded. See the following list of conversion error types:

• Conversion
Indicates that integer-to-integer conversion was requested, and a non-numeric character was found.

• Dupkey
Indicates that duplicate keys were found in a unique index.

• Seqkey
Indicates that index keys are out of sequence.

• Partsel
Indicates that you specified one partition but the data belongs to multiple partitions.

• Selection
Indicates that the selection criteria failed; for example, the WHEN clause is not true.

• OBID
Indicates that the OBID in the input record did not match the OBID of the new table. Also, no OBID (or an incorrect
OBID) was specified in the syntax.

LISTDEF Control Statements

LISTDEF control statements are not supported. This support is unnecessary because data is processed at the table level
instead of the tablespace level.

Indexes on Expression

Indexes on expression that are created using the SQL SUBSTR function are supported natively. Indexes on
expression that are created using other methods are not supported natively. If SWITCH-TO-IBM YES is specified in
hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL), the IBM LOAD utility is called to process these indexes.

MEMBER CLUSTER Support

Universal tablespaces (UTS) with the MEMBER CLUSTER option applied are supported. However, the deferred ALTER
feature is not supported. This feature lets you alter the MEMBER CLUSTER structure for an object without having to
unload, drop, and recreate it. The object is altered during a subsequent utility execution. If a deferred ALTER is applied
to an object and SWITCH-TO-IBM YES is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL), CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS invokes
IBM to process that table. After the object has been altered, CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS processes it natively during
subsequent executions.

Integration with Other Products
CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS works with the following CA tools and utilities:

• CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS
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Use the ENFORCE CONSTRAINTS option to call this utility and check each row of the table data. This option helps
you maintain system referential integrity and check constraints.

• CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS
Use the INPUT-FORMAT UNLOAD option to load data using the load control statements that this utility generated.

• CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS
Use the QUICKCOPY option to call this utility. You can create up to eight image copies during execution, rather than as
a separate phase.

• CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS
Use the OUTPUT-CONTROL REORG option to perform a load and a reorganization in one step.

For more information about integration with these products, see their respective documentation.
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Using
This section explains how to use CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS, including:

• Suggested best practices to follow when using this product
• Instructions for building and restarting your JCL jobs
• Guidelines for allocating your data sets
• Instructions for performing common load tasks
• Instructions for processing discarded records

Best Practices
To maximize CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS performance, review your jobs and consider making the following
changes. Implementing these changes helps reduce I/O and reduce the need for large amounts of secondary storage.

• If a sort is required, allocate your sort work data sets dynamically.
• Use OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD to build the tablespace directly from your input.

NOTE
Jobs terminate when RECLUSTER NO is specified and the clustering index has out-of-sequence keys. If
RECLUSTER YES or RECLUSTER NO SORT-CLINDX is specified, an out-of-sequence index entry does
not terminate the job. Normal processing takes care of any other errors and the load continues.

• Use RECLUSTER NO if the data is already in clustered order.
NOTE
Using RECLUSTER NO with OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD also minimizes the workspace DASD by
eliminating the need for sort work data sets.

• Keep statistics reasonably accurate so that CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS can make a reasonable estimate of the
current number of rows in the object.

• If the tablespace is partitioned, use multiple input data sets (SYSULDxx) within the same job.
• Create an image copy during the load. The copy occurs while the indexes are being rebuilt. You can also use COPY-

TASKS to multitask the copy.
• Adjust the MAXTASKS parameter to control the number of simultaneous tasks that are used for indexes.
• If you are using ESA compression, use KEEPDICTIONARY.
• Set IO-BUFFERS to at least 50.
• Set VSAM-BUFFERS to at least 80.
• Avoid discard processing.
• Use INPUT-FORMAT UNLOAD. No CPU time is used for the conversion.
• Spread temporary data sets across as many devices as possible.

Building JCL Jobs
Using CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS consists of building JCL jobs that contain the appropriate syntax to perform the
necessary tasks. This section provides information about the following topics:

• How to build a JCL job
• How to verify your SYSIN statements
• How to use IBM JCL with CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS
• How to create a multitasking job
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Build a JCL Job
This scenario explains how to build a JCL job for CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS. Building a job consists of specifying
valid JOB, EXEC, and DD statements and inserting the appropriate utility syntax.

As a database administrator, you are responsible for maintaining the databases at your site. You accomplish this task by
using the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS batch utilities. As part of this process, you build JCL jobs
that contain the appropriate syntax to perform the necessary tasks. For example, you may need to load large amounts of
data from multiple sources into Db2 tables. You can use CA Fast Load to load this data at a high speed while maintaining
system performance.

This scenario makes the following assumptions:

• A data set has already been allocated to contain your JCL.
• The data set has no unusual profile options, such as PACK ON, that can interfere with processing.
• You have basic knowledge about how to code and submit JCL jobs.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify a JOB statement.
2. Specify an EXEC statement.
3. Specify the DD statements.
4. Specify the utility syntax.
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Specify a JOB Statement
A JCL job requires a valid JOB statement to mark the beginning of the job, specify the job name, and provide more job
information. When specifying these parameters, follow the job standards at your site.

Specify the following JOB statement:

//jobname  JOB  (account),'jobdesc',CLASS=jobclass,MSGCLASS=outputclass,REGION=nM

The JOB statement has the following parameters:

• jobname
Specifies the job name.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

• account
Specifies the accounting information for the job.

• jobdesc
Provides a brief job description.

• jobclass
Assigns a job class to the job.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

• outputclass
Assigns an output class to the job log.
Limits: 1 character

• nM
Specifies the amount of central or virtual space that the job requires, in megabytes.
We recommend specifying REGION=0M to let the utility use as much storage as required. Verify with your systems
programmer that user exits at your site are not restricting memory allocation for REGION=0M requests.

Specify an EXEC Statement
A JCL job requires a valid EXEC statement to specify the module to execute and other parameters. For CA Database
Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS utilities, this statement calls the PTLDRIVM product driver.

Specify the following EXEC statement:

//stepname EXEC  PGM=PTLDRIVM,

// PARM=('SUFFIX=xx,EP=UTLGLCTL/DB2_subsystemid,CHECK|PREVIEW|RESTART(parm)',

//'planname,utilid')

To continue the PARM= keyword onto a second line, enclose its specified value in parentheses as shown here. Also
enclose any subexpressions in apostrophes followed by a comma. The continued PARM value can begin anywhere
in columns 4 through 16 on the next line. No additional commas are required because enclosing the PARM value in
parentheses provides the continuation.

The EXEC statement has the following parameters:

• stepname
Identifies the job step within the JCL. Specify something meaningful, like FASTLD or LOAD1.

• SUFFIX=xx
(Optional) Specifies a suffix for the PTISYS parmlib member when multiple members exist. This parameter overrides
the SUFFIX value in the ENVDEF global parmlib member. If ENVDEF is not present and you omit SUFFIX from your
EXEC statement, SUFFIX defaults to 00.

• EP
Specifies the program name. Specify UTLGLCTL.

• DB2_subsystemid
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Names the Db2 subsystem where the objects reside. If data sharing subgroups have been defined in the
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) member, you can specify a subgroup name here instead.

• CHECK
(Optional) Validates the utility statement syntax without actually running the utility.

NOTE
CHECK, PREVIEW, and RESTART are mutually exclusive. Specify only one in your EXEC statement.

• PREVIEW
(Optional) Validates the utility statement syntax and verifies that the specified objects exist without actually running the
utility.

• RESTART
(Optional) Specifies whether to restart the job.

WARNING
If you restart a job, do not modify the utility syntax.

If your job does not include a RESTART command, the job starts as a new job. If your job includes a restart record, an
error message notifies you that the object is in restart mode and that RESTART syntax is required in the job.
The following RESTART parameters are valid:
– blank (no parameter specified)

Validates several parameters to verify that they are the same as the previous execution. In particular, the utility
checks that the partitions selected for the current execution are the same as the previous execution. If the existing
restart record passes validation, the utility uses it to restart the job. The job resumes at the beginning of the next
incomplete phase.

– (nnnn)
Specifies which utility statement (where nnnn represents utility statement numbers) in the SYSIN will begin
execution when a step contains multiple utility statements. The previous nnnn-1 utility statements are skipped. To
determine the correct statement number, refer to message PUT0018I in the output of the previous execution of the
job.
You can also specify nnnn with the following values:
• (nnnn,BYPASS)

Skips the previous nnnn-1 utility statements and uses RESTART(BYPASS) on the correct utility statement
number.

• (nnnn,CURRENT)
Skips the previous nnnn-1 utility statements and uses RESTART(CURRENT) on the correct utility statement
number.

• (nnnn,PHASE)
Skips the previous nnnn-1 utility statements and uses RESTART(PHASE) on the correct utility statement
number.

• (nnnn,TERM)
Skips the previous nnnn-1 utility statements and uses RESTART(TERM) on the correct utility statement number.

– (BYPASS)
Validates several parameters to verify that they are the same as the previous execution. In particular, the utility
checks that the partitions selected for this execution are the same as the prior execution. If the existing restart
record passes validation, the restart record is deleted and the status of each object resets to its initial state. The
utility then continues the job.
If any partition independence tasks fail, RESTART(BYPASS) leaves the partitions in utility only (UT) status. You may
have to start the partitions manually. You are responsible for doing any necessary recovery work on the objects.

– (CURRENT)
Validates several parameters to verify that they are the same as the previous execution. In particular, the utility
checks that the partitions selected for this execution are the same as the prior execution. If the existing restart
record passes validation, the utility uses it to restart the job. The job resumes at the beginning of the next
incomplete phase.
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NOTE
CURRENT processing is identical to PHASE processing. The CURRENT parameter is provided only for
compatibility with IBM syntax.

– (PHASE)
Validates several parameters to verify that they are the same as the previous execution. In particular, the utility
checks that the partitions selected for this execution are the same as the prior execution. If the existing restart
record passes validation, the utility uses it to restart the job. The job resumes at the beginning of the next
incomplete phase.

– (TERM)
Deletes the existing restart record of a failed job from the restart table and terminates processing for the object.
Before the utility deletes the record, it validates several parameters to verify that they are the same. In particular, the
utility verifies that the partitions selected for this execution are the same as the prior execution.
If the existing restart record passes validation, it is deleted and each object is reset to its initial status. If a restart
row is found, the utility sets a return code of 4. If a restart record is not found, the utility sets a return code of 8.

WARNING
When you specify RESTART(TERM), you lose the ability to restart the job.

After the completion of RESTART(TERM), the objects may be accessible but they may not be ready to use. You
may have to perform recovery procedures to restore the objects back to a usable state. TERM only deletes the
restart record and restarts the tablespace. TERM does not restore the objects to their original state.

• planname
(Optional) Specifies the plan name for the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS utilities. This
parameter overrides the default plan name that is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM.
If you omit the plan name, insert a comma as a place holder as shown in the following example:
// PARM=('EP=UTLGLCTL/DB2_subsystemid,RESTART(PHASE),’, 

// 'utilid')

• utilid
(Optional) Specifies a utility ID for the job. Include a comma on the left side of the utilid variable or verify that the PARM
statement does not split over two lines. Do not include any spaces between quotes (for example, PARM=' parm').
Limits: 17 characters or less
If you omit utilid, it defaults to the user ID of the job submitter and the job name:
userid.jobname

NOTE
To restart a utility job that someone else submitted, specify the utility ID for that job in the EXEC statement
when you restart it. When the utility ID defaults to the user ID of the submitter, that user can restart the job
without specifying the utility ID.

Specify the DD Statements
A JCL job requires valid DD statements to specify the data sets that the utility needs. Each job step that executes a utility
requires a STEPLIB, PTIPARM, PTIMSG, and SYSIN DD statement.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the following required DD statements:
//STEPLIB   DD  DSN=hlq.xxxxxxxx.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//          DD  DSN=xxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//          DD  DSN=DSN.xxxx.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM   DD  DSN=hlq.xxxxxxxx.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIMSG    DD  SYSOUT=*

//*
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See the following DD statement descriptions:
– STEPLIB

Specifies the load libraries for the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS utilities.
NOTE
If you run a utility on a table with an EDITPROC or FIELDPROC, the CDBALOAD concatenation
in hlq.CDBAPARM(SETUP) must specify the library containing the EDITPROC or FIELDPROC.

– PTIPARM
Specifies the parameter library hlq.CDBAPARM.

– PTIMSG
Specifies the data set that contains status messages and output from the utility execution. This data set must be
fixed block.

2. (Optional) Specify one or more of the following DD statements.
//$ORTPARM DD *

//  VSCORE=420K,VSCORET=nK

//*

//ddname   DD DSN=hlq.ddname, 

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),

//            UNIT=SYSDA, SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE)

//*

//PTIIMSG  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//PTILIB   DD DISP=status,DSN=hlq.xxxxxxxx.CDBALOAD

//         DD DISP=status,DSN=hlq.xxxxxxxx.SDSNEXIT

//         DD DISP=status,DSN=hlq.xxxxxxxx.SDSNLOAD

//*

//STxxMSG  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//STxxWKnn DD UNIT=unit_type,SPACE=(alloc_unit,(primary,secondary))

//*

//SYSDISC  DD DISP=status,             

//            UNIT=unit_type,SPACE=(alloc_unit,(primary,secondary),RLSE), 

//            DSN=userid.table.SYSDISC          

//*                                             

//SYSERR   DD DISP=status,          

//            UNIT=unit_type,SPACE=(alloc_unit,(primary,secondary),RLSE),

//            DSN=userid.table.SYSERR           

//*                                             

//SYSMAP   DD DISP=status,          

//            UNIT=unit_type,SPACE=(alloc_unit,(primary,secondary),RLSE),

//            DSN=userid.table.SYSMAP           

//*                                             

//SYSREC   DD DISP=status,

//            UNIT=unit_type,SPACE=(alloc_unit,(primary,secondary),RLSE),

//            DSN=userid.table.data

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSULD   DD DISP=status,

//            DSN=userid.table.SYSULD

//*

//SYSUT1   DD DISP=status,

//            UNIT=unit_type,SPACE=(alloc_unit,(primary,secondary),RLSE),
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//            DSN=userid.table.SYSUT1

//*

//SYSCPnyy DD DISP=status,

//            UNIT=unit_type,SPACE=(alloc_unit,(primary,secondary),RLSE),

//            DSN=userid.table.SYSCPnyy

//*

– $ORTPARM
Controls below-the-line storage when Syncsort is used.
• VSCORE

Specifies the maximum amount of below-the-line virtual storage in KB that Syncsort uses. Set VSCORE to the
same value as the SORT-APPLSIZE parameter in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). The default SORT-APPLSIZE value is
420 KB.

• VSCORET
Specifies the total amount of virtual storage memory (above- and below-the-line) that Syncsort uses. This value
overrides the SORT-SORTSIZE parameter in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL) and the SORTSIZE value in the utility job.

When you specify $ORTPARM, the DYNALLOC$ORTPARM keyword is ignored. To allocate the $ORTPARM
DD dynamically, omit this DD statement and specify DYNALLOC$ORTPARM YES in your JCL. CA Fast
Load for DB2 for z/OS dynamically allocates a DD using the SORT-APPLSIZE and SORT-SORTSIZE values
from hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL).
Alternately, omit the $ORTPARM DD statement and specify DYNALLOC$ORTPARM NO. CA Fast Load for DB2 for
z/OS does not allocate a DD. Instead, the default Syncsort values are used.

– ddname
Specifies the ddname that was specified for the CRITICAL-MSGDDN parameter in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). This
ddname allocates a data set to contain critical messages containing errors, objects status messages, and general
processing messages. Separating the critical messages from other messages can make it easier to review your job
output.

– PTIIMSG
Allocates a data set to contain IFI and IDCAMS messages. Separating the IFI and VSAM messages from other
messages can make it easier to review your job output. We recommend allocating PTIIMSG, especially when you
specify ALLMSGS in your job JCL.

– PTILIB
Identifies the data set that contains the load libraries. Include the PTILIB DD statement only when processing IBM
utility JCL.

– STxxMSG
Allocates the sort message data sets. The xx represents the sort task number.
To allocate this data set dynamically, omit this DD statement from your SYSIN.

– STxxWKnn
Allocates the sort work data sets.
• xx

Represents the sort task number.
• nn

Represents the data set number. If you use multitasking, each task requires its own data sets. Place an
incremental counter at the end of each ddname (01, 02, and so on).

To allocate these data sets dynamically, omit this DD statement and specify SORTNUM or SORTDEVT (or both) in
your SYSIN.

– SYSDISC
Allocates a data set to contain discarded records. This data set must be fixed block, variable, or variable block.

NOTE
By default, the DISCARDDN keyword specifies SYSDISC as the target ddname. If you specify a different
ddname, use this name in your DD statement and include the DISCARDDN keyword in your SYSIN
syntax. The DISCARDDN keyword cannot point to a dummy data set.
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To allocate this data set dynamically, omit this DD statement. Also omit the SYSDISC keyword from your SYSIN
syntax unless you are using it to override the corresponding parmlib value.

– SYSERR
Allocates a data set to contain the internal error link list for ALL, BUILD, and REORG type loads. If you do not
specify a BLKSZ and LRECL, these settings default to BLKSZ=15000 and LRECL=15000.

NOTE
By default, the ERRDDN keyword specifies SYSERR as the target ddname. If you specify a different
ddname, use this name in your DD statement and include the ERRDDN keyword in your SYSIN syntax.
The ERRDDN keyword cannot point to a dummy data set.

To allocate this data set dynamically, omit this DD statement. Also omit the SYSERR keyword from your SYSIN
syntax unless you are using it to override the corresponding parmlib value.

– SYSMAP
Allocates a data set to contain the formatted error report that is generated during discard processing. The report
explains why the records were discarded. If you do not specify a BLKSZ and LRECL, these settings default to
BLKSZ=23200 and LRECL=145.

NOTE
By default, the MAPDDN keyword specifies SYSMAP as the target ddname. If you specify a different
ddname, use this name in your DD statement and include the MAPDDN keyword in your SYSIN syntax.
The MAPDDN keyword cannot point to a dummy data set.

To allocate this data set dynamically, omit this DD statement. Also omit the SYSMAP keyword from your SYSIN
syntax unless you are using it to override the corresponding parmlib value.

– SYSREC
Allocates data sets to contain the sorted data from ALL and REORG load types. When you include this DD
statement, also include the UNLDDN keyword in your SYSIN syntax.

NOTE
By default, the UNLDDN keyword specifies SYSREC as the target ddname. If you specify a different
ddname, use this name in your DD statement.

To allocate this data set dynamically, omit this DD statement. Also omit the SYSREC keyword from your SYSIN
syntax unless you are using it to override the corresponding parmlib value.
To load data into multiple partitions simultaneously, specify multiple SYSREC DD statements. The naming
convention is SYSREC, SYSREC01, SYSREC02, and so on. The number of SYSREC data sets cannot exceed the
number of partitions. The minimum value is the number of SYSULD data sets. If there are more partitions than data
sets, the extra partitions are placed in the first data set.
We recommend matching the number of SYSRECs to the number of partitions. If this number leads to I/O
contention, use a number that is evenly divisible into the number of partitions. For example, if there are 24
partitions, specify 4, 6, 8, or 12 SYSRECs.
The following example assumes a four-partitioned tablespace. Specify the four SYSREC DD statements as follows:
//SYSREC    DD   DSN=userid.tsname.SYSREC1,DISP=(MOD,CATLG),           

//          SPACE=(TRK,(5,3),RLSE),UNIT=SYSDA                          

//SYSREC01  DD   DSN=userid.tsname.SYSREC2,DISP=(MOD,CATLG),           

//          SPACE=(TRK,(5,3),RLSE),UNIT=SYSDA                          

//SYSREC02  DD   DSN=userid.tsname.SYSREC3,DISP=(MOD,CATLG),           

//          SPACE=(TRK,(5,3),RLSE),UNIT=SYSDA                          

//SYSREC03  DD   DSN=userid.tsname.SYSREC4,DISP=(MOD,CATLG),           

//          SPACE=(TRK,(5,3),RLSE),UNIT=SYSDA

Consider the following guidelines:
• If you load a nonpartitioned tablespace, only one SYSREC data set is used.
• For partitioned tablespaces, the number of SYSREC data sets cannot exceed the number of partitions. The

number that is used is the smaller of the following values:
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• The number of partitions
• The number of SYSREC data sets that are allocated

• If there are more partitions than SYSRECs, the partitions are divided as evenly as possible across the
SYSRECs.

– SYSUDUMP
Allocates a data set for the dump that is created when the job sets a return code greater than 4. When you specify
this DD statement, also specify the ABEND-TASK keyword in your SYSIN syntax.

– SYSULD
Allocates a data set to contain the input data for ALL, BUILD, and REORG type loads. The data set must be fixed
block, variable, or variable block. When you include this DD statement, also include the INDDN keyword in your
SYSIN syntax.

NOTE
By default, the INDDN keyword specifies SYSULD as the target ddname. If you specify a different
ddname, use this name in your DD statement.

To perform the preload phase on multiple partitions simultaneously, specify multiple SYSULD data sets. The naming
convention is SYSULD, SYSULD01, SYSULD02, and so on. In a BUILD type load, you can also use the data sets
to load the data into multiple partitions simultaneously.
Consider the following guidelines:
• The tablespace must be partitioned.
• The maximum number of data sets is equal to the number of partitions.
• The data for each partition must be in data sets defined in a single DD statement.
• A single data set can contain data for more than one partition. Each SYSULD data set can consist of several

concatenated data sets.
• You cannot use multiple SYSULD data sets when you are performing an OUTPUT-CONTROL REORG load.

– SYSUT1
Allocates a data set to contain the index keys for ALL and REORG type loads. When you include this DD
statement, also include the WORKDDN keyword in your SYSIN syntax.

NOTE
By default, the WORKDDN keyword specifies SYSUT1 as the target ddname. If you specify a different
ddname, use this name in your DD statement.

To allocate this data set dynamically, omit this DD statement. Also omit the SYSUT1 keyword from your SYSIN
syntax unless you are using it to override the corresponding parmlib value.
If the tablespace has multiple indexes or partitions, specify multiple SYSUT1 work data sets. Multiple work data
sets let you rebuild the indexes simultaneously. The naming convention is SYSUT1, SYSUT101, SYSUT102, and
so on.
Consider the following guidelines when determining the number of data sets to specify:
• You can have multiple SYSUT1 data sets when the tablespace is partitioned or has multiple indexes.
• With RECLUSTER NO SORT-CLINDX, the minimum number of work data sets is the number of index sorts (that

is, MAXTASKS). The maximum number of work data sets is the number of clustering index partitions plus the
number of nonclustering indexes.

• With RECLUSTER YES or RECLUSTER NO, the minimum number of data sets is the number of index sorts
(MAXTASKS) plus the number of input data sets (SYSULD). If there are no nonclustering indexes, MAXTASKS
is zero. If there is no clustering index, SYSULD is zero. The maximum number of work data sets is the number of
clustering index partitions plus the number of nonclustering indexes.

• Having too many SYSUT1s defined for a tablespace job does not affect performance. However, not defining
enough SYSUT1s can diminish performance.

The following example specifies five SYSUT1 data sets:
//SYSUT1    DD  SPACE=(TRK,(4,2),RLSE),UNIT=SYSDA,                     

//          DISP=(MOD,CATLG),DSN=userid.tsname.SYSUT1                  

//SYSUT101  DD  SPACE=(TRK,(4,2),RLSE),UNIT=SYSDA,                     
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//          DISP=(MOD,CATLG),DSN=userid.tsname.SYSUT101                

//SYSUT102  DD  SPACE=(TRK,(4,2),RLSE),UNIT=SYSDA,                     

//          DISP=(MOD,CATLG),DSN=userid.tsname.SYSUT102                       

//SYSUT103  DD  SPACE=(TRK,(4,2),RLSE),UNIT=SYSDA,                     

//          DISP=(MOD,CATLG),DSN=userid.tsname.SYSUT103                

//SYSUT104  DD  SPACE=(TRK,(4,2),RLSE),UNIT=SYSDA,                     

//          DISP=(MOD,CATLG),DSN=userid.tsname.SYSUT104

– SYSCPnyy
Allocates data sets to hold image copies. These data sets are needed when you specify QUICKCOPY in your
SYSIN syntax.
• n

Specifies the copy number.
• yy

Specifies the part of the copy that is being multitasked.
To allocate these data sets dynamically, omit this DD statement. During processing, the data sets are allocated by
using the model statements in hlq.CDBAPARM(PQC). For more information about these model statements and the
dynamic allocation of copy data sets, see the CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS documentation.

NOTE
If you specify COPY-LOBS in your JCL, dynamic allocation of the copy data sets is required. Do not insert
SYSCP statements in the JCL.

3. Specify the SYSIN DD statement. This statement is required, and it appears last in the job:
//SYSIN    DD  *

  FASTLOAD

– SYSIN
Specifies the input data set from which to read the utility control statements. These statements begin with a utility
name (for example, FASTLOAD) and are followed by the utility-specific syntax. EBCDIC and Unicode character
sets are supported.

Specify the Utility Syntax
Include the CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS syntax in your job as part of the SYSIN stream.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the FASTLOAD control statement and the appropriate keywords.
2. (Optional) Insert comments in the syntax:

– Enter an asterisk (*) in the first column to comment the entire line.
– Enter two hyphens (--), starting in any column, to comment the rest of the line.
The following example shows two comments:
//SYSIN   DD  *

        FASTLOAD  -- COMMENT HERE

          INPUT-FORMAT          UNLOAD

          OUTPUT-CONTROL        REORG      

*       COMMENT HERE

          UNLDDN                PFLREC      

          MAXTASKS              2

          MAPDDN                SYSMAP

NOTE
These commenting tips apply only to CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS. Different utilities provide different
comment support.
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3. (Optional) Insert control statements for other utilities to invoke them in the same job. For example, insert a
SYSCPnyy statement to invoke CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS and create an image copy of the table after loading
the data.

NOTE
A license is typically required for each utility.

Your JCL job has been built. You can now submit the job or save it for later reuse.

Verify SYSIN Control Statements Using UTCHECK REXX
The SYSIN control statements for all Db2 utility jobs (including existing jobs) must start with the utility statement. You
can manually check your JCL for the required utility statements. However, depending on the number of SYSIN control
statements in your JCL, it can be easier to use UTCHECK REXX. UTCHECK flags the in-stream SYSIN DD statements
that do not contain a valid utility name as the first command.

NOTE
UTCHECK executes only on in-stream SYSIN files. If your Db2 utility JCL executes a procedure, edit the
UTCHECK REXX exec to look for the procedure name. See the instructions in the UTCHECK REXX exec file.

To verify your SYSIN control statements using UTCHECK REXX, perform the following tasks:

1. Create a UTCHECK input data set. Include the name of the data set containing the JCL, and a list of the members
within that data set. The data set name must be the first word on the first line. Each member name must be the first
word on succeeding lines. UTCHECK REXX ignores any information following the data set and member names.
See the following sample data set:
CADB2.UTILITY.JCL

LOAD1

LOAD2

REORG1

COPY1

RECOVER1

NOTE
You can use the ISPF Print Index function to generate the previous information. After you generate the
listing, remove all extraneous information from the file.

2. Open the UTCHECK JCL that is provided in the installation CDBASRC library. Insert the name of your UTCHECK
input data set in the %UTCHECK < DATASET NAME > line.

3. Execute the following command, in which UTCHECK.input is the name of your input data set:
exec 'hlq.CDBACLS0(UTCHECK)' 'UTCHECK.input'

During execution, the output messages indicate whether the JCL conforms to the SYSIN DD statement requirement.
Line numbers indicate the location of statements that do not conform to the requirement, as shown in the following
example:
USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPFL)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPFL)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPRR)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPRR)   line 198  ********

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTECONV)  OK              

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   line 40  ********

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK               
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USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK

4. Edit your existing jobs as necessary to add the required utility statements.
5. Repeat these steps as needed until all statements are in compliance.

Use IBM JCL with CA Utilities
You can use existing IBM utility JCL to run CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS with minor changes.
When running CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS in IBM compatibility mode, most IBM syntax is
recognized. However, any JCL you convert as described here will not be tuned to take advantage of CA Fast Load for
DB2 for z/OS high performance options.

NOTE
CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS utilities adhere to IBM syntax diagram rules regarding the
use of parentheses. Our utilities tolerate the use of parentheses only where documented in IBM syntax diagrams
or in the Product Syntax section of this documentation.

To use IBM JCL with CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS, complete the following tasks:

1. Add a PTIPARM DD that specifies the utilities parmlib name. See the following example:
//PTIPARM  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.relxxx.CDBAPARM

2. Edit the IBM EXEC statement as follows:
– PGM=DSNUTILB

Change the program name to XSNUTILB. Alternately, rename module XSNUTILB in the CA Database Management
Solutions for DB2 for z/OS load library to DSNUTILB.

– PARM='system,[uid],[utproc]'
Change system to the Db2 subsystem and uid to the utility ID of the job. Also change utproc to a valid restart
parameter to enable restart processing when XSNUTILB is executed.

See the following example:
//Stepname EXEC PGM=XSNUTILB,PARM='DB2A,TESTUSER,RESTART(BYPASS)'

3. Modify STEPLIB to concatenate the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS load library ahead of the
Db2 load library.

4. (Optional) Include a PTILIB DD statement that contains the load libraries. See the following sample PTILIB DD
statement:
//PTILIB     DD   DSN=PTIPROD.RELxxx.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//           DD   DSN=Vxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//           DD   DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

5. Use the following table to change ddnames to assign data sets correctly:

IBM LOAD CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS

SYSREC SYSULD
SORTOUT SYSUT1
SYSUT1 n/a
n/a SYSREC
SYSERR SYSERR
SYSMAP SYSMAP
SYSDISC SYSDISC
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Create a Multitasking Job
To take full advantage of your system configuration, use concurrent processing (multitasking) in some of your load
jobs. You can multitask a job whenever you load a partitioned tablespace with OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD or ALL.

NOTE
COPY-TASKS affects multitasking when CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS takes an image copy. You can only
multitask a copy of a partitioned tablespace. For more information about multitasking during a copy job, see the
CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS documentation.

To set up the multitask job, define the following parameters and data sets:

• MAXTASKS—MAXTASKS controls the number of concurrent sorts for the nonclustering indexes. If you specify
RECLUSTER NO SORT-CLINDX, MAXTASKS controls the number of sorts for the clustering index plus the
nonclustering indexes. Set MAXTASKS based on the number of nonclustering indexes you want to sort at one time.

• INDDN input data sets (SYSULD)—The tablespace to be loaded must be partitioned. You can have as many input
data sets as you have partitions in the tablespace. The maximum number of data sets is equal to the number of
partitions. The partition data must be in data sets defined in a single DD statement. A single data set can contain data
for more than one partition. Each SYSULD data set can consist of several concatenated data sets. The SYSULD data
sets let you perform the preload phase on each partition simultaneously for BUILD and ALL type loads. In a BUILD
type load, these data sets let you load the data into the partitions simultaneously.

• WORKDDN work data sets (SYSUT1)—Use the following formulas to determine the number of data sets that are
needed:
– You can have multiple SYSUT1 data sets when the tablespace is partitioned or has multiple indexes.
– When you specify OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD, no work data sets are used.
– When you specify RECLUSTER NO SORT-CLINDX, the minimum number of work data sets is the number of index

sorts. (That is, the MAXTASKS value.) The maximum number of work data sets is the number of clustering index
partitions plus the number of nonclustering indexes.

– When you specify RECLUSTER YES or RECLUSTER NO, the minimum number of work data sets is the number
of index sorts (MAXTASKS) plus the number of input data sets (SYSULD). The maximum number of work data sets
is the number of clustering index partitions plus the number of nonclustering indexes. If there are no nonclustering
indexes, MAXTASKS is zero. If there is no clustering index, SYSULD is zero. The maximum number of work data
sets is the number of clustering index partitions plus the number of nonclustering indexes. These data sets let you
rebuild the indexes simultaneously.

• UNLDDN sorted-data data sets (SYSREC)—(Used only by ALL and REORG type loads.) You can have as many
sorted-data data sets as you have partitions in the tablespace. (The minimum value you can use is the number of
SYSULD data sets.) Sorted-data data sets let you load the data into each partition simultaneously.

• STxxWKnn sort work data sets—Two things determine the number of sort work data sets:
– The number of tasks, which is specified by xx (the same as the number of SYSUT1 work data sets that are defined)
– The number of data sets for each task, which is specified by nn
Optimize the sort routine by determining the number of data sets available for each sort task. If you specify
RECLUSTER NO, the number of concurrent sorts in a load job equals the value of MAXTASKS. If you specify
RECLUSTER YES, the number of concurrent sorts is the greater of the following values:
– Number of SYSULD data sets
– Value of MAXTASKS

• STxxMSG sort message data sets—Define a separate message data set for each concurrent sort task. See the
preceding STxxWKnn description to determine the number of concurrent sort tasks. If you do not specify enough
message data sets, they are dynamically allocated as needed. The naming convention is STxxMSG, where xx is the
task number.

The following table shows the maximum number of data sets for various multitasking situations. The table also indicates
the maximum MAXTASKS value.
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The following conditions must be assumed:

• All tablespaces have one clustering index.
• The numbers represent the maximum values when you specify RECLUSTER NO SORT-CLINDX. The numbers in

parentheses represent the value when RECLUSTER NO is specified, when it is different. The numbers in square
brackets represent the value when RECLUSTER YES is specified, when it is different from RECLUSTER NO SORT-
CLINDX.

OUTPUT-CONTROL MAXTASKS SYSULD SYSUT1 SYSREC Sort Works

ALL Nonpartitioned tablespace 1 (n/a) [n/a] 1 1 1 1
ALL 4-partition tablespace 4 (n/a) [n/a] 4 4 4 4 (0)
BUILD Nonpartitioned tablespace 1 1 0 0 1
BUILD 4-partition tablespace 4 (n/a) [n/a] 4 0 0 4 (0)
BUILD Nonpartitioned tablespace 2
nonclustering indexes

3 (2) [2] 1 0 0 3 (2)

BUILD 4-partition tablespace 2
nonclustering indexes

6 (2) [2] 4 0 0 6 (2)

ALL 4-partition tablespace 2
nonclustering indexes

6 (2) [2] 4 6 4 6 (2)

ALL Nonpartitioned tablespace 2
nonclustering indexes

3 (2) [2] 1 3 1 3 (2)

Sorts Performed During Multitasking
The following table summarizes the number and type of sorts that are performed in multitasking situations when each
control parameter is specified:

OUTPUT-CONTROL RECLUSTER NO SORT-CLINDX RECLUSTER NO RECLUSTER YES

ALL
Nonpartitioned tablespace

1 clustering index sort No sorts 1 data sort

ALL
4-partition tablespace

4 clustering index sorts No sorts 4 data sorts

BUILD
Nonpartitioned tablespace

1 clustering index sort No sorts 1 data sort

BUILD
4-partition tablespace

4 clustering index sorts No sorts 4 data sorts

BUILD
Nonpartitioned tablespace
2 nonclustering indexes

1 clustering index sort
2 nonclustering index sorts

2 nonclustering index sorts 1 data sort
2 nonclustering index sorts

BUILD
4-partition tablespace
2 nonclustering indexes

4 clustering index sorts
2 nonclustering index sorts

2 nonclustering index sorts 4 data sorts
2 nonclustering index sorts

ALL
4-partition tablespace
2 nonclustering indexes

4 clustering index sorts
2 nonclustering index sorts

2 nonclustering index sorts 4 data sorts
2 nonclustering index sorts

ALL
Nonpartitioned tablespace
2 nonclustering indexes

1 clustering index sort
2 nonclustering index sorts

2 nonclustering index sorts 1 data sort
2 nonclustering index sorts
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Restarting Jobs
Restart processing is a useful feature that can save you time. If a job fails, you can restart it at various points, depending
on your selected settings. For example, you can restart a failed job at the beginning of the next incomplete phase. You
can also restart the job at a specific utility statement.

This section provides information about the following items:

• An overview of automatic restart processing
• A description of the restart table that is used
• How to restart a job
• How to restart a job that calls an IBM utility

Automatic Restart Processing
Automatic restart processing restarts a job step from the utility statement that failed. The automatic restart function is
enabled by specifying AUTO-RESTART YES in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). You can then restart a failed job by specifying
a RESTART parameter in the EXEC statement of your job.

Consider the following items when using the AUTO-RESTART parameter:

• You can specify AUTO-RESTART only in the UTIL parmlib member. You cannot specify it in user-defined parmlib
members or in the SYSIN syntax.

• When you enable AUTO-RESTART, the job names and utility IDs must be different for different syntax.

When automatic restart is active, the utility writes a record to the restart table at the beginning of each step. The record
identifies the current statement number and utility type of the next or current utility to execute. If a utility statement fails,
this record lets you skip the completed statements and restart at the failed statement.

NOTE
If the first utility statement fails, the restart statement record is not saved in the restart table. Restart the job step
at the beginning.

Example: Auto-Restart Processing

In the following sample SYSIN, COPY statement #002 fails with an SQLCODE -911 when attempting to register the copy.
When the failure occurs, the copy terminates with a return code of 8. The restart statement remains in the restart table
with the restart UTIL and detail records for TESTDB.SAMPLET2:

COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB.SAMPLET1                               Statement #001

QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCPAA)

COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB.SAMPLET2                               Statement #002

QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCPBB)

COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB.SAMPLET3                               Statement #003

QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCPCC)

COPY is shown in the previous example, but this processing also applies to other utilities such as LOAD and REORG.

You can restart the job step automatically at statement #002 by specifying a RESTART parameter on the EXEC
statement. The job output shows the following processing:

• Statement #001 undergoes syntax checking to get positioned to the statement #002.
• Statements #002 and #003 execute based on the RESTART parameter specified:
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– If the job is restarted with RESTART(PHASE), statement #002 executes with RESTART(PHASE). Statement #003
executes without a restart parameter value.

– If the job is restarted with RESTART(BYPASS), statement #002 executes with RESTART(BYPASS). Statement
#003 and subsequent statements are passed the BYPASS option.

– If the job is restarted with RESTART(TERM), statement #002 executes according to the restart table processing.
The restart rows are deleted. Statement #003 does not execute.

Restart Table
When a utility job is executed, the utility ID, utility type, and utility-specific restart data are written to the restart table. This
restart table contains a row for each object or object partition, resulting in multiple restart rows for a given utility execution.

The restart table uniquely identifies each utility by using the utility ID plus a checksum value. The checksum value is
calculated internally, based on the object names and partition numbers in the utility syntax. If you terminate the utility using
the DB2 Command Processor, be aware of the correct checksum value and utility ID. You do not provide the checksum
value on a restarted job. An informational messages at the beginning of the job output reports the value of checksum and
shows all messages that display the utility ID.

Restart a Job
How you perform restart processing can vary based on the type of load you are performing. The OUTPUT-CONTROL
keyword specifies the load type.

NOTE
You cannot change the OUTPUT-CONTROL option during a restart.

Restart a Job That Specifies OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL or REORG

To restart an OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL or REORG job, follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Recover the tablespace and indexes. This step is required only when the job fails in the load phase and you
specified RESUME YES. If the job fails in the preload phase, or if you specified a different RESUME value, skip this
step.

NOTE
If the table has been completely loaded and the failure occurs during index building, recover the indexes and
terminate processing. Skip the rest of these steps.

2. Determine and correct the problem.
3. Verify that AUTO-RESTART YES is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL).
4. Specify RESTART(PHASE) in the EXEC statement of the failed step.
5. Specify STARTUP-ACCESS to control the startup mode of the tablespace. If you omit this keyword, the tablespace

starts in its original mode.
WARNING
Do not modify any other utility syntax.

6. Resubmit the job.

Restart a Job That Specifies OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD

To restart an OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD job, follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Recover the tablespace and indexes. This step is required only when the job also specifies RESUME YES.
NOTE
If the output messages indicate that the tablespace loaded successfully, do not recover the tablespace and
run the load again. Simply recover the indexes.
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2. Determine and correct the problem.
3. Verify that AUTO-RESTART YES is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL).
4. Specify the correct RESTART parameter in the EXEC statement of the failed step:

– If the job specifies RESUME YES, specify RESTART(BYPASS).
– If the job specifies RESUME NO REPLACE, specify RESTART(PHASE).

5. Specify STARTUP-ACCESS to control the startup mode of the tablespace. If you omit this keyword, the tablespace
starts in its original mode.

WARNING
Do not modify any other utility syntax.

6. Resubmit the job.

Restart a Job that Calls an IBM Utility
When SWITCH-TO-IBM YES is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL) and the IBM utility is called, IBM control statements
are written to the CAIBMOUT data set. You can use these control statements to restart the job. You can allocate the
CAIBMOUT data set manually in your JCL. Alternately, you can let the CA utility allocate a SYSOUT data set named
CAIBMOUT dynamically.

WARNING
If the CAIBMOUT data set is written to SYSOUT, do not delete the job output. You need the output to retrieve the
IBM control statement information.

After you restart the CA statement that called the IBM utility, use the CA utility to process the rest of the original CA job.

To restart a job that calls an IBM utility, follow these steps:

1. Use the IBM utility to restart the failed CA statement:
a. Prepare a JCL job for the appropriate IBM Db2 utility.
b. Copy the IBM control statements from the CAIBMOUT data set into the IBM JCL.
c. Insert a restart parameter into the IBM JCL.
d. Follow the guidelines in the IBM documentation to restart the IBM job.

NOTE
For more information about building and restarting IBM utility jobs, see the IBM Db2 Utility Guide and
Reference.

2. Use the CA utility to restart the CA job at the statement that follows the failed statement:
– If AUTO-RESTART YES is specified in the UTIL parmlib member, insert a RESTART parameter in the job and

resubmit it.
– If AUTO-RESTART NO is specified, remove the completed and failed statements from the CA job. Then insert a

RESTART parameter and resubmit the job.

Allocating Data Sets
CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS uses various data sets during processing to sort data and hold its generated output. This
section provides information about the following topics:

• An overview of the output data sets
• How to allocate the data sets dynamically or manually
• An overview of the sort work data sets
• How to control  below-the-line storage
• How to allocate the sort work data sets dynamically or manually
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Output Data Sets
CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS uses the following output data sets during processing:

• SYSDISC
Stores discard data.

• SYSERR
Stores the internal error link list, as defined by ERRDDN.

• SYSMAP
Stores the formatted error report, as defined by MAPDDN.

• SYSREC
Stores the unloaded tablespace data.

• SYSUDUMP
Contains the dump that is created when the job sets a return code greater than 4.

• SYSUT1
Stores the unloaded indexspace data.

• SYSCP
Stores the generated image copies.

You can allocate many of these data sets dynamically. We recommend dynamic allocation because this method eliminates
the need to code the data set attributes into your JCL manually. Allocating these data sets dynamically also lets CA Fast
Load for DB2 for z/OS calculate the space requirements for you. Dynamic allocation also supports the use of symbolics,
which generate a unique name for each data set.

Allocate Output Data Sets Dynamically
The following data sets can be allocated dynamically:

• SYSREC
Stores the unloaded tablespace data.

• SYSUT1
Stores the unloaded indexspace data.

• SYSDISC
Stores the discarded records.

• SYSERR
Stores the internal discard link list.

• SYSMAP
Stores the formatted discard report.

The PFL parmlib member is used to allocate data sets dynamically. The parmlib member can include any of the supported
parameters.

To allocate output data sets dynamically, follow these steps:

1. Edit the control statements in hlq.CDBAPARM(PFL), specifying appropriate values for your site.
NOTE
The sample control statements provide a suggested naming convention for the data sets. To use a different
naming convention, create an alternate parmlib member and access it using the PFL-SUFFIX keyword.

2. Remove any DD statements from your JCL for the data sets that you want to allocate dynamically.
3. (Optional) Use the SYSREC, SYSUT1, SYSDISC, SYSERR, and SYSMAP keywords to override their corresponding

parmlib values.
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Calculation of Space Requirements

The space requirements for dynamically allocated data sets are calculated in the following way:

• The space requirements for SYSREC, SYSUT1, and RID are calculated by using the following formula. In this formula,
row_est is the estimated number of tablespace rows being loaded, and row_length is the average row length:
space_required = row_est * row_length

This value is then adjusted based on the percent of total allocation of primary and secondary disc space quantities.
These quantities are specified with the PERPRI and PERSEC keywords in the PFL parmlib member.

• The space requirement for SYSDISC is calculated by using the following formula:
SYSDISC_space_required=row_est / 2

PFL Parmlib Control Statements

The hlq.CDBAPARM(PFL) member contains the following control statements. If you plan to allocate data sets dynamically,
edit these statements with appropriate values for your site:

/*********************************************************************/

/*       PFL Dynamic Allocation PARMLIB options - member PFL         */

/*********************************************************************/

/*                 General PFL PARMLIB Directives                    */

/*********************************************************************/

 PERPRI (100)          /* Percent of total allocation for primary    */

 PERSEC (10)           /* Percent of total allocation for secondary  */

/*                                                                   */

 DUNIT (SYSDA)         /* Default DASD Esoteric                      */

/*                                                                   */

 VOLCNTD (5)           /* Volume Count for DASD                      */

/*                                                                   */

 SMS (N)               /* SMS N/Y - Default N                        */

 STORCD (DEV)          /* SMS Storage class for DASD                 */

 MANGCD (WORK)         /* SMS Management class for DASD              */

 DATACD (DEFAULT)      /* SMS Data class for DASD                    */

/*                                                                   */

 THRESH      (60M)     /* If the calculated work size requirements   */

                       /* exceed the threshold amount, switch from   */

                       /* DASD to TAPE.  This parameter is ignored   */

                       /* for the SYSERR Dataset.                    */

/*                                                                   */

/*  The following directives are used if the calculated dataset      */

/*  space requirements exceed the value supplied for the             */

/*  THRESH directive.                                                */

/*                                                                   */

 TUNIT (CART)          /* Default TAPE Esoteric                      */

/*                                                                   */

 RETPD (007)           /* Tape Retention Period in Days              */

 EXPDT (0)             /* Tape Expiration Date                       */

                       /* Format is YYYYJJJ Julian Date              */

                       /* Specify EXPDT or RETPD but not both        */

/*                                                                   */

 VOLCNT (5)            /* Volume Count                               */

/*                                                                   */

 STORCT (VTS)          /* SMS Storage class for TAPE                 */
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 MANGCT (STANDARD)     /* SMS Management class for TAPE              */

 DATACT (DCVTS)        /* SMS Data class for TAPE                    */

/*********************************************************************/

/*        PFL PARMLIB Directives for specific DDNAMES                */

/*                                                                   */

/* SYSREC  => Directive for TABLESPACE UNLOAD DATA                   */

/* SYSUT1  => Directive for INDEXSPACE UNLOAD DATA                   */

/* SYSDISC => Directive for DISCARD Data                             */

/* SYSERR  => Directive for ERRDDN Dataset                           */

/* SYSMAP  => Directive for MAPDDN Dataset                           */

/*                                                                   */

/* See keyword descriptions and symbolic descriptions at end of      */

/* member.  Specific keywords override the general PFL parmlib       */

/* directives.                                                       */

/*                                                                   */

/* These parmlib directives can also overridden by the PFL SYSIN     */

/* keywords.                                                         */

/*                                                                   */

/*********************************************************************/

 SYSREC (DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..T%TIME..SYSREC      

        DISP=NEW                                          

        NDISP=DELETE                                      

        CDISP=CAT                                         

        RETAIN-DATASET=NO )                               

 SYSUT1 (DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..T%TIME..SYSUT1      

        DISP=NEW                                          

        NDISP=KEEP                                        

        CDISP=CAT                                         

        RETAIN-DATASET=NO )                               

 SYSDISC (DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..T%TIME..SYSDISC    

        DISP=NEW                                          

        NDISP=CAT                                         

        CDISP=CAT                                         

        RETAIN-DATASET=YES )                              

 SYSERR  (DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..T%TIME..SYSERR     

        DISP=NEW                                          

        NDISP=CAT                                         

        CDISP=CAT                                         

        RETAIN-DATASET=NO  )                              

 SYSMAP  (DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..T%TIME..SYSMAP     

        DISP=NEW                                          

        NDISP=CAT                                         

        CDISP=CAT                                         

        RETAIN-DATASET=NO  )

PFL Parmlib Keyword Descriptions

The following types of keywords can be used in hlq.CDBAPARM(PFL) to control the dynamic allocation of data sets:
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General PFL Parmlib Keywords

The following keywords can be used in model statements for dynamic allocation:

• PERPRI=nnn
Defines the percent of total allocation for primary allocation.
Default: 100

• PERSEC=nnn
Defines the percent of total allocation for secondary allocation.
Default: 10

• DUNIT (name)
Defines the DASD unit name or generic device name on which the dynamically allocated data sets reside.
Default: SYSDA

• VOLCNTD (n)
Defines the number of disk volumes that can be used for a non-SMS disk data set.

NOTE
Because of the access method that is used, a maximum of 16 extents per volume can be allocated.

Default: 5
• SMS=N|Y

Specifies whether to allocate data sets dynamically using SMS storage groups.
Default: N

• STORCD (name)
Defines the SMS storage class when the data set is dynamically defined on DASD. The name value is a valid SMS
storage class that does not exceed eight characters.
Default: DEV

• MANGCD (name)
Defines a valid SMS management class when the data set is dynamically defined on DASD.
Default: WORK
Limits: Eight characters or less

• DATACD (name)
Defines a valid SMS data class when the data set is dynamically defined on DASD.
Default: DEFAULT
Limits: Eight characters or less

• THRESH=nM
Specifies a threshold limit (n). If the calculated work size requirements exceed the threshold amount, the data sets
switch from DASD to TAPE. The value must end with an M.
Default: 60M
Example: THRESH=400M

NOTE
THRESH is ignored for the SYSERR data set.

Keywords Used When THRESH is Exceeded

The following keywords are used when the space requirements for the dynamically allocated data sets exceed the
supplied THRESH value:

• TUNIT
Defines the TAPE unit name or generic device name on which the dynamically allocated data sets reside.
Default: CART

• RETPD
Defines a three-digit retention period in days when the SYSREC, SYSUT1, SYSMAP, and SYSDISC data sets are
written to tape.
Default: 7
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NOTE
If you use the RETPD keyword, you cannot also use the EXPDT keyword. These keywords are mutually
exclusive.

• EXPDT
Defines the expiration date for dynamically allocated data sets in the format YYYYJJJ. YYYY is the year and JJJ is the
Julian date when the data set is written to tape.

NOTE
If you use the EXPDT keyword, you cannot also use the RETPD keyword. These keywords are mutually
exclusive.

• VOLCNT (n)
Defines the volume count.
Default: 5

• STORCT=name
Defines a valid SMS storage class when the data set is dynamically defined on TAPE.
Default: VTS
Limits: Eight characters or less

• MANGCT=name
Defines a valid SMS management class when the data set is dynamically defined on TAPE.
Default: STANDARD
Limits: Eight characters or less

• DATACT=name
Defines a valid SMS data class when the data set is dynamically defined on TAPE.
Default: DCVTS
Limits: Eight characters or less

Keywords to Specify DDnames

This section describes the keywords that are used to define specific ddnames for dynamically allocated data sets.
SYSREC, SYSUT1, SYSDISC, SYSERR, and SYSMAP can be overridden by specifying the same keyword in your
SYSIN syntax.

• SYSREC
Specifies the directive for TABLESPACE UNLOAD DATA.

• SYSUT1
Specifies the directive for INDEXSPACE UNLOAD DATA.

• SYSDISC
Specifies the directive for DISCARD data.

• SYSERR
Specifies the directive for ERRDDN data set.

NOTE
SYSERR must be a disk data set.

• SYSMAP
Specifies the directive for the MAPDDN data set.

Keywords for Data Set Allocation

This section describes the DSN keyword and other keywords that can be used in the data set naming definitions.

• DSN=
Defines the data set name. PFL symbolics (that start with '%') and system symbolics (that start with '&') are permitted.
The maximum source length for a data set name using symbolics is 64 bytes. The resulting data set name cannot
exceed 44 bytes.
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The last node must always be the same as the directive name (SYSREC, SYSUT1, SYSDISC, SYSERR, or
SYSMAP). See the following example:
SYSREC   DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..T%TIME..SYSREC

SYSUT1   DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..T%TIME..SYSUT1

SYSDISC  DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..T%TIME..SYSDISC

SYSERR   DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..T%TIME..SYSERR

SYSMAP   DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..T%TIME..SYSMAP\

• DISP=(NEW|OLD|SHR|MOD)
Specifies the initial disposition of the data set.

• NDISP=(CAT|KEEP|DELETE|UNCAT)
Specifies the normal final disposition of the data set (that is, the final disposition when the job completes successfully).
The RETAIN-DATASET keyword controls whether the data set is retained when the utility completes processing.

• CDISP=(CAT|KEEP|DELETE|UNCAT)
Specifies the conditional final disposition of the data set (that is, the final disposition when the job ends abnormally).

• PERPRI=nnn
Defines the percent of total allocation for primary allocation.
Default: 100

• PERPRI=nnn
Defines the percent of total allocation for primary allocation.
Default: 100

• PERSEC=nnn
Defines the percent of total allocation for secondary allocation.
Default: 10

• THRESH=nM
Specifies a threshold limit (n). If the calculated work size requirements exceed the threshold amount, the data sets
switch from DASD to TAPE. The value must end with an M.
Default: 60M
Example: THRESH=400M

NOTE
THRESH is ignored for the SYSERR data set.

• SMS=N|Y
Specifies whether to allocate data sets dynamically using SMS storage groups.
Default: N

• STORCD=name
Defines the SMS storage class when the data set is dynamically defined on DASD. The name value is a valid SMS
storage class that does not exceed eight characters.
Default: DEV

• MANGCD=name
Defines a valid SMS management class when the data set is dynamically defined on DASD.
Default: WORK
Limits: Eight characters or less

• DATACD=name
Defines a valid SMS data class when the data set is dynamically defined on DASD.
Default: DEFAULT
Limits: Eight characters or less

• RETAIN-DATASET=YES|NO
Specifies whether to retain the data set after the utility completes processing.

NOTE
If the utility terminates abnormally, the CDISP keyword value determines whether the data set is retained.

• DYNAMIC=YES|NO
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(Optional) Specifies whether to let data sets be allocated dynamically.
Default: YES

• SPACE-OVER=(CYL,(primary,secondary)|TRK,(primary,secondary))
Overrides the internally calculated space requirements with the values you specify:
– CYL

Specifies that the values given for primary and secondary are in cylinders. Use CYL if the data sets are on tape.
– TRK

Specifies that the values given for primary and secondary are in tracks. Use TRK if the data sets are on disk.
– primary

Defines the amount of space to use, in cylinders or tracks, for primary allocation.
– secondary

Defines the amount of space to use, in cylinders or tracks, for secondary allocation.
See the following example:
SPACE-OVER=((CYL,(1,1))

• VOLCNTD (n)
Defines the number of disk volumes that can be used for a non-SMS disk data set.

NOTE
Because of the access method that is used, a maximum of 16 extents per volume can be allocated.

Default: 5

Use of Symbolics in PFL Parmlib

Symbolics start with a percent sign (%) and are terminated with a period or space. The utility removes the terminating
period when substituting the value of the symbolic. Unless otherwise noted, the utility substitutes all symbolics with up to
eight characters. The utility also truncates blanks on the right and left-justifies the symbolics.

The control statements in your parmlib member can contain the following symbolics:

• %DATE
Inserts the current date (six characters: YYMMDD).

• %DBNAME
Inserts the database name of the object.

• %DDNAME
Inserts the ddname of this allocation.

• %DSNUM
Inserts the data set number of the object (three characters).

• %GSSID
Inserts the group attach name. This symbolic is used in a data sharing environment.

• %INCR
Inserts a numeric value (four characters) that starts at 0001 and increases by 1 each time it is referenced.

• %JDATE
Inserts the current date (seven characters: YYYYDDD).

• %JOBNAME
Inserts the job name job.

• %JOBNO
Inserts the job number (eight characters).

• %PARTNO
Inserts the partition number of the object (three characters).

• %PREFIX
Inserts the TSO profile prefix.

• %PSSID
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Inserts the SSID from the PARM field of the EXEC statement.
• %SSID

Inserts the Db2 SYSID for the object (four characters, truncated).
• %TIME

Inserts a unique time value that is based on the current seconds and milliseconds (seven characters: SSNNNNN).
• %TSNAME

Inserts the tablespace name of the object.
• %USER

Inserts the user ID associated with the job (seven characters).
• %VCAT

Inserts the VCAT for the object.

Allocate Output Data Sets Manually
You can allocate your output data sets manually.

NOTE
We recommend allocating the SYSDISC, SYSERR, SYSMAP, SYSREC, and SYSUT1 data sets dynamically.
Dynamic allocation eliminates the need to code the data set attributes into your JCL manually. This allocation
method also lets CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS calculate the data set space for you. Dynamic allocation also
supports the use of symbolics to generate unique names for the data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Calculate the space requirements for your data sets.
2. Add the appropriate DD statements to your JCL.
3. Remove any SYSREC, SYSUT1, SYSDISC, SYSERR, and SYSMAP keywords from your SYSIN specifications.

Calculate Space Requirements

You can calculate data set space requirements for various ddnames. Data set calculations are accurate to within a half-
track, due to the different device types. The following formulas indicate the minimum space that is needed in bytes. The
actual amount of space that is needed can be slightly higher due to unused space.

Keep the following items in mind:

• Multiple indexes can be in a sort.
• key_length is the maximum key length. If indexes are being built in parallel, each index requires its own SYSUT1xx

data set. You cannot control which SYSUT1 data set is used by which index. Therefore, use the largest index key
length for key_length.

• number_of_keys_sorted is the sum of the keys in all indexes in the sort.
• number_of_records is the number of records needed.

– If you do not specify RESUME YES, set number_of_records to the number of input records in the SYSULD data set.
– If you specify RESUME YES, set number_of_records to the number of input records plus the number of index

records.
• If large tablespaces are used, set the overhead fixed value to 1 greater than the value listed.
• If you load compressed objects, the objects occupy less space in SYSREC. Compression does not affect SYSUT1

allocations.

To calculate space requirements, use the following formulas:

• SYSUT1xx (created with WORKDDN syntax):
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(key_length + 9) * number_of_records

• SYSRECxx (created with UNLDDN syntax):
(record_length + 13) * number_of_records

• STxxWKnn (created with the STxxWKnn DD statement):
– For tablespace sorts:

(enough space for RECLEN + 13) * number_of_records

NOTE
If the key contains a variable field, the amount must equal the maximum key length (for each record).

– For index sorts:
(key_length + 14) * number_of_keys_sorted

– For BUILD type load, if REBUILD-INDEX YES is specified:
(key_length + 9) * number_of_keys_sorted

• SYSDISC (created with DISCARDDN syntax):
record_length_of_SYSULD_record * DISCARDS

NOTE
The space that is needed for discards depends on the number of records to be discarded before processing
stops. You can set a limit using the DISCARDS parameter.

• SYSERR (created with ERRDDN syntax):
>15 bytes per error + 15000 bytes for header

• SYSMAP (created with MAPDDN syntax):
145 bytes per error plus 290 bytes for the header

Redefine Data Sets

You can redefine STOGROUP-defined and user-defined data sets in the following ways:

• Redefine the data sets as part of the load job, without specifying UNLOAD PAUSE. This method eliminates the need to
pause the job to make your own size adjustments to the data sets. The data sets are redefined automatically, using the
allocation amounts you specify or calculating the amounts for you.

• Use the space calculation facility to calculate the needed space automatically. This method lets you use symbolic
variables for the primary or secondary quantities and the current volumes.

• Redefine STOGROUP data sets to reflect new primary and secondary allocation values.

If a volume has insufficient space for your primary or secondary value, the utility looks on a secondary volume. If the
secondary volume has insufficient space, the utility looks on a third volume, and so on. If no volumes have enough space,
the utility allocates the original primary value on the primary volume. Processing then continues.

Use the SPACE-DEFN parameter to allocate VSAM data sets automatically. You can insert a formula to calculate the
space requirements, and can calculate different space requirements for each partition.

Consider the following items when calculating space requirements:

• Space calculations are based on the current catalog values for space requirements.
• Space allocations are always made in pages.

You can update the Db2 catalog values for primary and secondary space allocations (PQTY, SQTY) for the object
being loaded. The UPDTSQTY and UPDIXQTY values in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL) control whether the catalog values are
updated.

NOTE
If the catalog updates fail, return code 10 is issued. This return code indicates that the load was successful but
that a subfunction failed.
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Sort Work Data Sets
The SORT-PROGRAM parameter of hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL) specifies which sort program performs the sorts. All 31-bit
sort programs are supported including DFSORT and Syncsort. For more information about your sort program, see the
documentation for your sort program.

DFSORT and Syncsort are allocated dynamically using the standard 31-bit parameter list that these programs support.
This list includes the following items:

• Sort size (specified with the SORTSIZE keyword)
• Sort work ddname
• Addresses of sort exits E15 and E35

NOTE
Sort exits E15 (sort input) and E35 (sort output) sort the data and indexes as part of the load process.

Allocate your sort work data sets dynamically, or define them manually in a job using DD statements. We recommend
dynamic allocation. If you use Syncsort, control the use of below-the-line storage so that you do not run out of virtual
storage.

Control Below-the-Line Storage (Syncsort Users)
If you use Syncsort, we recommend controlling the use of below-the-line storage and the sort storage size. Otherwise, you
can run out of virtual storage during the sort processing.

To control below-the-line storage, add the $ORTPARM DD statement and parameters to your jobs. These parameters
override the SORT-APPLSIZE and SORT-SORTSIZE values in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL).

Consider the following items:

• Syncsort does not support multivolume sort work data sets.
• For more information about Syncsort, see its documentation.

Number of Concurrent Sort Tasks
MAXTASKS determines the maximum number of concurrent sort tasks.

For clustering indexes, a separate sort task is used for each input data set (SYSULD). If you specified RECLUSTER YES,
another data sort task is used for each input data set.

NOTE
If you specify OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL, define a WORKDDN (SYSUT1) data set for each sort task.

The following graphic illustrates sort tasks for a tablespace with three partitions that are spread across two input data sets.
RECLUSTER YES is specified. The tablespace has a clustering index and two nonclustering indexes:
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Allocate Sort Work Data Sets Dynamically
If your sort program can allocate sort work data sets dynamically in a multitasking environment, we recommend doing so.
Dynamic allocation of sort work data sets provides the following advantages:

• The correct amount of space is allocated automatically.
• The sort work data sets are defined automatically.

To allocate sort work data sets dynamically, follow these steps:

1. Remove all STxxWKnn DD statements from the SYSIN syntax.
2. Specify the following options in SYSIN:

– SORTDEVT specifies the device type to use for the sort work data sets.
– SORTNUM specifies the number of sort work data sets to allocate.

NOTE
If you do not specify SORTDEVT or SORTNUM, the sort program uses the specified values
in hlq.CDBAPARM. If the parmlib contains SORTDEVT NONE or SORTNUM 0, the sort program uses the
installation defaults for SORTDEVT and SORTNUM.
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3. (Optional) Specify the following options in SYSIN. We typically recommend omitting these options and allowing CA
Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS to calculate the values for you:
– ESTIMATED-ROWS specifies the existing number of rows in the target table.
– ESTIMATED-INPUT specifies the number of rows in the input file, to be loaded into the target table.

Allocate Sort Work Data Sets Manually
We recommend that you allocate your sort work data sets dynamically. If you cannot allocate them dynamically, specify
the sort work data sets in your job. Allocate one sort work data set for each sort task. The naming convention for sort work
data sets is STxxWKnn. The xx is the sort task number and the nn is the sort work allocation for that partition.

Follow these steps:

1. Calculate the space requirements.
2. Specify the STxxWKnn DD Statements in your SYSIN syntax.

NOTE
If you allocate SORTWKnn data sets in your JCL, they are used instead of the STxxWKnn data sets. (If your
JCL includes STxxWKnn data sets but no SORTWKnn data sets, the STxxWKnn data sets are used.)

Loading Data
CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS reduces data load time by loading multiple tables or partitions concurrently. This utility can
also create up to eight image copies and reorganize data as part of the load process. You can specify multiple input and
output formats and control the conversion of OBIDs and data formats.

This section provides information on the following topics:

• Load Types
• Verify Input Data Before Loading it
• Load the Output from a CA Fast Unload Job
• Load the Output from an IBM REORG Job
• Load a Subset of Unloaded Data
• Load a Column into a Smaller Column
• Load Only NOT NULL Columns
• Replace a Single Tablespace Partition
• Increase Tablespace Size During a Load
• Collect and Update Db2 Object Statistics
• Create an Image Copy as Part of the Load Process
• Manage Check Pending and Copy Pending Flags
• Keep Data in Partition Sequence
• Create a Dummy Column
• Rebuild Secondary Indexes in a Partitioned Tablespace
• Generate an Automatic Recovery

Load Types
Three load types are available:

Base your load choice on your requirements for data checking.
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ALL Type Load

An ALL load writes the input data to a secondary data set. The ALL load then checks the data before loading it into a
tablespace. The ALL and BUILD load types perform the same prechecks. To perform an ALL load, specify OUTPUT-
CONTROL ALL as a global option in your FASTLOAD control statement.

The ALL load differs from other load types in the following ways:

• You can use multiple output data sets (SYSREC) when loading partitioned tablespaces. Multiple SYSRECs let you
multitask the load phase. They also let you send large amounts of data to disk rather than to tape.

• You can use multiple index key data sets (SYSUT1), ranging from one to the number of indexspace partitions. Multiple
data sets let you multitask the index build phase.

• ALL performs all sorts in the preload phase and does not stop the tablespace until the load phase. Sorting during the
preload phase minimizes the time that the tablespace is stopped and the data is unavailable.

• The load can continue with data and sequence errors. The ALL format tolerates many error types including conversion,
duplicate index key, and out-of-sequence errors.

• Reclustering is optional. You can improve processing performance by choosing not to recluster the data.

Use the ALL load when any of the following conditions apply:

• Duplicate keys or out-of-sequence index entries are present.
• You want the ability to restart in the load phase.

NOTE
If you are processing a partitioned tablespace, each partition is processed as a separate task. You can
restart only those tasks that did not complete successfully.

• You want the utility to calculate the VSAM data set size for you.

An ALL load checks the data during the preload phase, before the data is loaded into the tablespace:

• If a duplicate unique index key is found, the affected records are written to the specified error data set. Processing
continues.

• If an out-of-sequence index entry is found, the affected records are written to the specified error data set. Processing
continues.

• If any other type of error is found, normal error processing takes place and the load continues.

The ALL type load uses two phases, preload and load, as shown in the following illustration:
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During the preload phase, the following processing occurs:
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• The records from the SYSULD input data set are sorted and checked.
• Processing continues until the number of discards that was specified in the DISCARDS parameter is reached.
• An internal discard link list is written to SYSERR (or to the alternate data set that ERRDDN specifies).
• The index keys are written to SYSUT1 and the table data is written to SYSREC.

During the load phase, the following processing occurs:

• SYSUT1 is loaded into the indexspace, and SYSREC is loaded into the tablespace.
• Any invalid records are written to SYSDISC (if a DISCARDDN was specified).
• An internal discard link list is written to SYSERR (or to the alternate data set that ERRDDN specifies).
• If you specified UPDATE-CATSTATS or COLLECT-PDASTATS, catalog or PDA statistics are written.
• If MAPDDN was specified, a formatted error report is written to SYSMAP.
• If you specified QUICKCOPY, an image copy is made.

BUILD Type Load

A BUILD load writes the input data from one or more SYSULD data sets directly into the tablespaces and indexspaces.
No intermediate data sets are used. This load type reduces I/O, which results in faster processing. This load type also
eliminates the need for large amounts of secondary storage. To perform a BUILD load, specify OUTPUT-CONTROL
BUILD as a global option in your FASTLOAD control statement.

Use the BUILD load when any of the following conditions apply:

• Unique indexes exist, but there are few (or no) duplicate rows.
NOTE
If many duplicate rows are present, use OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL instead of BUILD for faster processing.

• You are not concerned about restarting the job. This load type is restartable only when you specify RESUME NO
REPLACE, which empties the tablespace before loading the data. This restart process is essentially the same as
starting the job from the beginning.

• You want to load the data directly into an empty tablespace.

A BUILD load checks the data while loading it into the tablespace:

• If a unique index with a duplicate key is found, the affected records are written to the discard data set (if one is
specified). Processing continues.

• If an out-of-sequence index entry is found and you specified RECLUSTER NO, the affected records are written to the
discard data set (if one is specified). Processing continues.

• If you specify RECLUSTER YES or RECLUSTER NO SORT-CLINDX, and an out-of-sequence index entry is found on
the clustering index, the load continues.

• If any other type of error is found, normal error processing takes place and the load continues.

The BUILD load uses only the load phase, as shown in the following illustration:
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During the load phase, the following processing occurs:

• The records from the SYSULD input data set are checked.
• Any invalid records are written to SYSDISC (if a DISCARDDN was specified).
• Processing continues until the number of discards that is specified in the DISCARDS parameter is reached.
• An internal discard link list is written to SYSERR (or to the alternate data set that ERRDDN specifies).
• If MAPDDN was specified, a formatted error report is written to SYSMAP.
• The data is loaded into the tablespace and indexspace.
• If you specified UPDATE-CATSTATS or COLLECT-PDASTATS, catalog or PDA statistics are written.
• If you specified QUICKCOPY, an image copy is made.

REORG Type Load

The REORG load type invokes CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS to reorganize the data while loading it into an existing
tablespace. This option is more effective than using RESUME YES, which loads data at the end of the table. By calling
CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS immediately after CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS in a single job stream, you can
reorganize the data into full clustering sequence. To perform a REORG load, specify OUTPUT-CONTROL REORG as a
global option in your FASTLOAD control statement.

Use REORG to write a sequential or VSAM file or Db2 LOAD format file to a SYSREC that CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for
z/OS can read. You can then load the data as part of a CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS job.
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A REORG load checks the data before it writes the data to the SYSREC data set:

• If a unique index with a duplicate key is found, processing stops.
• If an out-of-sequence index entry is found and you specified RECLUSTER NO, processing stops.

The REORG load consists of only the pre-load phase. This phase is the same as the pre-load phase for an ALL load:

During the pre-load phase, the following processing occurs:

• The records from the SYSULD input data set are sorted and checked.
• Any invalid records are written to SYSDISC (if a DISCARDDN was specified).
• Processing continues until the number of discards that were specified in the DISCARDS parameter is reached.
• An internal discard link list is written to SYSERR (or to the alternate data set that ERRDDN specifies).
• If MAPDDN was specified, a formatted error report is written to SYSMAP.
• The table data is written to SYSREC.
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Verify Input Data Before Loading it
You can verify the input data to ensure data integrity before loading it. Use flexible discard processing to examine the
discard records before completing the load.

Follow these steps:

1. Use OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL and UNLOAD PAUSE.
2. Include the SYSMAP and SYSDISC DD statements to gather the discarded records and error messages. UNLOAD

PAUSE stops the job after phase 1 (the preload phase).
3. Examine the discard records or run a verification routine on the data.
4. Restart the job when you are satisfied with the data integrity. Use RESTART(PHASE) to begin at phase 2 (the load

phase).

Load the Output from a CA Fast Unload Job
You can use CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS output as input to CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS.

Follow these steps to load the entire table:

1. Create a CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS job that specifies OUTPUT-FORMAT LOAD.
2. Create a CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS job that specifies INPUT-FORMAT UNLOAD.

Alternately, you can specify OUTPUT-FORMAT DSNTIAUL, FIXED, or VARIABLE in CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/
OS and INPUT-FORMAT SEQUENTIAL in CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS.

3. Specify OBID in the CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS job, or NEWOBID in the CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS job to
perform the necessary OBID translation.

NOTE
For more information, see the CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS documentation.

Load the Output From an IBM REORG Job
You can use the output from an IBM REORG as input to CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS.

Follow these steps:

1. Perform a REORG UNLOAD ONLY using the IBM REORG utility.
NOTE
The IBM REORG UNLOAD ONLY option is supported. The IBM REORG UNLOAD PAUSE option is not.

2. Specify the OBID parameter in your CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS SYSIN syntax. Use the OBID value from the IBM
REORG output.

Load a Subset of Unloaded Data
You can load a subset of your unloaded data. For example, you can unload a nine-column table, but load only the first,
third, and ninth columns into another table.

NOTE
Alternately, you can unload only those columns that you want to load. If you are using CA Fast Unload® for DB2
for z/OS, use the INTO statement of the unload job to unload only the selected columns.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS job that specifies OUTPUT-FORMAT FIXED and LOAD-CONTROL
FASTLOAD. These options generate a flat file and generate the load control statements to load the data.
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2. Create a CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS job that uses the load control statements that were generated by CA
Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS. The INPUT-FORMAT is set to SEQ for you. You can alter the INTO TABLE field
specifications to match the table into which you are loading the data.

NOTE
For more information, see the CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS documentation.

Load a Column into a Smaller Column
You can load a column into a smaller example. For example, you can populate a column that is defined as CHAR (3) with
the first three characters of a column (from a different table) that is defined as CHAR (13).

To load a column into a smaller column, use a flat file as the input. Specify INPUT-FORMAT SEQ and modify the LOAD
control statements for the new column positions.

For example, suppose that data is unloaded from a table with the following characteristics:

• The first column is four characters.
• The second column is 13 characters.
• The third column is ten characters.

The column positions would look like this example:

col_1  1-4     

col_2  5-17     

col_3 18-27

Now you want to load this data into a table with the following characteristics:

• The first column is defined as four characters.
• The second column is three characters.
• The third column is ten characters.

Specify the fields in the INTO portion of the syntax. The field specification would look like this example:

INTO TABLE GPS92.PRDEPT

  (

    COL1  POS(1:4) CHAR (4),

    COL2  POS(5:7) CHAR (3),

    COL3  POS(18:27) CHAR (10)

  )

NOTE
Specify the fields using positionals. You cannot use column names.

Load Only NOT NULL Columns
You can load only certain rows from your input data set, based on whether a column is null.

To load only NOT NULL columns, your input data must be formatted as a flat file (INPUT-FORMAT SEQ). Use a WHEN
field_name IS NOT NULL statement to select only rows where the specified column is not null.

The following example loads only those rows with a value in the DEPTNUM column:

INTO TABLE GPS92.EMPNUM

     WHEN DEPTNUM IS NOT NULL
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Replace a Single Tablespace Partition
You can replace one partition of a tablespace and RESUME the remaining partitions.

To replace a single partition, set the following parameters:

• Set RESUME YES.
• Specify a PART parameter on each INTO TABLE statement. Specify PART REPLACE on the partition to be replaced.

Specify PART RESUME on all other partitions.
NOTE
All partitions that have RESUME applied must be specified in the INTO TABLE statement; otherwise they are
skipped.

The following example shows an INTO statement for a tablespace with five partitions. The second partition is being
replaced. The other partitions are being resumed.

  :

RESUME           YES

  :

  :

INTO TABLE       GPS92.PRYEAR PART 1

INTO TABLE       GPS92.PRYEAR PART 2 REPLACE

INTO TABLE       GPS92.PRYEAR PART 3

INTO TABLE       GPS92.PRYEAR PART 4

INTO TABLE       GPS92.PRYEAR PART 5

Increase Tablespace Size During a Load
You can increase the tablespace size when loading data.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL.
2. Specify the new tablespace size:

• If you use RESUME NO REPLACE, also use the SPACE-DEFN keyword to resize the VSAM data sets. This keyword
syntax includes a space calculator.

• If you are using RESUME YES, call CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS after the load. In the REORG job, use the
space calculator in the SPACE-DEFN parameter to resize the VSAM data sets. For more information, see the CA
Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS documentation.

Collect and Update Db2 Object Statistics
You can update the statistics in the Db2 system catalog and can collect PDA statistics as part of the load process.

To update catalog statistics, specify RESUME NO REPLACE with UPDATE-CATSTATS and STATS-OPTIONS.

To collect PDA statistics, specify RESUME NO REPLACE and COLLECT-PDASTATS.

NOTE
If you specify RESUME YES, no statistics are collected.

The statistics that are updated or collected depend upon whether you are processing a nonpartitioned tablespace, a single
partition, or all partitions.
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Statistics for a Nonpartitioned Tablespace

When you load a nonpartitioned tablespace, the following catalog column statistics are updated:

• SYSCOLDIST—The first index column of FREQUENCY and COLVALUE
• SYSCOLUMNS—COLCARDF, HIGH2KEY, LOW2KEY
• SYSCOLSTATS—COLCARD, COLCARDDATA, HIGHKEY, HIGH2KEY, LOWKEY, LOW2KEY

NOTE
If you specify STATS-OPTIONS COLCARD-COMPNO with a compressed tablespace, or you specify STATS-
OPTIONS COLCARD-NONE, then SYSCOLUMNS and SYSCOLSTATS are not updated.

• SYSINDEXES—FIRSTKEYCARDF, FULLKEYCARDF, NLEAF, NLEVELS, CLUSTERRATIO
• SYSTABLES—CARDF, NPAGES, PCTPAGES, PCTROWCOMP
• SYSTABLESPACE—NACTIVE

When you load a nonpartitioned tablespace (EDITPROC, compressed), the following catalog column statistics are
updated:

• SYSCOLDIST—The first index column of FREQUENCY and COLVALUE
• SYSINDEXES—FIRSTKEYCARDF, FULLKEYCARDF, NLEAF, NLEVELS, CLUSTERRATIO
• SYSTABLES—CARDF, NPAGES, PCTPAGES, PCTROWCOMP
• SYSTABLESPACE—NACTIVE

Statistics for a Tablespace with One Partition Loaded

When one partition of a partitioned tablespace is loaded, the following catalog column statistics are updated:

• SYSCOLDIST—The first index column of FREQUENCY and COLVALUE
• SYSCOLDISTSTATS—The statistics for the partition being loaded are updated for FREQUENCY and COLVALUE.
• SYSCOLSTATS—The statistics for the partition being loaded are updated for COLCARD, COLCARDDATA, HIGHKEY,

HIGH2KEY, LOWKEY, and LOW2KEY.
NOTE
If you specify STATS-OPTIONS COLCARD-COMPNO with a compressed tablespace, or if you specify
STATS-OPTIONS COLCARD-NONE, then SYSCOLSTATS is not updated.

• SYSINDEXES—For nonclustered indexes, FIRSTKEYCARDF, FULLKEYCARDF, NLEAF, NLEVELS, and
CLUSTERRATIO are updated.

• SYSINDEXSTATS—The statistics for the partition being loaded are updated for FIRSTKEYCARDF, FULLKEYCARDF,
NLEAF, NLEVELS, CLUSTERRATIO, and KEYCOUNT are updated.

• SYSTABSTATS—The statistics for the partition being loaded are updated for CARDF, NACTIVE, NPAGES,
PCTPAGES, PCTROWCOMP.

When one partition of a partitioned tablespace (EDITPROC, compressed) is loaded, the following catalog column statistics
are updated:

• SYSCOLDISTSTATS—The statistics for the partition being loaded are updated for FREQUENCY and COLVALUE.
• SYSCOLSTATS—The statistics for the partition being loaded are updated for COLCARD, COLCARDDATA, HIGHKEY,

HIGH2KEY, LOWKEY, and LOW2KEY.
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NOTE
If you specify STATS-OPTIONS COLCARD-COMPNO with a compressed tablespace, or if you specify
STATS-OPTIONS COLCARD-NONE, then SYSCOLSTATS is not updated.

• SYSINDEXES—For nonclustered indexes, FIRSTKEYCARDF, FULLKEYCARDF, NLEAF, NLEVELS, and
CLUSTERRATIO are updated.

• SYSINDEXSTATS—The statistics for the partition being loaded are updated for FIRSTKEYCARDF, FULLKEYCARDF,
NLEAF, NLEVELS, CLUSTERRATIO, and KEYCOUNT are updated.

• SYSTABSTATS—The statistics for the partition being loaded are updated for CARDF, NACTIVE, NPAGES,
PCTPAGES, PCTROWCOMP.

Statistics for a Tablespace with All Partitions Loaded

When all partitions of a partitioned tablespace are loaded, the following catalog column statistics are updated:

• SYSCOLDIST—The first index column of FREQUENCY and COLVALUE
• SYSCOLDISTSTATS—The first index column of FREQUENCY and COLVALUE
• SYSCOLUMNS—The first index column of COLCARD, COLCARDF, HIGH2KEY, and LOW2KEY

NOTE
In Db2 9 and higher, SYSCOLUMNS is not updated when an object includes an index on expression.
Instead, the CARDF, HIGH2KEY, LOW2KEY, and STATSTIME columns in SYSIBM.SYSKEYTARGETS are
updated.

• SYSCOLSTATS—COLCARD, COLCARDDATA, HIGHKEY, HIGH2KEY, LOWKEY, LOW2KEY
NOTE
If you specify STATS-OPTIONS COLCARD-COMPNO with a compressed tablespace, or if you specify
STATS-OPTIONS COLCARD-NONE, then SYSCOLUMNS and SYSCOLSTATS are not updated.

• SYSINDEXES—FIRSTKEYCARDF, FULLKEYCARDF, NLEAF, NLEVELS, CLUSTERRATIO
• SYSINDEXSTATS—FIRSTKEYCARDF, FULLKEYCARDF, NLEAF, NLEVELS, CLUSTERRATIO, and KEYCOUNT
• SYSTABLES—CARDF, NPAGES, PCTPAGES, PCTROWCOMP
• SYSTABLESPACE—NACTIVE
• SYSTABSTATS—CARDF, NPAGES, PCTPAGES, PCTROWCOMP

When all partitions of a partitioned tablespace are loaded (and are EDITPROC compressed), the following catalog column
statistics are updated:

• SYSCOLDIST—The first index column of FREQUENCY and COLVALUE
• SYSCOLDISTSTATS—The first index column of FREQUENCY and COLVALUE
• SYSINDEXES—FIRSTKEYCARDF, FULLKEYCARDF, NLEAF, NLEVELS, and CLUSTERRATIO
• SYSINDEXSTATS—FIRSTKEYCARDF, FULLKEYCARDF, NLEAF, NLEVELS, CLUSTERRATIO, and KEYCOUNT
• SYSTABLES—CARDF, NPAGES, PCTPAGES, PCTROWCOMP
• SYSTABLESPACE—NACTIVE
• SYSTABSTATS—CARDF, NPAGES, PCTPAGES, PCTROWCOMP

Create an Image Copy as Part of the Load Process
This scenario explains how to create an image copy as part of the load process.

As a Database Administrator, you are often asked to load large amounts of data into Db2 tables. Because of the sheer
volume of data that you process, you prefer to take image copies of the data. That way, if an error occurs you can recover
the data. CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS lets you invoke CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS during execution, rather than as
a separate phase. You can specify how many image copies to make, the type of copies to make, and where to save them.
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NOTE
You can also create image copies before and after the load by calling CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS, then CA
Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS, and then CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS again, in one step.

Using a single job step to invoke both CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS and CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS can simplify
the process, decrease processing time, and increase data availability. CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS calls CA Quick
Copy for DB2 for z/OS while it rebuilds the indexes, to allow concurrent processing and decrease processing time. CA
Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS also recognizes that the image copies have been taken. Therefore, it does not set the copy
pending flag and place the table in read-only mode. The table remains in read/write mode, which helps increase data
availability.

NOTE
You do not need a CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS license to implement this process. CA Fast Load for DB2 for
z/OS can invoke CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS to create your backup image copies. However, you do need a
license to run CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS as a stand-alone utility.

The following illustration shows how a Database Administrator creates an image copy as part of the load process:

After being asked to load a large amount of data into a table, the Database Administrator performs the following steps:

1. (Optional) Specify dynamic allocation settings for the image copy data sets.
2. Add the QUICKCOPY keyword to your CA Fast Load job.

Specify Dynamic Allocation Settings for Image Copy Data Sets
You can dynamically allocate the data sets that are used when creating image copies. This option saves you from having
to allocate space and designate data set names manually.

NOTE
Usually, dynamic allocation is optional. However, if you specify COPY-LOBS in your CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/
OS job, dynamic allocation of the image copy data sets is required.

The hlq.CDBAPARM(PQC) member contains control statements that CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS uses to allocate
image copy data sets dynamically.
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To specify dynamic allocation settings for image copy data sets, edit the control statements in the PQC parmlib member.
Insert appropriate values for your site.

NOTE
If your job uses the PQCPARM keyword to define an alternate PQC parmlib member, review those settings
instead.

Add the QUICKCOPY Keyword to Your CA Fast Load Job
After you optionally edit hlq.CDBAPARM(PQC), add the QUICKCOPY keyword to a CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS job.
This keyword invokes CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS to create backup image copies.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the QUICKCOPY keyword (with the appropriate syntax options) to a CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS job.
NOTE
You cannot specify QUICKCOPY with OUTPUT-CONTROL REORG.

Also include the following global options as needed:
– COPY-LOBS to create an image copy of a LOB tablespace.

NOTE
COPY-LOBS YES requires dynamic allocation of the copy data sets. When you use this keyword, do not
specify a SYSCOPY DD statement in your JCL. Instead, use the PQC parmlib member to allocate the
data sets.

– COPY-EXCP to use EXCP processing.
– COPY-STATUS to display copy status messages during execution.
– PARTS-PER-COPY to specify the number of partitions to copy.
– PQCPARM to define an alternate PQC parmlib member.
Also include the following parmlib override options as needed:
– COPY-BUFFERS to specify the number of I/O buffers to use during copy processing.
– COPY-TASKS to specify the number of concurrent read tasks to use during copy processing.
– UPDATE-SYSCOPY to register LOAD LOG NO in the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY table.

2. Submit the JCL.
CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS loads the data into the specified table, and then invokes CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/
OS to make the specified image copies.

3. View the job output and verify that the job completed successfully.

Manage Check Pending and Copy Pending Flags
You can manage the check pending and copy pending flags in the following ways:

Set the Check Pending Flag for Dependent Tables

The check pending flag is optionally set for dependent tables whenever it is set for the parent table.

To set the check pending flag for dependent tables, specify CHKPEND-TS YES and CHKPEND-UPDCAT YES
in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL).

Bypass the Check Pending Flag

The check pending flag is set under the following conditions:
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• The table being loaded uses referential integrity.
• STARTUP-ACCESS is not set to FORCE in the SYSIN syntax.
• SET-CHECKPENDING is set to YES in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL).

NOTE
The check pending flag is not set when ENFORCE-CONSTRAINTS is specified and CA Fast Check® for DB2
for z/OS has been called.

To bypass setting the check pending flag, perform one of the following actions:

• Set STARTUP-ACCESS to FORCE in your SYSIN syntax.
• Set the SET-CHECKPENDING parameter to NO in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL).

Bypass the Copy Pending Flag

The copy pending (COPY) flag is set under the following conditions:

• The QUICKCOPY keyword is omitted from the SYSIN syntax.
• STARTUP-ACCESS is not set to FORCE in your SYSIN syntax.
• SET-COPYPENDING is set to YES in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL) or in the SYSIN syntax.

NOTE
The SET-COPYPENDING parameter is ignored for tablespaces with the NOT LOGGED attribute.

For tablespaces with the NOT LOGGED attribute, the informational copy pending (ICOPY) flag is set instead of the COPY
flag. The COPY flag places the tablespace in read-only mode. The ICOPY flag does not. You can update, insert, and
delete tablespaces with an ICOPY flag. When you copy a tablespace in ICOPY or COPY status, the copy does not include
discarded rows.

To bypass setting the COPY flag or the ICOPY flag, take one of the following actions:

• Set STARTUP-ACCESS to FORCE in your SYSIN syntax.
• Take an image copy as part of the load.
• Set the SET-COPYPENDING parameter to NO in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL) or in the SYSIN syntax.

NOTE
The SET-COPYPENDING parameter is ignored for tablespaces in ICOPY status.

If the copy pending flag is set, the utility sets a return code of 4. If the copy pending flag is not set and a copy is not made,
the return code is 0 (zero).

Keep Data in Partition Sequence
Db2 supports table-controlled partitioning (TCP) and clustering through data partitioned secondary indexes (DPSIs). You
can keep the data in partition sequence when providing the SYSREC input to CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS for a table
with these attributes.

Follow these steps: 

1. Specify a separate SELECT statement for each partition. Include an ORDER-CLUSTERED clause and allocate a
separate SYSREC data set for each SELECT statement. Do not specify ONE-SYSREC.

2. Process the SELECT statements. The statements can be processed in a single execution.
3. Concatenate the resulting SYSREC data sets in partition sequence.

Create a Dummy Column
You can designate a dummy column to contain data that is not being loaded. You can then reference this data in the field
specification portion of the INTO TABLE statement in utility control statements.
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For example, assume Db2 table USER2.EMPDAT has the following columns:

• LNAME
• FNAME
• EMPNO
• VACATIONDAYS

The following INTO statement defines a dummy column (NEWEMP) as column 41 of the input data. Because NEWEMP
is not a column in the Db2 table, it is not loaded. Columns 42 - 46 also are not loaded. However, NEWEMP is used to
determine whether EMPNO is set to NULL. NEWEMP is also used to determine whether the number of vacation days is
set to 0 (the default for SMALLINT).

INTO TABLE user2.EMPDAT

(    LNAME        POSITION  ( 1:20) CHAR (20),

     FNAME        POSITION  (21:40) CHAR (20),

     NEWEMP       POSITION  (41)    CHAR ( 1),

     EMPNO        POSITION  (47:51) CHAR ( 5)

          NULLIF (NEWEMP = 'Y'),

     VACATIONDAYS POSITION  (52:53) SMALLINT

          DEFAULTIF (NEWEMP = 'Y')

Use dummy columns to update a complex INTO statement quickly. For example, if ten columns rely on NEWEMP for their
value, update the NEWEMP position by changing it only in the NEWEMP column specification. (If the conditional clauses
use positions instead of the dummy column name, update them in each column clause.)

When using dummy columns, the resulting INTO statement is easier to read than a statement where positionals are used.

Example: Use INTO TABLE with Extended Format SQL

The following example illustrates how to use INTO TABLE with Extended Format SQL:

INTO TABLE user2.TSTPTS 

(TEST01 POS(1:5) CHAR(5)

DEFAULTIF ESQL POS<1:5>>='A';INITIAL(BOB)

TEST02 POS(6:15) CHAR(10)

TEST03 POS(16:30) CHAR(15)

)

Rebuild Secondary Indexes in a Partitioned Tablespace
When you load one partition of a tablespace, you can rebuild the secondary indexes.

To rebuild and reorganize the nonpartitioning indexes, specify REBUILD-INDEX YES or set it as the default.

To rebuild all indexes, specify REPLACE on the LOAD statement before the INTO clause. The REBUILD-INDEX
parameter is ignored and all indexes are rebuilt.

To update or rebuild all indexes, input the data into REORG.

Generate an Automatic Recovery
You can generate an automatic recovery for a job failure by setting a conditional job step for the recover. If the return code
is 16, execute the conditional step.

WARNING

Use automatic recoveries carefully. After you start the recovery step, you cannot restart the job no matter why
the job failed.
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Discarding Invalid Records
When you load data into an object, any input records that cannot be loaded are discarded. Records are typically discarded
because of duplicate keys, conditional checks, and translation conversion errors.

CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS writes these discarded records to a separate data set and generates a discard report. Use
the report to decide what to do with the discarded records. You can delete them, or you can repair them and then load
them into the target table.

The following data sets are used for discard processing:

• SYSERR
Contains an internal discard link list. This list includes a list of discards and their reasons. This data set is used to
generate the error report in SYSMAP.

• SYSMAP
Contains an error report. View this report by browsing the data set.

• SYSDISC
Contains the discarded records from the input file.

This section contains the following information:

• How to load data and discard invalid records in a single job
• How to preview discards without loading any data
• How to bypass discard processing

Load Data and Discard Invalid Records in a Single Job
You can load the data and write the invalid records to a discard data set in a single job. The discards are processed after
the data is loaded, to verify that all invalid records are identified.

NOTE
Discard processing always occurs unless you specifically bypass it. This section is intended to present all
discard options for consideration, therefore these steps discuss only discard-specific syntax. We assume that
you are modifying a load job that already specifies your input file, target table, and so on.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a load job with the following JCL:
– Use one of the following methods to allocate your SYSMAP, SYSDISC, and SYSERR data sets:

• Allocate the data sets dynamically by omitting their DD statements from the JCL. Also edit the control statements
in hlq.CDBAPARM(PFL) with appropriate values for your site.

• Allocate the data sets manually by adding the appropriate DD statements to your job JCL.
– Specify these keywords as needed:

• DISCARD-ERROR to specify the return code and action to take when discard errors are encountered.
• DISCARD-WARN to specify the number of discarded rows that can be encountered before a warning is issued.
• DISCARDS to specify the total number of discarded rows that can be encountered before processing stops.
• ERRDDN to identify the data set for the internal discard link list (typically SYSERR). Use this keyword only when

you allocate your data sets manually.
• DISCARDDN to identify the data set for the discarded records (typically SYSDISC). Use this keyword only when

you allocate your data sets manually.
• MAPDDN to identify the data set for the error report (typically SYSMAP). Use this keyword only when you

allocate your data sets manually.
• ENFORCE CONSTRAINTS to check each row of table data for referential integrity (RI).
• IGNORE-ERROR to ignore certain error types.
• STOP-ONERROR to stop processing when a specific error occurs.
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2. Execute the job.
The input file is loaded into the target table. Discarded records are written to SYSDISC. The internal discard link list
is written to SYSERR. The error report is written to SYSMAP. You can now view the error report. If desired, you can
manually fix the discarded records in SYSDISC and then load them into the target table.

Preview the Discards Without Loading Data
You can generate a discard report and write the discarded records to a data set without loading any data into your target
table. Previewing the discards in this way lets you check the validity of your input file before loading it. However, this task
requires multiple steps:

• Generate the Internal Discard List
• Generate the Discard Report
• View the Discard Report
• Fix and Load the Invalid Records

Generate the Internal Discard List
This section describes how to analyze the input file and write an internal discard link list to SYSERR. The link list is used
to generate a discard report.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a load job that specifies the input file to analyze and the intended target table. (Even though you are not
loading the file into the table, specify it so that conversion errors can be detected.)

2. Use one of the following methods to allocate your SYSMAP, SYSDISC, and SYSERR data sets:
– Allocate the data sets dynamically by omitting their DD statements from the JCL. Also edit the control statements in

hlq.CDBAPARM(PFL) with appropriate values for your site.
– Allocate the data sets manually by adding the appropriate DD statements to your job JCL.

NOTE
You only need a SYSERR data set for this procedure. However, you will need the other data sets in the next
procedure, so you can allocate them now.

3. Specify the following keywords:
– UNLOAD PAUSE to stop processing after phase 1 (preload).
– OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL to write the input data to secondary data sets and check the data. ALL is the only valid

option when using the UNLOAD keyword.
4. Specify these additional keywords as needed:

– ERRDDN to identify the data set for the internal discard link list (typically SYSERR). Use this keyword only when
you allocate your data sets manually.

– DISCARD-ERROR to specify the return code and action you want taken when discard errors are encountered.
– DISCARD-WARN to specify the number of discarded rows that can be encountered before a warning is issued.
– DISCARDS to specify the number of discarded rows that can be encountered before processing stops.
– IGNORE-ERROR to ignore certain error types.
– STOP-ONERROR to stop processing when a specific error occurs.

5. Execute the job.
The discard link list is written to the SYSERR data set. No discarded records are written to SYSDISC. No error report
is written to SYSMAP. No data is loaded into the target table. You can now use SYSERR to generate the discard
report.
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Generate the Discard Report
After you populate the SYSERR data set with the internal discard link list, you can generate a discard report. Follow these
steps to create a job that uses SYSERR to generate the report and write it to SYSMAP. This job must be separate from
the one that you created to populate SYSERR.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a load job that specifies the input file to analyze and the intended target table. (Even though you are not
loading the file into the table, specify it so that conversion errors can be detected.)

2. Prepare a job that specifies the following DD statements:
– SYSERR—This statement must point to the SYSERR data set that contains your discard link list. Set the data set

disposition to SHR so that its data can be accessed.
– SYSMAP—This statement defines the data set to contain the generated report.
– SYSDISC—This statement defines the data set to contain the discarded records.

3. Set the entry point program name in the EXEC statement to UTLFLDCM, as shown in the following example.
//FASTLOAD EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

// PARM='EP=UTLFLDCM'

The UTLFLDCM program generates a discard report without loading the input file.
4. (Optional) Specify DISCARD to exclude certain error types from the discard report.

This keyword is exclusive to the UTLFLDCM program, and it has the following syntax:
DISCARD error-codes

– error-codes
Specifies which error codes to ignore during discard processing. Specify multiple codes by separating them with
commas.
Example: DISCARD 1,2,16

5. Execute the job.
The error report is written to SYSMAP. The discarded records are written to SYSDISC. No data is loaded into the
target table. You can now view the discard report.

View the Discard Report
After you generate the discard report, you can view it by accessing the SYSMAP data set through ISPF. (Alternately, if you
wrote your SYSMAP output to SYSOUT, you can view the report in your job output.)

WARNING
This report shows only those invalid records that were identified during the preload phase, because that is when
processing stopped. More invalid records can be identified during the load phase.

After you view the discard report, you might decide to load the original input file and discard the invalid records.

However, you can optionally fix and load the invalid records.

Fix and Load the Invalid Records
After you view the discard report, you might decide to load the original input file and discard the invalid records.

However, you can optionally fix and load the invalid records. You can fix them in one of two ways:

• Manually fix the invalid records in the original input file and then load it.
• Load the original input file as is, manually fix the discarded records in SYSDISC, and then submit another job to load

SYSDISC.

Decide which method to use, and then use the appropriate instructions in the following text.
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Follow these steps to fix the original input file and then load it:

1. Manually fix the reported errors (that is, the invalid records) in the original input file.
2. Load the original input file:

a. Edit the job that you used in Generate the Internal Discard List as follows:
• Remove the UNLOAD keyword.
• Specify RESTART(BYPASS).

b. Submit the job.
The original input file, including the formerly invalid records, is loaded into the table.

Follow these steps to load the original input file, then load the discards separately:

1. Load the original input file:
a. Edit the job that you used in Generate the Internal Discard List as follows:

• Remove the UNLOAD keyword.
• Specify RESTART(PHASE).

b. Submit the job.
The original input file is loaded into the table. The invalid records are discarded and written to SYSDISC.

2. Manually fix the reported errors in SYSDISC.
3. Load the corrected SYSDISC data:

a. Create a load job with the following JCL:
• Specify INDDN SYSDISC to use SYSDISC as the input file.
• Specify RESUME YES.

b. Submit the job.
The formerly invalid records from the SYSDISC file are loaded into the table.

Bypass Discard Processing
You can bypass discard processing during a job.

To bypass discard processing, complete the following tasks:

1. Omit the DISCARDDN and MAPDDN keywords, and the DD statements for the data sets that they name (they default
to SYSMAP and SYSDISC) from the job.

2. Edit hlq.CDBAPARM(PFL) to exclude the dynamic allocation of these data sets.
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Reference
This section provides proprietary product information. Log in with your Broadcom Support Online credentials to activate
these links and view the following content:

• The product syntax for this utility
• Sample JCL jobs for this utility
• How our DDnames map to IBM DDnames when the IBM utility is called

Product Syntax
This section provides the following information:

• The FASTLOAD control statement syntax
• The keywords that can be used in the FASTLOAD statement
• Possible error codes

Use the following command conventions when specifying your job syntax:

• Enter uppercase characters as shown.
• Lowercase italicized characters represent user-specified variables.
• Default values are underlined.
• The | character denotes an OR condition.
• Required parameters appear in braces { }.
• Optional parameters appear in brackets [ ].

FASTLOAD Control Statement
The FASTLOAD control statement loads data into Db2 tables.

This control statement has the following syntax:

FASTLOAD [Global Options] INTO Statement_1 e

[INTO Statement_2...INTO Statement_n]

[Parmlib Override Options]

The FASTLOAD control statement options are grouped as follows:

Global Options

You can include the following global options in the FASTLOAD control statement:

[ALLMSGS [YES|NO]]

[ASCII]

[CCSID ([x][,y][,z])]

[CENTURY20 [CURRENT|nn]]

[COMMA {','|'literal'}]

[CONTINUEIF(START[:END])='Character comparison string']

[CONTINUEIF(START[:END])=X'Hex comparison string']

[COPY-EXCP {YES|NO}]

[COPY-LOBS {YES|NO}]

[COPY-STATUS int]

[DECFLOAT-ROUNDMODE [ROUND-CEILING|ROUND-DOWN|ROUND-FLOOR|ROUND-HALF-DOWN|
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   ROUND-HALF-EVEN|ROUND-HALF-UP|ROUND-UP]]

[DECPT {'literal'}]

[DEFINENO-EMPTY [INSTANTIATE|TERMINATE]]

[DISCARD-WARN int]

[DISCARDDN [SYSDISC|ddname]]

[DISCARDS [0|int]]

[DISPLAY-STATUS int]

[DMS/OS [YES|NO]]

[EBCDIC]

[EDITPROC [PROBLEM|SUPERVISOR]]

[ENFORCE CONSTRAINTS [USER]]

[ERRDDN [SYSERR|ddname]]

[ESTIMATED-INPUT int]

[ESTIMATED-ROWS [RTS|int]]

[FLOAT [S390|IEEE]]

[IGNORE-ERROR error-codes]

[IGNOREFIELDS]

[IGNOREGA [NO|YES]]

[IMPLICIT-TZ 'timezone-string'|IMPLICIT_TZ 'timezone-string']

[INDDN [SYSULD|ddname]]

[INITIAL {(value)}]

[INPUT-FORMAT [SEQ|UNLOAD|INTERNAL|DELIMITED]]

[MAPDDN [SYSMAP|ddname]]

[MSG-DUMP (message-ID,message-ID,...)]

[NO-DUPLCHECK]

[OUTPUT-CONTROL [ALL|BUILD|REORG]]

[PARTS-PER-COPY {ALL|int}]

[PQCPARM (member) | PQCPARM member]

[QUICKCOPY COPYnn (Y|N,ddname,[exitnames,][icbackup,][devtype,])]

[QUOTE {'''|'literal'|NONE}]

[REBUILD-INDEX [YES|NO]]

[RECLUSTER {NO|YES|NO SORT-CLINDX|NO SORT-NONE|YES SORT-CLINDX|YES SORT-ALL}]

[REPLACE[KEEPDICTIONARY]]

[RESUME {NO[REPLACE[KEEPDICTIONARY]]|YES}]

[RETRY-LIMIT nnnn]

[SET-CHECKPENDING [YES|NO]]

[SET-COPYPENDING [YES|NO]]

[SPACE-DEFN {YES|NO|INDEX calc-expression|TABLESPACE calc-expression}]

[SPANNED {YES|NO}]

[STARTUP-ACCESS [RESET|RW|RO|FORCE|STOP]]

[STOP-LIMIT int]

[STOP-ONERROR nnn]

[UNICODE]

[UNLDDN [SYSREC|ddname]]

[UNLOAD [CONTINUE|PAUSE]]

[WORKDDN [SYSUT1|ddname]]

INTO Statements

You can include the following INTO statement in the FASTLOAD control statement:

INTO TABLE [creator].{tablename}

[OBID nnn]
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[[LOGICAL|PHYSICAL] PART {int|int:int|int,int,int...} [OBID nnn][RESUME{NO[REPLACE[KEEPDICTIONARY]]|YES}]]

   |[REPLACE[KEEPDICTIONARY][IGNOREFIELDS [YES|NO]]|[PERIODOVERRIDE]|[ROWCHANGEOVERRIDE]|[TRANSIDOVERRIDE]]

[WHEN {field selection criteria}][Field Specification]

You can specify multiple INTO statements in one FASTLOAD statement. However, the INTO statements must specify
tables that are in the same tablespace and that have the same field specifications. To load data into tables that have
different field specifications or are in different tablespaces, use two FASTLOAD statements.

You can also specify multiple partitions in INTO statements. Specify a list of partitions by separating each partition number
with a comma. Specify a range of partitions by separating the first and last partition number with a colon. See the following
examples:

• PART 1,3,5 means partitions 1, 3, and 5.
• PART 2:4 means partitions 2, 3, and 4.
• PART 1,3:5 means partitions 1, 3, 4, and 5.

Field Specifications

You can include the following field specifications in the FASTLOAD control statement:

fieldname [POSITION {(start[:end])}] [field data format]

   [NULLIF {field selection criteria}|NULLIF ESQL {field selection criteria;}]

   [DEFAULTIF {field selection criteria}|DEFAULTIF ESQL {field selection criteria;}]

   [INITIAL {(value)}]

   [CNVERR [INITIAL {(value)}]]

Field Data Formats

You can include the following field data formats in the FASTLOAD control statement:

[BIGINT]

[BINARY [(length)]]

[BLOB]

[CHAR [(length)]]

[CLOB]

[DATE EXTERNAL [(length)]]

[DATE-x[(length)]]

[DBCLOB]

[DECFLOAT [(length)]]

[DECFLOAT EXTERNAL [(length)]]

[DECIMAL EXTERNAL [(length, scale)]]

[DECIMAL PACKED [(length, scale)]]

[DECIMAL ZONED [(length, scale)]]

[DOUBLE [PRECISION]]

[FLOAT [(length)]]

[FLOAT EXTERNAL [(length)]]

[GRAPHIC  [(length)]]

[GRAPHIC EXTERNAL [(length)]]

[INTEGER]

[INTEGER EXTERNAL [(length)]]

[REAL]

[ROWID]

[SMALLINT]

[TIME-x]

[TIME EXTERNAL [(length)]]
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[TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL [(length)]]

[TIMESTAMP [(length)] WITH TIME ZONE]

[TIMESTAMP-x [(length)]]

[VARBINARY]

[VARCHAR]

[VARGRAPHIC]

[XML]

NOTE

• Except for graphic fields, the length of field data formats is the length in bytes of the input field. If you do not
specify a data format, the Db2 data format without a NULL indicator is assumed. All numbers designated
EXTERNAL are in the same format in the input records. Unless otherwise noted, specifying an integer as a
parameter to these keywords is optional.

• The XML data format is not supported. This data format is provided for IBM compatibility when SWITCH-TO-
IBM YES is specified in the UTIL parmlib member.

Parmlib Override Options

You can use the following options to override the default values that are specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). Include these
keywords in your job only when you want to override the default parmlib values:

[ABEND-TASK [YES|NO]]

[COLLECT-PDASTATS [YES|NO|STATS-LOCID subsystem_id]]

[COPY-BUFFERS int]

[COPY-TASKS int]

[DDNAME$ORTPARM [$ORTPARM|ddname]]

[DISCARD-ERROR [NONE|ABEND|RCxx]]

[DYNALLOC$ORTPARM [NO|YES]]

[IDCAMS-CATALOG [YES|NO]]

[INTERLEAVE [NO|YES]]

[IO-BUFFERS int]

[IXBUFFER-SIZE [64K|nK|nM]]

[MAXTASKS int|AUTO]

[NONLEAF-PCTFREE {LEAF|int}]

[NONUNIQUE-ENTRY [NO|YES]]

[PFL-SUFFIX (xxxxx)]

[PI-KEY-COUNT {n|nK|nM}]

[PI-MAXTASKS {n}]

[PI-RETRY-COUNT {n}]

[SMS-DATACLASS {NO|YES}]

[SMS-GENERIC {NO|YES}]

[SMS-MGMTCLASS {NO|YES}]

[SMS-STORCLASS {NO|YES}]

[SMS-VOLUMES int]

[SORTDEVT device-type]

[SORTFLAG [ALL|NONE|CRITICAL]]

[SORTNUM int|AUTO]

[SORTSIZE [4M|nM|nK|MAX]]

[STATS-OPTIONS [COLCARD-INDEXED|COLCARD-1ST|COLCARD-ALL|COLCARD-NONE|

  COLCARD-COMPNO]]

[UPDATE-CATSTATS {ALL|col1,col2,...|NO|RSD[T]|RSP[T]}]

[UPDATE-SYSCOPY [YES|NO]]

[VSAM-BUFFERS int]
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Dynamic Allocation Options

You can use the following options to override the dynamic allocation values that are specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(PFL).
Include these keywords in your job only when you want to override the default parmlib values:

[SYSDISC (DSN=symbolic_parms

          DISP=dispparm

          NDISP=ndispparm

          CDISP=cdispparm

          PERPRI=nnn

          PERSEC=nnn

          THRESH=nM|nK

          RETAIN-DATASET=YES|NO

          SMS=Y|N

          STORCD=name

          MANGCD=name

          DATACD=name

          STORCT=name

          MANGCT=name

          DATACT=name

          DYNAMIC=YES|NO

          SPACE-OVER=(CYL,(primary,secondary)|TRK,(primary,secondary)))]

[SYSREC  (DSN=symbolic_parms

          DISP=dispparm

          NDISP=ndispparm

          CDISP=cdispparm

          PERPRI=nnn

          PERSEC=nnn

          THRESH=nM

          RETAIN-DATASET=YES|NO

          SMS=Y|N

          STORCD=name

          MANGCD=name

          DATACD=name

          STORCT=name

          MANGCT=name

          DATACT=name

          DYNAMIC=YES|NO

          SPACE-OVER=(CYL,(primary,secondary)|TRK,(primary,secondary)))]

[SYSUT1  (DSN=symbolic_parms

          DISP=dispparm

          NDISP=ndispparm

          CDISP=cdispparm

          PERPRI=nnn

          PERSEC=nnn

          THRESH=nM|nK

          RETAIN-DATASET=YES|NO

          SMS=Y|N

          STORCD=name

          MANGCD=name

          DATACD=name

          STORCT=name

          MANGCT=name

          DATACT=name
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          DYNAMIC=YES|NO

          SPACE-OVER=(CYL,(primary,secondary)|TRK,(primary,secondary)))]

[SYSERR  (DSN=symbolic_parms

          DISP=dispparm

          NDISP=ndispparm

          CDISP=cdispparm

          PERPRI=nnn

          PERSEC=nnn

          RETAIN-DATASET=YES|NO

          SMS=Y|N

          STORCD=name

          MANGCD=name

          DATACD=name

          STORCT=name

          MANGCT=name

          DATACT=name

          DYNAMIC=YES|NO

          SPACE-OVER=(CYL,(primary,secondary)|TRK,(primary,secondary)))]

[SYSMAP  (DSN=symbolic_parms

          DISP=dispparm

          NDISP=ndispparm

          CDISP=cdispparm

          PERPRI=nnn

          PERSEC=nnn

          THRESH=nM|nK

          RETAIN-DATASET=YES|NO

          SMS=Y|N

          STORCD=name

          MANGCD=name

          DATACD=name

          DYNAMIC=YES|NO

          SPACE-OVER=(CYL,(primary,secondary)|TRK,(primary,secondary)))]

Keyword Descriptions
You can invoke CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS by including its control statements in your SYSIN data set. These control
statements contain the keywords that specify the options to use when the job is processed.

NOTE
You can change the defaults for many keywords within hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). You can also override many
parmlib default values by specifying the appropriate keyword at the SYSIN DD level.

ABEND-TASK—Produce a Dump
The ABEND-TASK keyword produces a dump and forces a user abend when the utility sets a return code greater than 4
but less than 22.

If you specify ABEND-TASK, include the following DD statement in your JCL:

//SYSUDUMP    DD   SYSOUT=*

The abend dump is written to the SYSUDUMP.SYSOUT data set.

NOTE
To be compatible with the IBM LOAD data set disposition, include ABEND-TASK.
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This keyword has the following format:

ABEND-TASK [YES|NO]

• YES
Produces a dump and force a user abend. This setting is the default.

• NO
Does not produce a dump and force a user abend.

NOTE
If you specify ABEND-TASK with no parameter, ABEND-TASK YES is assumed.

Example: Force a User Abend and Produce a Dump

The following example specifies ABEND-TASK YES:

LOAD

INPUT-FORMAT UNLOAD

OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD

MAXTASKS 1

DISCARDS 0

RESUME YES

STARTUP-ACCESS RW

ABEND-TASK YES

ALLMSGS—Issue Additional Load Information
The ALLMSGS keyword issues extra load information messages. The information is written to the PTIIMSG data set. If
PTIIMSG has not been allocated, the messages are written to PTIMSG.

NOTE
Due to the volume of IFI and IDCAMS output, we recommend allocating PTIIMSG when you specify ALLMSGS.

This keyword has the following format:

ALLMSGS [YES|NO]

• YES
Issues extra load information. This setting is the default.

• NO
Does not issue extra load information.

NOTE
If you specify ALLMSGS with no parameter, ALLMSGS YES is assumed.

Example: Issue Additional Load Information

The following example uses ALLMSGS YES to issue additional information about the load process:

FASTLOAD

ALLMSGS YES

ASCII—Specify ASCII Input Data File
The ASCII keyword specifies that the input data file is ASCII. This keyword does not affect the numeric, date, time, and
timestamp internal formats. If you do not use the ASCII keyword, EBCDIC is assumed.

This keyword has the following format:
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ASCII

Example: Specify an ASCII Input Data File

In the following example, the input data file is ASCII:

LOAD

INPUT-FORMAT UNLOAD

OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD

MAXTASKS1

ASCII

BIGINT—Specify the BIGINT Data Format
The BIGINT keyword specifies that a particular column contains an 8-byte binary number.

This keyword has the following format:

BIGINT

BINARY—Specify the BINARY Data Format
The BINARY keyword specifies that a particular column contains a fixed-length binary string.

This keyword has the following format:

BINARY [(length)]

• length
(Optional) Specifies a fixed-length binary string. If you do not specify a length, the length from the column definition is
used.
For more information about this parameter, see the IBM Db2 Utility Guide and Reference.

BLOB—Specify the BLOB Data Format
The BLOB keyword specifies that a particular column contains data in binary large object format. By definition, LOB data
is variable length. The length in bytes is given in a 4-byte binary field preceding the data. (The length that is given there
does not include the 4-byte field itself.) The length field starts in the column that is named as start in the POSITION option.
The end parameter of the POSITION option is ignored.

This keyword has the following format:

BLOB

Example: BLOB Keyword

The following example specifies that the data format for COL3 is BLOB:

FASTLOAD

  INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

  OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL

  MAXTASKS 2

  ALLMSGS

  RESUME NO REPLACE

  INTO TABLE user2.TSTPTS

  (COL1 POSITION (1) CHAR (113) NULLIF (114)='?'

  ,COL2 POSITION (115) VARCHAR NULLIF (371)='?'
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  ,COL3 POSITION (372) BLOB)

CCSID—Specify CCSIDs for the Input File
The CCSID keyword specifies up to three coded-character-set identifiers (CCSIDs) for the input file. The first identifier
specifies the CCSID for SBCS data found in the input file. The second identifier specifies the CCSID for mixed DBCS
data. The third identifier specifies the CCSID for DBCS data.

If a CCSID identifier is specified as 0 or it is omitted, the installation default is used. If the input data is EBCDIC, any
omitted identifiers default to the EBCDIC CCSIDs that were specified at installation. If the input data is ASCII, the omitted
CCSIDs default to the ASCII CCSIDs specified at installation. If the input data is Unicode, the CCSIDs default to the
Unicode CCSIDs specified at system installation.

If the input CCSIDs do not match the target table, they are converted to the table CCSIDs before being loaded.

This keyword has the following format:

CCSID ([x][,y][,z])

• x
Specifies the CCSID (in integer form) for SBCS data found in the input file.

• y
Specifies the CCSID (in integer form) for mixed DBCS data.

• z
Specifies the CCSID (in integer form) for DBCS data.

Example: Specify the CCSIDs for an Input File

In the following example, the x is 0 and z is not specified. Therefore, the CCSIDs for SBCS and DBCS data are assumed
to be the same as the installation default. The CCSID of the mixed DBCS data is 10:

LOAD

INPUT-FORMAT UNLOAD

OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD

MAXTASKS1

CCSID (0,10)

CENTURY20—Define a Cutoff Year
The CENTURY20 keyword specifies a cutoff year to determine the value to use when loading 2-digit-year date fields.

This keyword has the following format:

CENTURY20 [CURRENT|nn]

• CURRENT
Uses the current century. This setting is the default. For example, if the current century is the 20th century, the value of
19 is used. For the 21st century, the value of 20 is used.
Default: 20

• nn
Specifies a cutoff year. If the current year is less than the cutoff year, CENTURY20 is set to 20, to indicate the 21st
century. Otherwise, this value is set to 19, to indicate the 20th century.
Limits: 00 - 99

Examples: Define a Cutoff Year

The following example uses the current century:
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CENTURY20

In the following example, if the current date field is less than 65, a value of 20 is used. If the date field is greater than 65, a
value of 19 is used:

CENTURY20 65

CHAR—Specify the CHAR Data Format
The CHAR keyword specifies that a particular column contains a fixed-length character string. The length of the string is
determined from the POSITION specification or from the integer you specify for length.

This keyword has the following format:

CHAR [(length)]|CHARACTER [(length)]

• length
(Optional) Defines the length of the string.

Example: CHAR Keyword

The following example specifies that COL1 is a fixed-length character string:

FASTLOAD                                               

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL                                

STARTUP-ACCESS    RESET                             

ALLMSGS                                             

RESUME            NO REPLACE                        

UNLOAD CONTINUE                

INTO TABLE user2.NJS_TEST 

(                                             

COL1      POS(1) CHAR                ,      

COL2      POS(*) INTEGER             ,      

COL3      POS(*) VARCHAR                     

)

CLOB—Specify the CLOB Data Format
The CLOB keyword specifies that a particular column contains data in character large object format. LOB data is variable
length. The length of the string is defined, in bytes, in a 4-byte binary field that precedes the data. This length does
not include the 4-byte length field. The length field starts in the column that is named as start in the POSITION option.
The end parameter for the POSITION option is ignored.

This keyword has the following format:

CLOB

Example: CLOB Keyword

The following example specifies that the data format for COL3 is CLOB:

FASTLOAD

  INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

  OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL

  MAXTASKS 2

  ALLMSGS

  RESUME NO REPLACE
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  INTO TABLE user2.TSTPTS

  (COL1 POSITION (1) CHAR (113) NULLIF (114)='?'

  ,COL2 POSITION (115) VARCHAR NULLIF (371)='?'

  ,COL3 POSITION (372) CLOB)

CNVERR—Assign Value During Conversion Error
The CNVERR keyword specifies the value to assign to a column when a conversion error occurs.

This keyword has the following format:

CNVERR [INITIAL {(value)}]

• INITIAL
(Optional) Assigns a value other than the system default to a column. If you specify INITIAL, a value is required.
If you omit INITIAL, the Db2 default for that data type is used unless the selected column is nullable. If the column is
nullable, the NULL value is used.

COLLECT-PDASTATS—Collect PDA Statistics
The COLLECT-PDASTATS keyword controls whether CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS statistics are collected
and stored in the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS statistical tables as part of the load. Use COLLECT-
PDASTATS to collect PDA statistics without creating and updating a CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS extract
procedure.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• If you specify RESUME YES, no statistics are collected because the load is a partial load.
• CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS modules must be installed and the PDA statistics objects must reside on

your Db2 subsystem to use COLLECT-PDASTATS.
• To display and report the collected statistics, the entire CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS product must be

installed.

Note the following differences between collecting statistics using CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS and collecting statistics
through CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS:

• The Updated/Modified Pages statistic includes space map and header pages when CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/
OS collects the statistics, but not when CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS does.

• CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS collects column statistics for index columns only. CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for
z/OS also collects table column statistics.

• CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS calculates the total number of pages as the maximum number of pages that are used
for a load. CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS simply uses the total number of pages. Therefore, the same
number will generate different Table Row Distribution and Table Row Freespace Distribution report graphs.

• If the tablespace has an edit procedure, or if it uses ESA compression, CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS calculates
column statistics for only the first column of any index. The CPU required to decompress the row or pass through
the edit procedure is not offset by the value of this information, which is not used by the optimizer. Use CA Database
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS to determine the value for COLCARDF in these situations. For more information, see
the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS documentation.

This keyword has the following format:

COLLECT-PDASTATS [YES|NO|STATS-LOCID subsystem_id]

• YES
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Collects PDA statistics and stores them in the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS statistical tables as part of the
load. This setting is the default.

• NO
Does not collect PDA statistics.

• STATS-LOCID subsystem_id
Identifies the subsystem where the statistics are stored. If you do not specify a subsystem_id, it defaults to the current
SSID. If you specify the STATS-LOCID parameter, you do not need to specify YES. In this case, YES is implied.

NOTE
If you specify COLLECT-PDASTATS with no parameter, COLLECT-PDASTATS YES is assumed.

Example: Collect PDA Statistics

The following example collects PDA statistics and uses the current SSID:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL

RECLUSTER YES

STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

COLLECT-PDASTATS

COMMA—Define a Field Separator
The COMMA keyword defines the character to use as the field separator in data that is INPUT-FORMAT DELIMITED. All
other input formats ignore COMMA.

WARNING
The character values for COMMA, DECPT, and QUOTE are mutually exclusive when you specify INPUT-
FORMAT DELIMITED. Therefore, these values must be different for each keyword. For example, if you use a
comma for DECPT, you cannot use a comma for COMMA or QUOTE.

This keyword has the following format:

COMMA {','|'literal'}

• literal
Specifies one of the following literal types:
– Character

Specifies an EBCDIC character. Enclose this value in single quotes (').
Default: comma
Example: the comma is specified as ','

– Hexadecimal
Specifies a hexadecimal value. Designate this value with X' followed by two hex digits representing a single
character value. Terminate this value with a single quote (').
Example: the single quote is specified as X'7D'

Example: Define a Semicolon as a Field Separator

The following example uses a semicolon as the field separator in the comma delimited data:

FASTLOAD  

INPUT-FORMAT DELIMITED

COMMA ';'
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CONTINUEIF—Check Logical and Physical Records
The CONTINUEIF keyword determines whether a logical record consists of more than one physical record from the input
data set. If the condition that you specify is satisfied, the string within the physical record is removed. The next physical
record is then checked and concatenated to the previous record or records. This process continues until a physical record
that does not satisfy the condition is found. These concatenated physical records comprise the logical record that is
loaded into the table.

NOTE
CONTINUEIF cannot be used with INPUT-FORMAT DELIMITED.

This keyword has the following format:

CONTINUEIF(START[:END])='Character comparison string'

CONTINUEIF(START[:END])=X'Hex comparison string'

Define START and END columns in the input physical record. The first column of the physical record is column 1. If you
omit END, the physical record string is assumed to be the same length as the comparison string. If the START:END length
is different than the comparison string, the shorter string is padded to the larger length. Character strings are padded with
blanks. Hexadecimal strings are padded with X'00'.

Examples: CONTINUEIF Keyword

The following example compares string 'ABC' to the data located in columns 1 - 3 of the physical input record:

CONTINUEIF(1:3)='ABC'

The following example compares hexadecimal string '5800' to the data located in columns 79 - 80 of the physical input
record:

CONTINUEIF(79:80)=X'58'

The following example compares string 'XYZ' to the data in column 32 of the physical input record, plus two blanks that
are padded to the end of that character:

CONTINUEIF(32)='XYZ'

COPY-BUFFERS—Specify the Number of I/O Buffers
The COPY-BUFFERS keyword defines the number of I/O buffers to allocate for CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/
OS processing. This keyword specifies the number of copy buffers that the access method is permitted to use. (Extra copy
buffers are used to hold the data internally until it is written out.)

NOTE
If you specify COPY-EXCP YES, then COPY-BUFFERS is ignored.

This keyword has the following format:

COPY-BUFFERS int

• int
Defines the number of buffers to allocate for processing.
Default: 10
Limits: 1 – 360

Example: Allocate 80 Buffers

The following example allocates 80 buffers for processing:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ
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DISCARDDN SYSDISC

RECLUSTER YES

STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

VSAM-BUFFERS 80 IO-BUFFERS 50 COPY-BUFFERS 80

QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

          COPY02(N,SYSCP201,,LB)

COPY-EXCP—Specify Whether to Use EXCP Processing
The COPY-EXCP keyword specifies the value that CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS uses for its EXCP keyword. This
keyword specifies the access method for the copy job.

This keyword has the following format:

COPY-EXCP {YES|NO}

• YES
Uses EXCP processing. This setting is the default. COPY-EXCP YES does not support objects that use VSAM
STRIPING.

NOTE
If you specify COPY-EXCP YES, then COPY-BUFFERS is ignored within CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS.

• NO
Uses Media Manager as the access method.

COPY-LOBS—Create an Image Copy of a LOB Tablespace
The COPY-LOBS keyword specifies whether to make an image copy of a LOB tablespace. This keyword is used with
the QUICKCOPY keyword.

NOTE
COPY-LOBS requires dynamic allocation of the copy data sets. When you use this keyword, do not specify a
SYSCOPY DD statement in your JCL. Instead, use the PQC parmlib member to allocate the data sets. For more
information about this parmlib member, see the CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS documentation.

This keyword has the following format:

COPY-LOBS {YES|NO}

• YES
Makes an image copy of the LOB tablespace and its base tablespace.

• NO
Makes an image copy of the base tablespace only. This setting is the default.

COPY-STATUS—Specify Minutes Between Status Messages
The COPY-STATUS keyword defines the number of minutes that CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS waits between status
messages while the copy is performed. The status displays as the number of 4-KB blocks copied. If the job does not
invoke the copy utility, COPY-STATUS is ignored.

If you omit the COPY-STATUS value, no status messages appear during the copy portion of the load job.

NOTE
DISPLAY-STATUS specifies the number of rows to process before displaying a status message in the job.

This keyword has the following format:
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COPY-STATUS int

• int
Defines the number of minutes that CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS waits between status messages while the copy is
performed.

Example: Wait One Minute Between Status Messages

In the following example, CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS waits one minute between status messages while the copy is
performed:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL

RECLUSTER YES

STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

SPACE-DEFN NO

ALLMSGS

COPY-STATUS 0000001

QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCP201)

UPDATE-CATSTATS ALL

UNLOAD CONTINUE

COPY-TASKS—Specify the Number of Read Tasks
The COPY-TASKS keyword specifies the maximum number of concurrent read tasks when image copies are created.
These tasks read the underlying VSAM data sets for the selected tablespace. If you specify COPY-TASKS 1, only one
read task is started. If you process 100 distinct objects, the first read task finishes before the next read task starts.

COPY-TASKS is ignored unless the job also includes the QUICKCOPY option.

This keyword has the following format:

COPY-TASKS int

• int
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent read tasks. The int value can be as large as the number of selected
partitions. Values higher than 10 are not recommended.
Default: 1

Example: Define Two Read Tasks

In the following example, two read tasks read the VSAM data sets:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL

RECLUSTER YES

STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

COPY-TASKS 2

QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCP101)

UPDATE-CATSTAT SALL

SPACE-DEFN YES

DATE—Specify a Date Format
The DATE keyword specifies the data format used for a character string representation as a date.
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This keyword has the following format:

DATE-x[(length)]

• x
Represents a format number. Specify any of the following formats:
– 1 -- MMDDYY (or MMDDYYYY)
– 2 -- DDMMYY (or DDMMYYYY)
– 3 -- YYMMDD (or YYYYMMDD)
– 4 -- YYDDMM (or YYYYDDMM)
– 6 -- MMDDYY (or MMDDYYYY)
– 7 -- DDMMYY (or DDMMYYYY)
– 8 -- YYMMDD (or YYYYMMDD)
– 9 -- YYDDMM (or YYYYDDMM)
– 10 -- cYYDDD (or YYDDD or YYYYDDD)

NOTE
The "c" is a century indicator, in which 0 = 19 and 1 = 20.

Formats 1 through 4 are ZONED DECIMAL. Formats 6 through 10 are PACKED DECIMAL.
• length

(Optional) Defines the length of the field.
Default: 6 bytes (DATE-1 through DATE-4) or 4 bytes (DATE-6 through DATE-10)
Limits: 6 - 8 bytes (DATE-1 through DATE-4), 4 - 16 bytes (DATE-6 through DATE-9), 3 - 16 bytes (DATE-10)

Example: Specify a YYMMDD Date Format

In the following example, COL4 is a character string representation of a date that uses format 3 (YYMMDD):

FASTLOAD                                               

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL                                

RECLUSTER         YES                               

STARTUP-ACCESS    RESET                             

SPACE-DEFN        NO                                

ALLMSGS                                             

RESUME            NO REPLACE                        

UNLOAD CONTINUE                

INTO TABLE user2.NJS_TEST 

(                                             

COL1      POS(1) CHAR                ,      

COL2      POS(*) INTEGER             ,      

COL3      POS(*) SMALLINT            ,      

COL4      POS(*)  DATE-3                

)

DATE EXTERNAL—Specify the DATE EXTERNAL Data Format
The DATE EXTERNAL keyword specifies that a particular column contains a character string representation of a date.
Dates can be in any of the following formats:

• MM/DD/YYYY, MM/DD/YY, M/D/YYYY, M/D/YY
• DD.MM.YYYY, DD.MM.YY, D.M.YYYY, D.M.YY
• YYYY-MM-DD, YY-MM-DD, YYYY-M-D, YY-MM-DD
• Any local format that is defined during Db2 installation
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If the specified date is not in one of these formats, the local date exit is called, if one exists.

NOTE
If the installation date or time format is not LOCAL, and the date or time conversion fails, the local date or time
exit is called. If the date or time format is defined as LOCAL, the local exit is still called to do the conversion. If
conversion using the local exit fails, CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS attempts to do the conversion.

Leading spaces are not permitted. Consider the following example:

COLNAME POS(10:17)   DATE EXTERNAL

In the previous example, position 10 must be nonblank. Positions 10 - 17 cannot contain a date specification with leading
spaces such as ' 9/5/89'; however, '9/5/89 ' would be acceptable.

This keyword has the following format:

DATE EXTERNAL [(length)]

• length
(Optional) Defines the length of the string. If you omit the length, the LOCAL DATA LENGTH that was specified during
installation is used. If no installation value was provided, the length defaults to 10 bytes.
Limits: 6 - 254 bytes

Example: Specify DATE EXTERNAL for COL4

The following example specifies that the data format for COL4 is DATE EXTERNAL:

FASTLOAD                                               

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL                                

ALLMSGS                                             

RESUME            NO REPLACE                        

UNLOAD CONTINUE                     

INTO TABLE user2.NJS_TEST 

(                                             

COL1      POS(1) CHAR                ,      

COL2      POS(*) INTEGER             ,      

COL3      POS(*) SMALLINT            ,       

COL4      POS(*) DATE EXTERNAL             

)

DBCLOB—Specify the DBCLOB Data Format
The DBCLOB keyword specifies that a particular column contains data in double byte large object format. LOB data is
variable length. The string length is given in a 4-byte binary field preceding the data. (This length, which is given in double-
byte characters, does not include the 4-byte field itself.) The length field starts in the column that is named as start in
the POSITION option. The end parameter of the POSITION option is ignored.

This keyword has the following format:

DBCLOB

Example: DBCLOB Keyword

The following example specifies that the data format for COL3 is DBCLOB:

FASTLOAD

  INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

  OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL
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  MAXTASKS 2

  ALLMSGS

  RESUME NO REPLACE

  INTO TABLE user2.TSTPTS

  (COL1 POSITION (1) CHAR (113) NULLIF (114)='?'

  ,COL2 POSITION (115) VARCHAR NULLIF (371)='?'

  ,COL3 POSITION (372) DBCLOB)

DDNAME$ORTPARM—Specify a Syncsort DDname
The DDNAME$ORTPARM keyword identifies the ddname that Syncsort uses when performing sorts.

A Syncsort ddname is specified when Syncsort is installed. The default is $ORTPARM. If the installer specifies a different
ddname, add the DDNAME$ORTPARM keyword to your JCL to identify the ddname.

This keyword has the following format:

DDNAME$ORTPARM [$ORTPARM|ddname]

• $ORTPARM
Uses $ORTPARM as the ddname for Syncsort. This setting is the default.

• ddname
Identifies the ddname that was specified during Syncsort installation.
Limits: Eight characters or less

Example: Define ABCDEFGH as the DDname for Syncsort

The following example defines ABCDEFGH as the ddname for sorts that Syncsort performs:

DDNAME$ORTPARM abcdefgh

DECFLOAT—Specify the DECFLOAT Data Format
The DECFLOAT keyword specifies that a particular column contains a 64-bit decimal floating-point number or a 128-bit
decimal floating-point number.

This keyword has the following format:

DECFLOAT [(length)]

• length
(Optional) Specifies a 64-bit or 128-bit decimal floating-point number. The specified length can be 16 or 34, which
translates to an input byte length of 8 or 16. If you do not specify a length, the length from the column definition is
used. If the column length is less than or equal to 8, the default input byte length is set to 8. If the column length is
greater than 8, the default length is set to 16 bytes. For more information about this parameter, see the IBM Db2 Utility
Guide and Reference.

DECFLOAT EXTERNAL—Specify the DECFLOAT EXTERNAL Data Format
The DECFLOAT EXTERNAL keyword specifies that a particular column contains a string of characters that represents a
number.

This keyword has the following format:

DECFLOAT EXTERNAL [(length)]

• length
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(Optional) Specifies a string of characters that represents a number. If you do not specify a length, the default is 42
bytes. For more information about this parameter, see the IBM Db2 Utility Guide and Reference.

DECFLOAT-ROUNDMODE—Specify the DECFLOAT Rounding Mode
The DECFLOAT-ROUNDMODE keyword specifies the rounding mode to use with the DECFLOAT data type. If you
specify this keyword without specifying a mode, the DECPDEFDM value in DENHDECP is used.

This keyword has the following format:

DECFLOAT-ROUNDMODE [ROUND-CEILING|ROUND-DOWN|ROUND-FLOOR|ROUND-HALF-DOWN|ROUND-HALF-EVEN|ROUND-HALF-UP|ROUND-

UP]

• ROUND-CEILING
Rounds the data toward +infinity.

• ROUND-DOWN
Rounds the data toward 0.

• ROUND-FLOOR
Rounds the data toward - infinity.

• ROUND-HALF-DOWN
Rounds the data to the nearest number. If the data is equally distant between two numbers, the data is rounded down.

• ROUND-HALF-EVEN
Rounds the data to the nearest number. If the data is equally distant between two numbers, the data is rounded to an
even number.

• ROUND-HALF-UP
Rounds the data to the nearest number. If the data is equally distant between two numbers, the data is rounded up.

• ROUND-UP
Rounds the data away from 0.

DECIMAL EXTERNAL—Specify the DECIMAL EXTERNAL Data Format
The DECIMAL EXTERNAL keyword specifies that a particular column contains a string of characters that represent a
number. The format is that of an SQL numeric constant.

This keyword has the following format:

DECIMAL EXTERNAL [(length, scale)]|DEC EXTERNAL [(length, scale)]

• length
(Optional) Defines the overall length of the input field in bytes.

• scale
(Optional) Defines the number of digits to the right of the decimal point. The number must be an integer greater than or
equal to 0, and can be greater than length.

Consider the following items:

• The maximum input field is 31 characters. Therefore, if the input contains a sign or decimal point, the maximum
number of digits is less than 31.

• If scale is greater than length, or the number of digits is less than the scale, the input number is padded on the left with
zeros to reach the decimal position.

• If scale is greater than the target scale, the source scale locates the implied decimal position.
• All fractional digits greater than the target scale are truncated.
• If scale is specified and the target column is INTEGER or SMALLINT, the decimal portion of the number is ignored.
• If a decimal point is present, its position overrides the field specification of scale.
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Example: DECIMAL EXTERNAL Keyword

The following example specifies that the data format for COL4 is DECIMAL EXTERNAL:

FASTLOAD                                               

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL                                

STARTUP-ACCESS    RESET                             

RESUME            NO REPLACE                        

UNLOAD CONTINUE                

INTO TABLE user2.NJS_TEST 

(                                             

COL1      POS(1) CHAR                ,      

COL2      POS(*) INTEGER             ,      

COL3      POS(*) SMALLINT            ,      

COL4      POS(*) DECIMAL EXTERNAL      

)

DECIMAL PACKED—Specify the DECIMAL PACKED Data Format
The DECIMAL PACKED keyword specifies that a particular column contains a numeric with the form ddd...ds:

• The d is a decimal digit that is represented by 4 bits.
• The s is a 4-bit sign value. The plus sign (+) is represented by A, C, E, or F. The minus sign (-) is represented by B or

D.
• The maximum ds number is the same as the maximum number of digits that are permitted in the SQL definition.

This keyword has the following format:

DECIMAL PACKED [(length, scale)]|DEC PACKED [(length, scale)]

• length
(Optional) Defines the overall length of the input field in bytes.

• scale
(Optional) Defines the number of digits to the right of the decimal point. If you do not specify a scale, the scale is
derived from the Db2 column scale definition and the number. For example, if the Db2 column scale is 2 and the input
is 12345, the number loads as 123.45.

Example: DECIMAL PACKED Keyword

The following example specifies that the data format for COL2 is DECIMAL PACKED:

FASTLOAD                                               

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL                                                            

RESUME            NO REPLACE                        

UNLOAD CONTINUE                

INTO TABLE user2.NJS_TEST 

(                                             

COL1      POS(1) CHAR                ,      

COL2      POS(*) DEC PACKED

);
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DECIMAL ZONED—Specify the DECIMAL ZONED Data Format
The DECIMAL ZONED keyword specifies that a particular column contains a numeric with the form znznzn...z/sn in which
the following conditions are true:

• The n is a decimal digit that is represented by the right 4 bits of a byte. These bits are known as the numeric bits.
• The z is zone for that digit, represented by the left 4 bits.
• The s is the rightmost byte of the decimal operand. This value can be treated as a zone or as the sign value for that

digit. A, C, E, or F represents the plus sign (+). B or D represents the minus sign (-). The maximum number of zn is the
same as the maximum number of digits that are permitted in the SQL definition.

This keyword has the following format:

DECIMAL ZONED [(length, scale)]|DEC ZONED [(length, scale)]length

(Optional) Defines the overall length of the input field in bytes.

• scale
(Optional) Defines the number of digits to the right of the decimal point. If you do not specify a scale, the scale is
derived from the Db2 column scale definition and the number. For example, if the Db2 column scale is 2 and the input
is 12345, the number loads as 123.45.

Example: DECIMAL ZONED Keyword

The following example specifies that the data format for COL4 is DECIMAL ZONED:

FASTLOAD                                               

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL                                

INTO TABLE user2.NJS_TEST 

(                                             

COL1      POS(1) CHAR                ,      

COL2      POS(*) INTEGER             ,      

COL3      POS(*) SMALLINT            ,      

COL4      POS(*) DECIMAL ZONED       

)

DECPT—Specify a Decimal Point Character
The DECPT keyword defines the character to be used as the decimal point in the data. This keyword overrides the default
decimal point in use by the Db2 subsystem from which the table is loaded. (This default is located in the DSNHDECP
module).

WARNING
The character values for COMMA, DECPT, and QUOTE are mutually exclusive when you specify INPUT-
FORMAT DELIMITED. Therefore, these values must be different for each keyword. For example, if you use a
comma for DECPT, you cannot use a comma for COMMA or QUOTE.

This keyword has the following format:

DECPT {'literal'}

• literal
Specifies one of the following literal types:
– Character

Specifies an EBCDIC character. Enclose this value in single quotes (').
Example: the comma is specified as ','

– Hexadecimal
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Specifies a hexadecimal value. Designate this value with an X' followed by two hex digits representing a single
character value. Terminate the value with a single quote (').
Example: the single quote is specified as X'7D'

Example: Define a Comma as the Decimal Point

The following example defines a comma as the character to be used as a decimal point:

FASTLOAD

INPUT-FORMAT DELIMITED

DECPT ','

DEFAULTIF—Assign a Default Column Value
The DEFAULTIF keyword determines whether to assign the default value to a column. If the condition that you specify is
satisfied, the default value is assigned.

NOTE

• This keyword can be used regardless of whether a column is defined as NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT.
• You cannot use DEFAULTIF with INPUT-FORMAT UNLOAD or INTERNAL.

This keyword has the following format:

DEFAULTIF {field selection criteria}|DEFAULTIF ESQL {field selection criteria;}

• field selection criteria
Specifies the condition that must be satisfied to assign the default value to a column.
Specify one of the following formats (where start and end represent the starting and ending column numbers):
DEFAULTIF (start[:end])='char'

DEFAULTIF (start[:end])=X'hex'

DEFAULTIF (start[:end])=G'graphic'

DEFAULTIF (colname='char')

DEFAULTIF (colname=X'hex')

DEFAULTIF (colname=G'graphic')

Specify start and end columns of a selection field in the load record. The first column of the record is column 1. If
you do not specify an end value, the field is assumed to have the same length as the constant. A field in a selection
criterion must start at the same byte offset in each assembled input record. If any record contains varying length
strings with length fields preceding the selection field, pad them to start the selection fields at the same offset.
Full Boolean logic is supported with DEFAULTIF as long as you do not use positionals (start and end). If you use
positionals, use Extended Format SQL to gain support for full Boolean logic.

NOTE
The use of positionals with DEFAULTIF is fully compatible with IBM LOAD syntax.

DEFINENO-EMPTY—Set Processing for Empty DEFINE-NO Data Set
The DEFINENO-EMPTY keyword specifies what happens when the input data set (SYSULD) for a DEFINE-NO data set
is empty.

This keyword has the following format:

DEFINENO-EMPTY [INSTANTIATE|TERMINATE]

• INSTANTIATE
Creates the underlying VSAM data sets, even though there is no data to add to the data set. This setting is the default.

• TERMINATE
Terminates without allocating space for the Db2 data sets.
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DISCARD-ERROR—Specify Action for Discard Errors
The DISCARD-ERROR keyword specifies the return code and action to take when discard errors are encountered.

NOTE
If the load reaches the DISCARDS limit and you specify RCxx or ABEND, the return code is set to 16.

This keyword has the following format:

DISCARD-ERROR [NONE|ABEND|RCxx]

• NONE
Completes processing with a return code of 0, even when discard errors occur. This setting is the default.

• ABEND
Forces a user abend (U0101) when a discard error is encountered.

• RCxx
Specifies the return code to set when discard errors are encountered.
Limits: 5 - 50

Example: Set the Return Code to 21 if Discard Errors are Encountered

The following example sets a return code of 21 when discard errors are encountered:

LOAD

INPUT-FORMAT UNLOAD

OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL

MAXTASKS 1

DISCARDS 5000

DISCARD-ERROR RC21

RESUME YES

STARTUP-ACCESS RW

UNLOAD CONTINUE

SPACE-DEFN NO

DISCARD-WARN—Specify Number of Discarded Rows Before Warning
The DISCARD-WARN keyword specifies the number of discarded rows to encounter before displaying a warning
message. Every time a multiple of this number is met and exceeded, the warning is reissued.

This keyword has the following format:

DISCARD-WARN int

• int
Specifies the number of discarded rows to encounter before displaying a warning message.
Limits:
– 0 to 999,999,999 (in the SYSIN DD)
– 0 to 99,999 (in the UTIL parmlib member)

NOTE
If you specify 0, the warning message is not issued.

DISCARDDN—Specify a Discard Data Set
The DISCARDDN keyword specifies where to write invalid records. Use this keyword when you allocate your output data
sets manually and you specify a data set name other than SYSDISC.

This keyword has the following format:
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DISCARDDN [SYSDISC|ddname]

• SYSDISC
Uses SYSDISC as the discard data set. This setting is the default.

• ddname
Specifies an alternate discard data set to use. This name must match the name in the DD statement.

Examples: DISCARDDN Keyword

The following example writes the discarded records to the SYSDISC data set:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

MAXTASKS 2

DISCARDDN SYSDISC

RECLUSTER YES

STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

VSAM-BUFFERS 80 IO-BUFFERS 50 COPY-BUFFERS 80

The following example writes the discarded records to the INVREC data set:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

MAXTASKS 2

DISCARDDN INVREC

RECLUSTER YES

STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

VSAM-BUFFERS 80 IO-BUFFERS 50 COPY-BUFFERS 80

DISCARDS—Specify Number of Invalid Records
The DISCARDS keyword specifies how many invalid records can be encountered before processing stops. This keyword
helps you shorten CPU time and sort work overhead.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• Specifying DISCARDS in your FASTLOAD control statement overrides the PFL-DISCARDS value that is specified in
hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). For more information about the UTIL parmlib member, see the parmlib help panels.

• When the DISCARDS limit is reached, discard processing stops and the job terminates. The OUTPUT-CONTROL
value controls when the job terminates:
– If OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL or REORG is specified, the job terminates immediately. These options identify the

discarded records before any data is loaded, therefore no updates are in-flight, and no objects are changed.
– If OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD is specified, CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS stops reading records but continues

processing the objects. The utility then backs off any in-flight updates. BUILD identifies the discarded records during
the load process, therefore this additional processing is necessary to return the objects to their former state.

This keyword has the following format:

DISCARDS [0|int]

• 0
Specifies no limit. Processing continues regardless of the number of discarded records. This setting is the default.

• int
Specifies how many invalid records can be encountered before processing stops.

Examples: DISCARDS Keyword

In the following example, 5,000 invalid records are allowed before processing stops:
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LOAD

INPUT-FORMAT UNLOAD

OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL

MAXTASKS 1

DISCARDS 5000

UNLOAD CONTINUE

SPACE-DEFN NO

In the following example, the job ends if a discard record is encountered:

LOAD

INPUT-FORMAT UNLOAD

OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL

MAXTASKS 1

DISCARDS 1

RESUME YES

STARTUP-ACCESS RW

UNLOAD CONTINUE

SPACE-DEFN NO

DISPLAY-STATUS—Number of Rows Between Status Messages
The DISPLAY-STATUS keyword defines the number of rows to be processed before a status message displays. Use
DISPLAY-STATUS to monitor the execution of the load.

The default is that the DISPLAY-STATUS parameter is omitted (no status messages are written).

NOTE
The status messages are sent to PTIMSG.

This keyword has the following format:

DISPLAY-STATUS int

• int
Defines the number of rows to process before displaying a status message.
Limits: 99,999,999,999

Example: Process 1000 Rows Between Status Messages

In the following example, a status message appears after every 1,000 rows are processed:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL

RECLUSTER YES

STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

SPACE-DEFN NO

ALLMSGS

DISPLAY-STATUS 1000

DMS/OS—Indicate Generic Volume Names
The DMS/OS keyword indicates that volume names might be generic, and CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS should not
verify that they are online.

Include this keyword if your installation uses a DASD management package that controls data set placement on volumes.
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NOTE
If your installation uses the CA Data Management System, the DMS/OS keyword is required.

This keyword has the following format:

DMS/OS [YES|NO]

• YES
Uses DMS/OS processing. This setting is the default.

• NO
Does not use DMS/OS processing.

NOTE
If you specify DMS/OS with no parameter, DMS/OS YES is assumed.

Example: DMS/OS Keyword

The following example specifies DMS/OS, therefore CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS checks to see if volumes are online:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL

RECLUSTER YES

STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

SPACE-DEFN NO

ALLMSGS

DMS/OS

DOUBLE—Specify the DOUBLE Data Format
The DOUBLE or DOUBLE PRECISION keyword specifies that a particular column contains double precision floating-
point numbers. Double precision floating-point numbers are 64 bits long. Values in a column with this data type range from
approximately - 7.2E+75 to 7.2E+75. The "largest" possible negative number is approximately - 5.4E-79. The smallest
possible positive number is approximately 5.4E-79.

This keyword has the following format:

DOUBLE [PRECISION]

Example: DOUBLE Keyword

The following example specifies that the data format for COL3 is DOUBLE:

FASTLOAD

  INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

  OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL

  MAXTASKS 2

  ALLMSGS

  RESUME NO REPLACE

  INTO TABLE user2.TSTPTS

  (COL1 POSITION (1) CHAR (113) NULLIF (114)='?'

  ,COL2 POSITION (115) VARCHAR NULLIF (371)='?'

  ,COL3 POSITION (372) DOUBLE)
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DYNALLOC$ORTPARM—Dynamically Allocate $ORTPARM DD
The DYNALLOC$ORTPARM keyword specifies whether to allocate the Syncsort ddname dynamically. This name is
defined by the DDNAME$ORTPARM keyword.

DYNALLOC$ORTPARM is ignored when you include the $ORTPARM DD statement in your JCL.

This keyword has the following format:

DYNALLOC$ORTPARM [NO|YES]

• NO
Does not allocate the ddname dynamically. This value is the default.

• YES
Allocates the ddname dynamically.

Example: Dynamically Allocate the DDname

The following example dynamically allocates $ORTPARM DD:

FASTLOAD

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL

STARTUP-ACCESS    RESET

RESUME            NO REPLACE

UNLOAD CONTINUE

DYNALLOC$ORTPARM  YES

EBCDIC—Specify an EBCDIC Input File
The EBCDIC keyword specifies that the input data file is EBCDIC. This setting is the default.

This keyword has the following format:

EBCDIC

Example: Specify an EBCDIC Input File

In this example, the input data is assumed to be EBCDIC because you did not specify ASCII, UNICODE, or EBCDIC.
(EBCDIC is the default.)

FASTLOAD                                               

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL                               

RESUME            NO REPLACE                        

UNLOAD CONTINUE

EDITPROC—Specify Edit Procedures Execution State
The EDITPROC keyword specifies the state in which your edit procedures execute.

Edit procedures execute in the PROBLEM program state unless otherwise specified.

WARNING
Only specify EDITPROC SUPERVISOR when required by the vendor of the edit procedures. The overhead of
changing to SUPERVISOR state for every call to the edit procedure is substantial and degrades performance.

This keyword has the following format:

EDITPROC [PROBLEM|SUPERVISOR]
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• PROBLEM
Executes edit procedures in the PROBLEM program state. This setting is the default.

• SUPERVISOR
Executes edit procedures in the SUPERVISOR state.

Example: Execute Edit Procedures in the PROBLEM State

In the following example, edit procedures execute in the PROBLEM program state:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL

RECLUSTER YES

STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

SPACE-DEFN NO

ALLMSGS

EDITPROC PROBLEM

ENFORCE CONSTRAINTS—Maintain Referential Integrity
The ENFORCE CONSTRAINTS keyword calls CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS to check each row of table data. This
option helps you maintain system referential integrity and check constraints.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• A CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS license is required to use ENFORCE CONSTRAINTS.
• If a referential integrity violation is detected, the following actions occur:

– Only those rows that do not violate the RI constraint are loaded.
– Any rows that violate the RI constraints are discarded.

• If more than 99 INDDN input data sets are specified, ENFORCE CONSTRAINTS is ignored. The load completes
successfully, but no data checking occurs, and the tablespace is left in check pending status. Run CHECK DATA on
the tablespace to reset the check pending status.

This keyword has the following format:

ENFORCE CONSTRAINTS [USER]

• USER
Maintains user referential integrity during processing.

Example: Maintain Referential Integrity

The following example checks each row of table data:

FASTLOAD

INDDN SYSULD

INPUT-FORMAT UNLOAD

RESUME YES

ENFORCE CONSTRAINTS

INTO TABLE PDLNR.TDOCDPP

ERRDDN—Specify a Data Set for the Internal Discard Link List
The ERRDDN keyword specifies where to write the internal discard link list. This data set is required for all load types.
The ERRDDN data set contains an internal list of all errors that are found during the load job, and is used to generate a
discard report.
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Use this keyword when you allocate your output data sets manually and you specify a data set name other than SYSERR.

This keyword has the following format:

ERRDDN [SYSERR|ddname]

• SYSERR
Uses SYSERR as the discard data set. This setting is the default.

• ddname
Specifies an alternate data set to use. This name must match the name in the DD statement.
Limits: 6 characters or less

Examples: ERRDDN Keyword

The following example uses SYSERR as the discard data set:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT UNLOAD

OUTPUT-CONTROL REORG

UNLDDN PFLREC

MAXTASKS 2

MAPDDN SYSMAP

ERRDDN SYSERR

RECLUSTER YES

The following example uses DISCRR as the discard data set:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT UNLOAD

OUTPUT-CONTROL REORG

ERRDDN DISCRR

RECLUSTER YES

ESTIMATED-INPUT—Estimate Number of Rows in Input Data Set
The ESTIMATED-INPUT keyword specifies the number of rows in the SYSULD input data set. The sort program uses
this value to calculate the size of your sort work data sets. If ESTIMATED-ROWS is also specified, that value is also used
when calculating the data set size.

We recommend omitting ESTIMATED-INPUT and letting CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS calculate the number of rows for
you. However, the utility can calculate an incorrect number under the following circumstances:

• The input file is compressed.
• The input file contains variable-length rows, such as LOBs or VARCHARs.

In these cases, specify ESTIMATED-INPUT in your SYSIN syntax to provide an accurate value. Specifying a fairly
accurate value can prevent overallocation of work data sets and "sort capacity exceeded" messages.

NOTE
This topic assumes that you are allocating the sort work data sets dynamically, which is the recommended best
practice. However, you can also specify ESTIMATED-INPUT when allocating the data sets manually. If your
manual allocations are insufficient, the sort program can use the ESTIMATED-INPUT value to allocate more
data sets.

The PFL-EST-INPUT-PCT parameter in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL) is applied to the ESTIMATED-INPUT value during
processing. This parameter lets you adjust the input row count by a certain percentage. For example, if you specify
ESTIMATED-INPUT 100 in your SYSIN, and PFL-EST-INPUT-PCT (+20) in the parmlib, then CA Fast Load for DB2 for
z/OS uses a row count of 120 when calculating a FILSZ value. (That is, 100 rows plus another 20 percent.) This FILSZ
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value is then passed to the sort program. For more information about the PFL-EST-INPUT-PCT parameter, see the
parmlib help panel.

This keyword has the following format:

ESTIMATED-INPUT int

• int
Specifies the number of rows in the input data set. Specify the total number of rows, regardless of whether you are
loading all or part of the data set.
If you are loading data from multiple input data sets, specify the number of rows in the largest data set.
Limits: 999,999,999

ESTIMATED-ROWS—Estimate the Number of Table Rows
The ESTIMATED-ROWS keyword specifies the existing number of rows in the target table, before the load is performed.
The sort program uses this value to calculate the size of your sort work data sets. If ESTIMATED-INPUT is also specified,
that value is also used to calculate the data set size. Specifying a value that is fairly accurate can prevent overallocation of
work data sets and "sort capacity exceeded" messages.

NOTE

• ESTIMATED-ROWS is not needed when you specify RESUME NO REPLACE, because you are replacing all
rows in the table.

• This topic assumes that you are allocating the sort work data sets dynamically, which is the recommended
best practice. However, you can also specify ESTIMATED-ROWS when allocating the data sets manually. If
your manual allocations are insufficient, the sort program can use the ESTIMATED-ROWS value to allocate
more data sets.

This keyword has the following format:

ESTIMATED-ROWS [RTS|int]

• RTS
Identifies the current number of rows in the target table by using Real-Time Statistics (specifically, the TOTALROWS
value from SYSTABLESPACESTATS). If the TOTALROWS value is 0 or null, the CARDF value from the Db2 catalog is
used instead. This setting is recommended.

• int
Specifies the current number of rows in the target table. Enter as accurate a number as possible.
Limits: 999,999,999

fieldname—Specify Which Field to Load
The fieldname keyword specifies which field to load. Specify the name of a column in the table that is specified in the
INTO TABLE clause. Alternately, specify a name of your choice.

This keyword has the following format:

fieldname [POSITION {(start[:end])}] [Field Data Format]

• POSITION
See POSITION for more information.

• Field Data Format
Specifies the format of the data in that field.

NOTE
While it is possible to specify a field name and nothing else, this practice is not recommended.
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Example: Define COL1, COL2, and COL3 to be Loaded

In the following example, the defined field names are “COL1”, ”COL2”, and “COL3”:

FASTLOAD                                               

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL                                

STARTUP-ACCESS    RESET                             

RESUME            NO REPLACE                        

UNLOAD CONTINUE                

INTO TABLE user2.NJS_TEST 

(                                             

COL1      POS(1) CHAR                ,      

COL2      POS(*) INTEGER             ,      

COL3      POS(*) SMALLINT                  

)

FLOAT—Specify the FLOAT Data Format
The FLOAT keyword specifies that a particular column contains a 64-bit or 32-bit floating-point number. This number is in
either hexadecimal floating-point (HFP) format or binary floating-point (BFP) format.

NOTE

• You can also specify REAL for a single precision floating-point and DOUBLE PRECISION for a double
precision floating-point.

• Two FLOAT keywords are supported. This keyword defines a data format and is included as part of a field
specification. The other FLOAT keyword is specified as a global option. The global keyword defines whether
floating-point numbers are in HFP format or BFP format.

This keyword has the following format:

FLOAT [(length)]

• length
Specifies the overall length of the input field in bytes.
With HFP floating-point numbers, when you specify a length from 1 to 21, the number is 32 bits:
– Bit 0

Represents a sign (0 for “plus”, and 1 for “minus”).
– Bits 1 - 7

Represent an exponent in excess-64 notation.
– Bits 8 - 31

Represent a mantissa.
If you specify no length, or a length from 22 to 53, the number is 64 bits. The number is in the same format except that
bits 8 - 63 represent a mantissa.
With BFP floating-point numbers, when you specify a length from 1 to 24, the number is 32 bits:
– Bit 0

Represents a sign (0 for “plus”, and 1 for “minus”).
– Bits 1 - 8

Represent an exponent in excess-64 notation.
– Bits 9 - 31

Represent a mantissa.
If you specify no length, or a length from 25 to 53, the number is 64 bits. The number is in the same format except that
bits 1 - 11 represent the exponent. Bits 12 - 63 represent a mantissa.
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FLOAT—Specify the Floating Point Number Format
The FLOAT keyword specifies the format to use for floating-point numbers. This keyword is ignored when INPUT-
FORMAT is specified as UNLOAD, INTERNAL, or DELIMITED.

NOTE
Two FLOAT keywords are supported. This keyword is specified as a global option. The other FLOAT
keyword defines a data type and is included as part of a field specification.

This keyword has the following format:

FLOAT [S390|IEEE]

• S390
Uses hexadecimal floating-point (HFP) format for floating-point numbers. This setting is the default.

• IEEE
Uses binary floating-point (BFP) format for floating-point numbers.

FLOAT EXTERNAL—Specify the FLOAT EXTERNAL Data Format
The FLOAT EXTERNAL keyword specifies that a particular column contains a string of characters that represent a
number. The format is that of an SQL numeric constant.

This keyword has the following format:

FLOAT EXTERNAL [(length)]

• length
Defines the overall length of the input field in bytes.

GRAPHIC—Specify the GRAPHIC Data Format
The GRAPHIC keyword specifies that a particular column contains a graphic field.

WARNING
If you specify GRAPHIC, the input data must not contain shift characters. The values for start and end must
indicate the starting and ending positions of the data itself.

This keyword has the following format:

GRAPHIC [(length)]

• length
(Optional) Defines the number of double-byte characters. The length of the field in bytes is twice the value of length.

Example: GRAPHIC Keyword

In the following example, the COL1 data format is GRAPHIC, and 1, 5 indicates the data starting and ending positions:

FASTLOAD                                               

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL                                

STARTUP-ACCESS    RESET                             

RESUME            NO REPLACE                        

UNLOAD CONTINUE                

INTO TABLE user2.NJS_TEST 

(                                             

COL1      POS(1,5) GRAPHIC           ,      

COL2      POS(*)   INTEGER             ,      
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COL3      POS(*)   SMALLINT            ,      

COL4      POS(*)   DECIMAL ZONED       ,      

COL5      POS(*)   DATE EXTERNAL       ,      

COL6      POS(*)   TIME EXTERNAL       ,      

COL7      POS(*)   TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL  ,      

COL8      POS(*)   VARCHAR                     

)

GRAPHIC EXTERNAL—Specify the GRAPHIC EXTERNAL Data Format
The GRAPHIC EXTERNAL keyword specifies that a particular column contains a graphic field. You can specify
both start and end for the field specification.

If you specify GRAPHIC EXTERNAL, the input data must contain a shift-out character in the starting position. The input
data must also have and a shift-in character in the ending position. Aside from the shift characters, there must be an even
number of bytes in the field. The first byte of any pair must not be a shift-out character.

This keyword has the following format:

GRAPHIC EXTERNAL [(length)]

• length
(Optional) Defines the number of double-byte characters. Length for GRAPHIC EXTERNAL does not include the bytes
of the shift characters. The length of the field in bytes is twice the value of length.

Example: GRAPHIC EXTERNAL Keyword

The following example specifies that the data format for COL1 is GRAPHIC EXTERNAL:

FASTLOAD                                               

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL                                

STARTUP-ACCESS    RESET                             

RESUME            NO REPLACE                        

UNLOAD CONTINUE                

INTO TABLE user2.NJS_TEST 

(                                             

COL1      POS(1,5) GRAPHIC EXTERNAL    ,      

COL2      POS(*)   INTEGER             ,      

COL3      POS(*)   SMALLINT            ,      

COL4      POS(*)   DECIMAL ZONED       ,      

COL5      POS(*)   DATE EXTERNAL       ,      

COL6      POS(*)   TIME EXTERNAL       ,      

COL7      POS(*)   TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL  ,      

COL8      POS(*)   VARCHAR                     

)

IDCAMS-CATALOG—Use IDCAMS for Non-SMS-Controlled Data Sets
The IDCAMS-CATALOG keyword specifies whether to use the IDCAMS catalog parameter when defining non-SMS-
managed VSAM data sets. Use this option if you use the Multilevel Catalog Alias Facility.

This keyword has the following format:

IDCAMS-CATALOG [YES|NO]

• YES
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Uses the IDCAMS catalog parameter when the VSAM data set is non-SMS-controlled. The data set high-level qualifier
is used as the catalog entry. This setting is the default.

• NO
Does not use the IDCAMS catalog parameter.

Example: Do Not Use the IDCAMS Catalog Parameter

The following example does not use the IDCAMS catalog parameter:

FASTLOAD                                               

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL                                

STARTUP-ACCESS    RESET                             

RESUME            NO REPLACE   

IDCAMS-CATALOG    NO                     

UNLOAD CONTINUE

IGNORE-ERROR—Specify Errors to Ignore During Discard Process
The IGNORE-ERROR keyword ignores the specified error types during discard processing. If those error types are
encountered, the associated invalid records are not included in the discard report (in SYSMAP). The records are also not
written to the discard data set (in SYSDISC) or loaded into the target table. To include all invalid records in SYSMAP and
SYSDISC, remove the IGNORE-ERROR keyword from your job.

NOTE
If your WHEN clause rejects a large percentage of the input records, specify IGNORE-ERROR 100. This
option ignores discards that are due to the WHEN clause. Ignoring these discards eliminates clutter from your
SYSMAP and SYSDISC data sets.

This keyword has the following format:

IGNORE-ERROR error-codes

• error-codes
Specifies the error codes to ignore. Specify multiple codes by separating them with commas.
Example: IGNORE-ERROR 1,2,16

The following discard error codes are valid:

Discard Error Code Description

1 VARCHAR too big for data field
2 Data value too large
3 Data field not numeric
4 Data field too large
5 Invalid data found
6 Date field invalid
7 Time field invalid
8 Float field conversion error
9 Invalid graphics string
10 Data not in partition key sequence
11 Date/time exit rejected data
12 Column starts outside input
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Discard Error Code Description

13 Column ends outside input
15 Duplicate index key (duplicate keys still recorded in SYSERR)
16 Index key out of sequence
17 Table altered-unload skipped
18 Failed FIELDPROC conversion
19 Failed VALIDPROC check
20 Failed OBID check
21 Failed conditional check
22 Failed "partition" key
23 Failed check constraint
24 Failed referential integrity
25 Failed referential integrity and check constraint
26 Large tablespace limitkey exceeded
27 Data to be loaded exceeded data set limit
28 LOB conversion failure
29 Failed conversion service
30 Input file conversion error
31 Row not current version
32 Identity column limit
100 Failed conditional check

IGNOREFIELDS—Generate New Identity Column Values
The IGNOREFIELDS keyword specifies whether to generate new identity column values or use existing ones from the
input data set.

Row ID columns provide a unique value for each row in the table that you are loading. Identity columns provide a
numeric value for each row that is usually, but not always, unique. Both column types are defined in one of two ways:
GENERATED ALWAYS or GENERATED BY DEFAULT. Each type affects processing differently:

• When you define an identity or row ID column as GENERATED ALWAYS, new values are generated for this column.
The column values from the input file are not used.

• When you define an identity or row ID column as GENERATED BY DEFAULT, the existing column values are used.

When an input file contains data for which POSITION information can be automatically generated, a problem occurs when
the identity column is defined as GENERATED ALWAYS. The identity column values cannot be loaded from the input
file because GENERATED ALWAYS requires new values. Avoid this problem by using IGNOREFIELDS to generate new
values, regardless of the column definition.

NOTE
POSITION and IGNOREFIELDS are mutually exclusive unless you specify IGNOREFIELDS NO.
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The following table shows how the POSITION and IGNOREFIELDS keywords determine how the identity column values
are inserted:

POSITION and IGNOREFIELDS Specification GENERATED ALWAYS GENERATED BY DEFAULT

You specify the following syntax:
POSITION information
IGNOREFIELDS

The job terminates. The job terminates.

You specify the following syntax:
POSITION information
IGNOREFIELDS NO or you do not specify IGNOREFIELDS

The job terminates. The input values are used.
If no input values are provided,
the values are generated.

You specify the following syntax:
No POSITION
IGNOREFIELDS NO or you do not specify IGNOREFIELDS

The job terminates. The input values are used.
If no input values are provided,
the values are generated.

You specify the following syntax:
No POSITION
IGNOREFIELDS or IGNOREFIELDS YES

New values are generated. New values are generated.

Specify IGNOREFIELDS in the global portion of the FASTLOAD control statement or in the INTO TABLE portion. When
specified in the global portion, IGNOREFIELDS applies to any table that is part of the same command. When specified in
the INTO TABLE portion, IGNOREFIELDS applies only to the specified table.

This keyword has the following syntax when specified in the global portion of the FASTLOAD control statement:

IGNOREFIELDS

NOTE
When you specify IGNOREFIELDS in the global portion of the FASTLOAD control statement, do not specify
YES or NO. If you do, a syntax error occurs.

This keyword has the following syntax when specified in the INTO TABLE portion of the FASTLOAD control statement:

IGNOREFIELDS [YES|NO]

• YES
Ignores the existing identity column values in the input data set and generates new values. This setting is the default. If
you do not specify YES or NO, then YES is assumed by default.

• NO
Uses the existing identity column values from the input data set.

Example 1

In the following example, IGNOREFIELDS is specified on a global level. Therefore the existing identity column values are
ignored for all tables. New values are generated.

FASTLOAD IGNOREFIELDS INTO TABLE tablename_a

                      INTO TABLE tablename_b

                      INTO TABLE tablename_c

Example 2

In the following example, IGNOREFIELDS is specified for tablename_a and tablename_c. Therefore new identity column
values are generated for those tables.

IGNOREFIELDS is not specified for tablename_b, therefore the existing identity column values should be loaded from
the input file. However, if the identity column for tablename_b is defined as GENERATED ALWAYS, an error message is
issued. GENERATED ALWAYS requires new values.

FASTLOAD INTO TABLE tablename_a IGNOREFIELDS
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         INTO TABLE tablename_b

         INTO TABLE tablename_c IGNOREFIELDS

Example 3

In the following example, IGNOREFIELDS YES is specified. Therefore the existing identity column values are ignored.
New values are generated.

FASTLOAD INTO TABLE tablename IGNOREFIELDS YES

Example 4

In the following example, IGNOREFIELDS NO is specified. Therefore the existing identity column values are used.

FASTLOAD INTO TABLE tablename IGNOREFIELDS NO

IGNOREGA—Override the GENERATED ALWAYS Setting
The IGNOREGA keyword specifies whether columns defined as GENERATED ALWAYS are treated as GENERATED BY
DEFAULT. This parameter applies to row ID and identity columns.

This keyword has the following format:

IGNOREGA [NO|YES]

• NO
Enforces the restraint if a column is defined as GENERATED ALWAYS. This setting is the default.

• YES
Overrides the restraint temporarily when a column is defined as GENERATED ALWAYS. The data is loaded from the
input data set rather than being generated. Default values are still generated when necessary.

IMPLICIT-TZ—Specify an Implicit Time Zone
The IMPLICIT-TZ keyword specifies the implicit time zone to use when a timestamp is inserted into a time zone field
without having a time zone value specified. This keyword is optional. If you do not specify IMPLICIT-TZ, the DECP value
is used as the default.

This keyword is provided for IBM compatibility. For more information about this keyword, see the IBM Db2 Utility Guide
and Reference.

This keyword has the following format:

IMPLICIT-TZ 'timezone-string'|IMPLICIT_TZ 'timezone-string'

• timezone-string
Specifies a time zone value. This value specifies the difference, in hours and minutes, between local time and UTC
(Universal Time Coordinated).
Limits: -12:59 to +14:00

INDDN—Specify an Input Data Set
The INDDN keyword defines the data set for the input data set. This keyword is useful when you use different data sets
as input for different loads in the same job step. INDDN lets you specify which data set is associated with which load. Use
the INPUT-FORMAT keyword to specify the format of your input data.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:
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• A single data set can contain data for one or more partitions.
• To concatenate data sets with different LRECLs, the largest LRECL must be first in the concatenation.
• Multiple INDDN DD statements are permitted only when the tablespace is partitioned and you do not use OUTPUT-

CONTROL REORG. The maximum number of INDDN DD statements that are permitted is the number of partitions in
the tablespace.

• If you are loading a nonpartitioned tablespace, you can specify only one INDDN DD statement. The statement can
concatenate several data sets.

• If you are using ENFORCE CONSTRAINTS, the maximum number of INDDN DD statements is 99. However, the
practical limit for INDDN statements depends on the number of sort tasks that are generated. The limit also depends
on how much below-the-line region size the INDDN statements require. The use of multitasking affects the number
of sort tasks that are generated. Also, you can use the MAXTASKS keyword to control the number of concurrent sort
tasks.

• If you specify INDDN SYSREC with OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL, also specify UNLDDN and change its default value.
Otherwise, SYSREC is used as an input file and a work file, which can cause problems.

This keyword has the following format:

INDDN [SYSULD|ddname]

• SYSULD
Uses SYSULD as the data set. This setting is the default.

• ddname
Specifies the data set to use. Specify an eight-character name for a nonpartitioned table. Specify a six-character name
for a partitioned table. (The seventh and eighth characters are used as partition increments.)

Example: Concatenate Two Data Sets in One DD Statement

If you are loading a partitioned tablespace, the data for one partition cannot span two or more INDDN DD statements.
However, you can concatenate the data sets in the INDDN DD statement to work around this restriction.

The following example concatenates two data sets in one DD statement:

//SYSULD DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user2.UNLOAD.PART1A

//DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user2.UNLOAD.PART1B

INITIAL—Assign a Default Column Value
The INITIAL keyword specifies the default value to assign to a column.

NOTE
INITIAL is valid when used by itself without the POSITION keyword, or when placed after the DEFAULTIF or
CNVERR keyword.

This keyword has the following format:

INITIAL {(value)}

• value
Sets the column to the value specified. Enclose the value in parentheses. Specify the value as a character (optionally
enclosed in single quotes), graphic, or hexadecimal literal. Or, specify one of the following values:
– CURRENT DATE

Uses the special register that is stored in internal format as the current date by Db2. The data type is DATE.
– CURRENT TIME

Uses the special register that is stored in internal format as the current time by Db2. The data type is TIME.
– CURRENT TIMESTAMP
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Uses the special register that is stored in internal format as the current timestamp by Db2. The data type is
TIMESTAMP.

– NULL
Sets the column to NULL.

NOTE
When you specify an INITIAL value for a DATE column, the date format is based on the INITIAL value. The
date format is not based on the input data type field specification. You can use the following formats for the
INITIAL value:
INITIAL('DD.MM.YYYY')

INITIAL('YYYY-MM-DD')

INITIAL('MM/DD/YYYY')

Example: Set the INITIAL Value to NONE

The following example sets the default value for the TEST01 column to NONE:

TEST01 INITIAL ('NONE')

Example: Specify the Current Timestamp as the INITIAL Value

The following example sets the default value for the TEST01 column to the current timestamp:

TEST01 INITIAL ('CURRENT TIMESTAMP')

Example: Use a Specific Value for INITIAL

The following example specifies a specific value for the TEST01 column:

TEST01 INITIAL ('2016-12-30 22.12.09.00012')

Example: Specify an INITIAL Value for a DATE Column

In the following example, an INITIAL value is specified for a column with the following definition:

,LAST_DATE                     DATE           NOT NULL

The INITIAL date value defaults to December 20th, 2016 regardless of the DATE-X input date format:

"LAST_DATE"  POSITION( 1 )

  DATE-1 (8) DEFAULTIF (1:1) = X'40' INITIAL('20.12.2016')

"LAST_DATE"  POSITION( 1 )

  DATE-3 (8) DEFAULTIF (1:1) = X'40' INITIAL('20.12.2016')

"LAST_DATE"  POSITION( 1 )

  DATE-2 (8) DEFAULTIF (1:1) = X'40' INITIAL('20.12.2016')

INPUT-FORMAT—Specify the Input Data Format
The INPUT-FORMAT keyword specifies the format of the input data being loaded into a table.

This keyword has the following format:

INPUT-FORMAT [SEQ|UNLOAD|INTERNAL|DELIMITED]

• SEQ
Specifies that the input is a sequential file. This option is the default. The sequential files can be fixed-block, variable,
variable-block, or variable-spanned.
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NOTE

• Specify SEQ when loading data from the IBM DSNTIAUL sample application.
• Field specifications are required when the target table has different column definitions than the source

table. Field specifications are also required when the data contains nullable fields or VARCHAR columns.
Omitting field specifications in these cases causes unpredictable results.

• UNLOAD
Specifies that the input data is a result of one of the following:
– An IBM REORG with the UNLOAD ONLY option

NOTE
The IBM REORG UNLOAD PAUSE option is not supported.

– A FASTUNLOAD with the OUTPUT-FORMAT LOAD option from CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS
– A discard data set from CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS
– An exceptions data set from CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS
If you specify UNLOAD, note the following requirements:
– You cannot use NULLIF or DEFAULTIF processing.
– If you use Extended Format SQL, positional parameters are required. When using positional parameters, be aware

of the additional data in an INPUT-FORMAT UNLOAD file. For example, the first data column can start in position 8
instead of position 1.

– The column definitions of the source and target tables must match.
– No data or character conversions occur.

• INTERNAL
Specifies that the input data is the result of an IBM UNLOAD job with FORMAT INTERNAL specified.
If you specify INTERNAL, note the following requirements:
– You cannot use NULLIF, DEFAULTIF, or WHEN processing.
– The column definitions of the source and target tables must match.
– No data or character conversions occur.

• DELIMITED
Specifies that the input is a delimited data set.
Consider the following items when using this option:
– When you specify DELIMITED, do not specify CONTINUEIF or multiple INTO TABLE keywords. Delimited input files

can load only one table at a time. These input files can also use only one physical record at a time.
– If a column is NULL, CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS expects the input to be a column delimiter followed by another

column delimiter. If you use CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS to create the delimited input file, specify NULL-
FIELD as EMPTY (or let it default to this value).

– When you specify DELIMITED, you can omit the POSITION keyword. Delimited input files have no fixed positioning,
therefore the POSITION keyword is ignored.

– When CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS processes delimited data, it expects that a pair of the specified delimiters
encloses each character string. If the delimiter also occurs within a character string, it is interpreted as a single
character. For proper processing, enclose it within another set of delimiters. For example, the following text string
uses double quotes as delimiters, but also contains double quotes around “456”:
“col 1”, “123 “456” 789”, “col3”

To process this character string correctly, insert a second set of double quotes around the “456”. Instead of inserting
a second set of delimiters, you can also change the delimiter to something other than a double quote.

Example: Specify a Sequential Input File

In the following example, the input is a sequential file:

FASTLOAD

RESUME NO REPLACE

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ
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OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD

INTEGER—Specify the INTEGER Data Format
The INTEGER keyword specifies that a particular column contains a 4-byte binary number.

This keyword has the following format:

INTEGER|INT

Example

The following example specifies that the data format for COL3 is INTEGER:

FASTLOAD          

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ           

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL               

MAXTASKS          2       

ALLMSGS             

RESUME            NO REPLACE     

INTO TABLE        user2.TSTPTS       

(                           

COL1 POSITION(   1    )  CHAR(113)              NULLIF( 114)='?',       

COL2 POSITION( 115    )  VARCHAR                NULLIF( 371)='?',

COL3 POSITION( 372    )  INTEGER 

)

INTEGER EXTERNAL—Specify the INTEGER EXTERNAL Data Format
The INTEGER EXTERNAL keyword specifies that a particular column contains a string of characters that represents a
number. The format is that of an SQL numeric constant.

This keyword has the following format:

INTEGER EXTERNAL [(length)]|INT EXTERNAL [(length)]

• length
(Optional) Defines the overall length of the input field in bytes.

Example: INTEGER EXTERNAL Keyword

The following example specifies that the data format for COL3 is INTEGER EXTERNAL:

FASTLOAD          

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ           

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL               

MAXTASKS          2       

ALLMSGS             

RESUME            NO REPLACE     

INTO TABLE        user2.TSTPTS       

(                           

COL1 POSITION(   1    )  CHAR(113)              NULLIF( 114)='?',       

COL2 POSITION( 115    )  VARCHAR                NULLIF( 371)='?',

COL3 POSITION( 372    )  INTEGER  EXTERNAL 

)
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INTERLEAVE—Interleave the Input Data
The INTERLEAVE keyword specifies whether to interleave new data rows for multiple tables as they are loaded. To use
INTERLEAVE YES, load multiple tables in the same simple tablespace within a single load. INTERLEAVE YES is ignored
for segmented or partitioned tablespaces.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• Corresponding key columns in different tables must have the same null attributes. The null indicator is a byte in front
of the field value. If a key column in one table is nullable, but the corresponding key column in another table is not
nullable, the data rows do not interleave properly.

• INTERLEAVE YES intersperses data from multiple tables onto the same data page. If your application does not take
advantage of the interleaved data placement, performance can degrade. Carefully evaluate all the ways that you
access your data before you use INTERLEAVE YES.

This keyword has the following format:

INTERLEAVE [NO|YES]

• NO
Does not interleave the input data. This setting is the default.

• YES
Sorts the input data by the clustering indexes, without sorting by table. You can use this option when processing
data with the same or similar clustering keys in several tables. This option interleaves the table data within the
tablespace in cluster key order. This option can reduce I/O for Db2 retrieval when the clustering keys join the tables.
INTERLEAVE YES works with RECLUSTER YES. INTERLEAVE is ignored if you specify RECLUSTER NO or you
omit the RECLUSTER keyword altogether.

WARNING
To use INTERLEAVE YES, you must have multiple INTO clauses, and you must also specify RECLUSTER
YES.

Example: Interleave the Input Data

Suppose that you have an ORDER table with one row per order. You also have an ITEM table with multiple rows per
order, one row for each separate item on the order. Both tables include ORDER_NUMBER as part of the clustering
key. When you specify INTERLEAVE YES, the ITEM rows for a given order are located next to the ORDER row.

INTO TABLE—Specify the Target Table
The INTO TABLE statement identifies the table to be loaded. This statement also describes fields within the input records,
and defines the format of the input data set.

All input records are loaded into the specified table unless any of the following conditions exist:

• A WHEN clause is used and the data does not match the field selection criteria.
• A partition is specified and the data does not belong to that partition.
• Any error occurs.

This keyword has the following format:

INTO TABLE [creator.]{tablename} [Field Specification]

• creator
Specifies the table creator. If you do not specify a creator, the authorization ID of the invoker of the utility job step is
used.

• tablename
Specifies the table name. Catalog table names are not accepted.

• Field Specification
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See Field Specification for the supported syntax. See Field Specification Rules for field specification requirements.

NOTE
Extended Format SQL provides more options and flexibility when creating the INTO TABLE statements.

IO-BUFFERS—Specify Number of I/O Buffers to Allocate
The IO-BUFFERS keyword specifies the number of I/O buffers to allocate for SYSREC, SYSULD, and SYSUT1
processing. The buffer is variable length with the maximum size being a half-track of the device.

NOTE
I/O buffers are allocated above the line when you have DFP 3.2 or higher, or when you have DFSMS/DFP
installed (unless SYSREC or SYSUT1 are on tape).

This keyword has the following format:

IO-BUFFERS int

• int
Defines the number of buffers to allocate for processing.
Default: 50

Example: Allocate 60 I/O Buffers

The following example allocates 60 buffers for processing:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL

MAXTASKS 2

RECLUSTER YES

STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

VSAM-BUFFERS 80 IO-BUFFERS 60 COPY-BUFFERS 80

IXBUFFER-SIZE—Specify Buffer Size for Index Processing
The IXBUFFER-SIZE keyword defines the amount of memory for each buffer that is used in index processing. The buffers
are allocated above the 16-MB line.

This keyword has the following format:

IXBUFFER-SIZE {nK|nM}

• nK
Reserves n times KB (1024 bytes) of main storage.
Default: 64 KB
Limits: n can be up to a five-digit number

• nM
Reserves n times MB (1,048,576 bytes) of main storage.
Limits: n can be up to a five-digit number

Example: Assign 100 KB of Main Storage

The following example assigns 100 KB of main storage for each buffer that is used in index processing:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL
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STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

VSAM-BUFFERS 80 IO-BUFFERS 50 COPY-BUFFERS 80

IXBUFFER-SIZE 100K

KEEPDICTIONARY—Use Existing Dictionary
The KEEPDICTIONARY keyword uses the existing dictionary when loading a tablespace or partition, instead of rebuilding
it. KEEPDICTIONARY supports ESA data compression.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• KEEPDICTIONARY is valid only in jobs that specify REPLACE, and it must follow the REPLACE keyword.
• If the object is not defined with COMPRESS YES, then KEEPDICTIONARY is ignored.
• If the object is defined with COMPRESS YES, and no dictionary exists, the dictionary is rebuilt and the data is

compressed.

This keyword has the following format:

KEEPDICTIONARY

MAPDDN—Specify a Data Set for the Discard Report
The MAPDDN keyword specifies where to write a formatted report of all discarded records. Use this keyword when you
allocate your output data sets manually and you specify a data set name other than SYSMAP.

This keyword has the following format:

MAPDDN [SYSMAP|ddname]

• SYSMAP
Writes the discard report to the SYSMAP data set. This setting is the default.

• ddname
Specifies an alternate data set to use. This name must match the name in the DD statement.

Example: Write the Error Report to SYSMAP

The following example writes the report to the SYSMAP data set:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT UNLOAD

OUTPUT-CONTROL REORG

UNLDDN PFLREC

MAXTASKS 2

MAPDDN SYSMAP

MAXTASKS—Control the Number of Tasks
The MAXTASKS keyword specifies the maximum number of concurrent sort tasks.

NOTE
Specifying RECLUSTER YES adds an additional sort to the number of concurrent sorts.

This keyword has the following format:

MAXTASKS int|AUTO

• int
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent sort tasks.
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Limits: 1 to 9
• AUTO

Calculates the number of sort tasks for you. The calculation is based on how many indexes the target table has. This
setting is recommended.

Example: Set MAXTASKS to 3

If you are allocating sort work data sets manually, determine the total number of concurrent sorts. Use this number to
determine how many sort work data sets you need. For example, you have a tablespace has with three nonclustering
indexes and one clustering index. If you specify MAXTASKS 3 and RECLUSTER YES, define four sort work data sets in
your job. One data set is used for the clustering index. The other three data sets are used to concurrently sort the three
nonclustering indexes. INDDN data sets are allocated first, and then the index data sets.

MSG-DUMP—Create an SVC Dump
The MSG-DUMP keyword creates an SVC dump immediately after encountering a user-specified message ID. Use the
internal message ID, not the produced message ID. Message values are internal to the products. Contact Broadcom
Support to obtain the proper values.

WARNING
Use this keyword only under the direction of Broadcom Support.

This keyword has the following format:

MSG-DUMP (message-ID,message-ID,...)

• message-ID
Defines the internal message ID that corresponds to the external message.

Examples: MSG-DUMP Keyword

The following example creates an SVC dump when message PUT0018I is written:

MSG-DUMP (PT0018I)

The following example creates an SVC dump when messages FL4002I or FL0032I are written:

MSG-DUMP (FL4002I,FL0032I)

The following example creates an SVC dump for any abend that occurs in Partition Independence (PI):

MSG-DUMP (*PI)

NO-DUPLCHECK—Bypass Check for Duplicate Index Keys
The NO-DUPLCHECK keyword specifies that no additional checking for index key duplicates be performed when you also
specify OUTPUT-CONTROL REORG.

When you specify OUTPUT-CONTROL REORG, the input is read, converted, and written to SYSREC. An index task is
started only for unique indexes to look for duplicates. NO-DUPLCHECK enables you to bypass checking unique indexes
for duplicates. This option can save processing time when existing indexes are large.

This keyword has the following format:

NO-DUPLCHECK

Example: Bypass the Check for Duplicate Index Keys

The following example bypasses the checking of unique indexes for duplicates:

FASTLOAD 
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INPUT-FORMAT UNLOAD

OUTPUT-CONTROL REORG

UNLDDN PFLREC

NO-DUPCHECK

NONLEAF-PCTFREE—Control the Free Space on Non-Leaf Pages
The NONLEAF-PCTFREE keyword controls the percentage of space to leave free on nonleaf pages.

This keyword has the following format:

NONLEAF-PCTFREE {LEAF|int}

• LEAF
Specifies that the PCTFREE value used for leaf pages is also used for nonleaf pages. This setting is the default.

• int
Defines the percentage of free space to leave on nonleaf pages.
Limits: 0 - 99

Example: Leave 2 Percent of Free Space on Non-Leaf Pages

The following example leaves 2 percent of free space nonleaf pages:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL

NONLEAF-PCTFREE 2

NONUNIQUE-ENTRY—Records to Load into Multiple Partitions
The NONUNIQUE-ENTRY keyword specifies whether the SYSULD file contains any records to load into more than one
partition of the tablespace.

This keyword has the following format:

NONUNIQUE-ENTRY [NO|YES]

• NO
Specifies that none of the records contain data to load into more than one partition of the tablespace. Use this value for
nonpartitioned tablespaces. This setting is the default.

• YES
Specifies that at least one record contains data to load into more than one partition in the tablespace.

NULLIF—Set a Column Value to Null
The NULLIF keyword specifies when to set a column value to NULL. If the condition you specify is satisfied, the column is
assigned a null value and the record is loaded. Records that do not satisfy the condition are written to the discard data set
(if one is specified).

NOTE
The column must be nullable. You cannot use NULLIF with INPUT-FORMAT UNLOAD or INTERNAL.

This keyword has the following format:

NULLIF {field selection criteria}|NULLIF ESQL {field selection criteria;}

field selection criteria
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Specifies the condition that must be satisfied to assign a null value to a column.

Specify one of the following formats (where start and end represent the starting and ending column numbers):

NULLIF (start[:end])='char'

NULLIF (start[:end])=X'hex'

NULLIF (start[:end])=G'graphic'

NULLIF (colname='char')

NULLIF (colname=X'hex')

NULLIF (colname=G'graphic')

Specify start and end columns of a selection field in the load record. The first column of the record is column 1. If you do
not specify end, the field is assumed to have the same length as the constant. A field in a selection criterion must start
at the same byte offset in each assembled input record. If any record contains varying length strings with length fields
preceding the selection field, pad them to start the selection fields at the same offset.

Full Boolean logic is supported with NULLIF as long as you do not use positionals (start and end). If you use positionals,
use Extended Format SQL to gain support for full Boolean logic.

NOTE
The use of positionals with NULLIF is fully compatible with IBM LOAD syntax.

Examples: NULLIF Keyword

The following example sets the field beginning in column 11 to null when its current value is hexadecimal FF:

NULLIF (11)=x'FF'

The following example illustrates how to use Extended Format SQL and positionals with the NULLIF clause:

(TEST01 POS(1:5) CHAR(5)

NULLIF ESQL POS<1:5>>='A';INITIAL(BOB)

TEST02 POS(6:15) CHAR(10)

TEST03 POS(16:30) CHAR(15)

)

OBID—Specify an Input Table OBID
The OBID keyword specifies the object ID of the input table. This keyword lets you load data into another table by
converting the old OBID to the new OBID. This conversion takes place before the load phase begins. The source and
target tables must have the same definition.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• OBID is valid only with OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL and INPUT-FORMAT UNLOAD or INTERNAL.
• If your data was unloaded from a different table by a CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS job that did not specify

NEWOBID, OBID is required.
• If you specify PART—Specify the Partition in Which to Load Data, specify OBID before REPLACE as shown in the

following example:
INTO TABLE user2.DEPT1QTR

PART 001 OBID 294 REPLACE

NOTE
The UNLOAD PAUSE option of IBM REORG is not supported.

This keyword has the following format:

OBID nnn
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• nnn
Specifies the object ID of the input (source) table.

NOTE
If you specify the OBID as a decimal, it is converted to hexadecimal.

Example: OBID Keyword

The following example automatically translates the data to the OBID of table USER2.NEW_EMP:

FASTLOAD

INPUT-FORMAT    UNLOAD

OUTPUT-CONTROL  ALL

MAXTASKS        1

DISCARDS        0

RESUME          YES

STARTUP-ACCESS  RW

UNLOAD          CONTINUE

SPACE-DEFN      NO

INTO TABLE      USER2.NEW_EMP

OBID            201

OUTPUT-CONTROL—Specify How the Data is Checked and Loaded
The OUTPUT-CONTROL keyword specifies how and when to check the input data and load it into a tablespace. The
data can be checked in a separate data set before it is loaded into the tablespace. The data can also be checked while
it is being loaded directly into the tablespace. The data can also be checked and loaded into a SYSREC data set. A
reorganization utility can then process and load the data into an existing tablespace as part of a reorganization.

This keyword has the following format:

OUTPUT-CONTROL [ALL|BUILD|REORG]

• ALL
Writes the input data to secondary storage data sets, checks the data, and then loads the data into the tablespace.
This option is the default.

NOTE
The load is restartable from the load phase when you specify OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL.

• BUILD
Loads the data into the tablespace directly from the input file, instead of from a secondary data set. The data is
checked as it is loaded into the tablespace.

NOTE
The load is restarable when you specify OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD and RESUME NO REPLACE. This
syntax resets the tablespace to empty before loading it with data. This restart process is essentially the same
as starting the job from the beginning.

• REORG
Writes the data into a SYSREC data set. The data is checked before it is loaded into the data set. A reorganization
utility can then read this data set and load it into an existing tablespace during a reorganization.

NOTE

• The load is only restartable from the beginning when you specify OUTPUT-CONTROL REORG.
• OUTPUT-CONTROL REORG does not support LOB columns.

Examples: OUTPUT-CONTROL Keyword

The following example writes the data to secondary storage data sets before loading it into the tablespace:
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FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL

MAXTASKS 2

RECLUSTER YES

The following example builds the tablespace directly without the use of intermediate output files:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD

MAXTASKS 2

ERRDDN SYSERR

RECLUSTER YES

The following example loads data into a SYSREC data set for use by a reorganization utility:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL REORG

UNLDDN PFLREC

MAXTASKS 1

SPACE-DEFN NO

RESUME YES

ALLMSGS

PART—Specify the Partition in Which to Load Data
The PART keyword defines the partition number of the target tablespace in which to load data. The utility does not load
any data beyond the range of the specified partition. PART is valid only for partitioned tablespaces.

If you specify multiple INTO TABLE PART clauses, only the first INTO TABLE PART clause can contain field
specifications. These field specifications apply to all subsequent INTO TABLE PART clauses. If you include field
specifications on subsequent INTO TABLE PART clauses, they are ignored.

NOTE
PART RESUME and PART REPLACE work the same way as in the IBM LOAD utility. PART RESUME and
PART REPLACE apply only to the partitions you specify. To load data into the entire tablespace, use LOAD
RESUME or LOAD REPLACE.

When you load data into rotated partitions, your physical partition numbers can differ from your logical partition numbers.
In this case, use the LOGICAL parameter to specify the logical tablespace partitions. The logical partition number is
translated to the corresponding physical partition number. The physical partition numbers are reported in the job output
and messages.

This keyword has the following format:

[LOGICAL|PHYSICAL] PART {int|int:int|int,int,int...} [OBID nnn]

   [RESUME{NO[REPLACE[KEEPDICTIONARY]] |YES}

• LOGICAL
(Optional) Loads data into the physical partitions that correspond to the logical tablespace partitions specified.

• PHYSICAL
(Optional) Loads data into the specified physical tablespace partitions.
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NOTE
If you do not specify LOGICAL or PHYSICAL, PHYSICAL is used.

• int|int:int|int,int,int...
Specifies which partitions to process. You can specify one partition, a range of partitions, or any number of specific
partitions as follows:
– int represents a specific partition.
– int:int represents an inclusive range.
– int,int,int... represents specific partitions, listed separately.

NOTE
Do not specify 0000 for your partition number. If you do, the utility issues an error message and a return code
of 8.

• OBID
(Optional) See the OBID keyword.

• RESUME
(Optional) See the RESUME keyword.

• REPLACE
(Optional) See the REPLACE keyword.

• KEEPDICTIONARY
(Optional) See the KEEPDICTIONARY keyword.

Example: Replace Partitions 1 and 3

In the following example, the two INTO TABLE statements specify partitions 1 and 3:

FASTLOAD

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL

MAXTASKS          3

RECLUSTER         YES

STARTUP-ACCESS    RESET

INTO TABLE        user2.TSTPTS PART 1 REPLACE

INTO TABLE        user2.TSTPTS PART 3 REPLACE

PARTS-PER-COPY—Specify the Number of Partitions to Copy
The PARTS-PER-COPY keyword specifies the number of partitions that are copied to an image copy data set. Use
this keyword when you use QUICKCOPY. This keyword controls the subtasking method that is used when processing
partitioned tablespaces. Each subtask processes the number of partitions that this value specifies.

Note the following items when using PARTS-PER-COPY:

• When defining the PARTS-PER-COPY value as an integer, verify that no static data sets are allocated for the image
copies. PARTS-PER-COPY requires dynamically allocated data sets.

• PARTS-PER-COPY sets the maximum number of partitions per image copy data set, regardless of the number of
copy tasks or partitions. The partitions for an individual tablespace can be contained in separate image copy data set.
However, these partitions cannot be combined with partitions from other tablespaces.

• PARTS-PER-COPY can be coded only for a single object specification. Examples of a single object specification
include a tablespace with or without wildcarding, an index, or an indexspace.

• If an integer value is specified for PARTS-PER-COPY with DSNUM ALL, DSNUM ALL changes to DSNUM PART.
Every partition is registered in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY. For more information about the DSNUM keyword, see the CA
Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS documentation.

This keyword has the following format:
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PARTS-PER-COPY {ALL|int}

• ALL
Selects all partitions. This setting is the default for wildcarding. If wildcarding is not used, this keyword has no default. If
PARTS-PER-COPY is omitted, the following calculation determines how partitions are copied across data sets:
(number of partitions / the number of copy tasks)

Any remainder is placed into the last copy data set.
• int

Specifies the number of partitions. If you specify a value greater than 1, and the partitions cannot be divided equally
into that number, the last copy contains the remaining partitions. For example, if you specify PARTS-PER-COPY 2 for
a 3-partition tablespace, the first copy contains two partitions. The second copy contains one partition.
Limits: 1 - 254

Example: Place One Partition in Each Image Copy Data Set

In the following example, PARTS-PER-COPY 1 is specified to place only one partition in each output image copy data set:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD

STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

VSAM-BUFFERS 80 IO-BUFFERS 50 COPY-BUFFERS 80

QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

          COPY02 (N,SYSCP201,,LB)

PARTS-PER-COPY 1

SORTSIZE 4M

SPACE-DEFN YES

RESUME NO REPLACE

ALLMSGS

PERIODOVERRIDE—Load Data into a ROW BEGIN or ROW END Column
The PERIODOVERRIDE keyword lets you reload unloaded data into a ROW BEGIN or ROW END column. When these
column types are added to a table, they must be defined as GENERATED ALWAYS. Typically, these column values
cannot be loaded from an input file when the column is GENERATED ALWAYS. The PERIODOVERRIDE keyword
lets you override this restriction and load column values from an input file. This keyword can be useful when you are
constructing an exact replica of a table. This keyword is optionally specified as part of an INTO statement.

NOTE
When you specify this keyword with input field specifications, specify both sets of columns from the PERIOD
relationship. Also, do not specify NULLIF or DEFAULTIF.

This keyword has the following format:

PERIODOVERRIDE

PFL-SUFFIX—Access an Alternate Parmlib Member
The PFL-SUFFIX keyword accesses an alternate parmlib member instead of the default PFL parmlib member. The PFL
member contains naming conventions and control statements to use when allocating data sets dynamically. Specify PFL-
SUFFIX when you have created an alternate member with your own naming conventions and control statements.

This keyword has the following format:

PFL-SUFFIX (xxxxx)
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• xxxxx
Defines the suffix of an alternate parmlib member. The value that you specify here is used to form a valid member
name of a partitioned data set. Use any characters that are valid in a member name.
Limits: 1 - 5 characters

Example: Access a User-Created Parmlib Member

In the following example, a user-created PFL1 parmlib member is used for dynamic allocation (instead of the default PFL
member):

FASTLOAD

INTO owner.table

PFL-SUFFIX (1)

PI-KEY-COUNT—Specify Number of Keys Before the Checkpoint
The PI-KEY-COUNT keyword specifies the maximum number of keys to delete or insert before a checkpoint is made.

NOTE
The PI-KEY-COUNT, PI-MAXTASKS, and PI-RETRY-COUNT keywords are no longer needed to control
concurrent processing. You can omit them from your syntax. If you specify these keywords, they are ignored.

This keyword has the following format:

PI-KEY-COUNT {n|nK|nM}

PI-MAXTASKS—Control Number of Concurrent PI Tasks
The PI-MAXTASKS keyword specifies the maximum number of concurrent partition independence (PI) tasks in a Db2 data
sharing group that can access the same Db2 buffer pool.

NOTE
The PI-KEY-COUNT, PI-MAXTASKS, and PI-RETRY-COUNT keywords are no longer needed to control
concurrent processing. You can omit them from your syntax. If you specify these keywords, they are ignored.

This keyword has the following format:

PI-MAXTASKS {n}

PI-RETRY-COUNT—Specify the Number of Retries for Index Keys
The PI-RETRY-COUNT keyword specifies the number of times to retry deleting or inserting index keys before stopping
the task.

NOTE
The PI-KEY-COUNT, PI-MAXTASKS, and PI-RETRY-COUNT keywords are no longer needed to control
concurrent processing. You can omit them from your syntax. If you specify these keywords, they are ignored.

This keyword has the following format:

PI-RETRY-COUNT {n}

POSITION—Specify the Location of a Field
The POSITION keyword defines the starting (and optionally, the ending) location of the field in the load record. If you do
not specify POSITION, the starting location is one column after the end of the previous field.
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NOTE
If your job specifies INPUT-FORMAT DELIMITED, you can omit the POSITION keyword. Delimited input files
have no fixed positioning, therefore the POSITION keyword is ignored.

This keyword has the following format:

POSITION {(start[:end])}|POS {(start[:end])}

• start
Defines the first column of the field in the load record. The first column of the record is column 1. The start value can
be an integer that gives the actual number of the starting column. You can also use a column locator symbol.
Limits: 1 - 2,146,435,072

• end
(Optional) Defines the last column of the field in the load record. If you omit the end value, the length specification for
the data type is used. The end value can be an integer that gives the actual number of the ending column. You can
also use a column locator symbol.
Limits: 1 - 2,146,435,072

You can use the following column locator symbols in place of an integer for the start and end parameters:

• * (asterisk)
Defines one column after the end of the previous field. This setting is the default when no position is specified.

• * +n
Defines n columns after the location specified by *.

Examples: POSITION Keyword

The following syntax specifies the length of a column whose starting position is one column after the previous field:

POSITION (*:* + n)

In this example, n is an integer specifying the length of the field minus 1. If CHAR(6) was used in the previous
example, n would be 5.

In the following syntax, COL2 defines a five-character column that starts immediately after COL1 (in column 26 and
ending in 30):

COL1 POSITION(1:25)      CHAR (25)

COL2 POSITION(*:*+4)     CHAR (5)

POSITION(n:*) and POSITION(n) are not always interchangeable. If column 1 ends at 6 and column 2 has POSITION
(7:*), that is the same as specifying POSITION (7:7). However, if column 2 has POSITION (9:*), that is NOT the same as
specifying POSITION (9:9).

PQCPARM—Specify an Alternate PQC Parmlib Member
The PQCPARM keyword specifies alternate PQC parmlib information for the dynamic allocation of copy data sets
for a copy statement. For more information about the PQC parmlib member, see the CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/
OS documentation.

This keyword has the following format:

PQCPARM (member) | PQCPARM member

If you do not specify a value, the default value is PQC.
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QUICKCOPY—Invoke CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS
The QUICKCOPY keyword invokes CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS to create a single image copy. Each occurrence
of this keyword creates one copy. You can specify the keyword up to eight times to create up to eight image copies
concurrently. Creating the copies concurrently helps decrease performance time and increase data availability.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• You do not need a CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS license to include the QUICKCOPY keyword in your job and create
backup image copies. However, you do need a license to run CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS as a stand-alone utility.

• You cannot specify QUICKCOPY with OUTPUT-CONTROL REORG.
• When you process LOB tablespaces, include COPY-LOBS to create an image copy of the LOB tablespace and its

base tablespace. When COPY-LOBS is specified, dynamic allocation of the copy data sets is required. For more
information about dynamically allocating copy data sets, see the CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS documentation.

• COPY-MODE (INLINE) is not supported. Instead, all copies are performed as NO-INLINE. Because inline copying
is not supported, the copy is created after the tablespace load finishes. However, a copy can be created while the
indexes are rebuilt.

• When you use QUICKCOPY, the copy pending flag does not set.

This keyword has the following format:

QUICKCOPY COPYnn (Y|N,ddname,[exitname,][icbackup,][devtype,])

• COPYnn
Specifies the number of the copy.

NOTE
If you also specify COPY-LOBS, the COPYnn value applies to the LOB tablespace and its base tablespace.

Limits: 01 to 08
Default: 01

• Y|N
Specifies whether to register the copy in SYSCOPY.
Default: Y

• ddname
Specifies the ddname for the copy. SYSCOPY is the default ddname for a single copy for a single object specification.
For multitasking jobs, the default ddname takes the form SYSCPnxx. The n is the COPY number and the xx is the part
of the copy being multitasked. For example, the ddname of the first copy number (COPY01) is SYSCP101. COPY02
would be SYSCP201, and so on.

• exitname
Specifies the name of the user exit.

• icbackup
Specifies the type of copy.
The following values are valid only for sites that were installed with the Db2 LOCALSITE option:
– LP -- Local Primary (This value is the default for COPY01.)
– LB -- Local Backup (This value is the default for all copies except COPY01.)
The following options are valid only for sites that were installed with the Db2 RECOVERYSITE option:
– RP -- Recovery Primary
– RB -- Recovery Backup

• devtype
(Optional) Specifies a value for the DEVTYPE column in the SYSCOPY table when this copy is registered. If you do
not specify a device type, a generic volume ID such as 3240 is used.

Example: Generate a Local Primary Copy and a Local Backup Copy

The following example generates two copies (a local primary and a local backup):
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QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

          COPY02 (N,SYSCP201,,LB)

QUOTE—Specify the Non-Numeric Field Delimiter
The QUOTE keyword defines the character to be used as the non-numeric field delimiter in data that is INPUT-FORMAT
DELIMITED. Other input formats ignore the QUOTE keyword.

WARNING
The character values for COMMA, DECPT, and QUOTE are mutually exclusive when you specify INPUT-
FORMAT DELIMITED. Therefore, these values must be different for each keyword. For example, if you use a
comma for DECPT, you cannot use a comma for COMMA or QUOTE.

This keyword has the following format:

QUOTE {'''|'literal'|NONE}

• literal
Defines the delimiter as a character literal or as a 1-byte hexadecimal literal as follows:
– Character

Defines an EBCDIC character. Enclose the character in single quotes (' ').
Default: single quote
Example: the single quote is specified as '''

– Hexadecimal
Defines a hexadecimal value. Designate this value with X' and follow it with two valid hex digits representing a
single character value. Terminate this value with a single quote (').
Default: single quote
Example: the single quote is specified as X'7D'

• NONE
Loads comma-delimited fields without quotes or other delimiters around character fields.

Example: Define a Single Quote as the Non-Numeric Field Delimiter

The following example uses a single quote (the default) for QUOTE:

FASTLOAD  

INPUT-FORMAT DELIMITED

QUOTE '''

REAL—Specify the REAL Data Format
The REAL keyword specifies that a particular column contains a single precision floating-point number. Single precision
floating-point numbers are 32 bits long. Values in a column with this data format range from approximately - 7.2E+75 to
7.2E+75. The "largest" possible negative number is approximately - 5.4E-79. The smallest possible positive number is
approximately 5.4E-79.

This keyword has the following format:

REAL

Example: REAL Keyword

The following example specifies that the data format for COL3 is REAL:

FASTLOAD

  INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

  OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL
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  MAXTASKS 2

  ALLMSGS

  RESUME NO REPLACE

  INTO TABLE user2.TSTPTS

  (COL1 POSITION (1) CHAR (113) NULLIF (114)='?'

  ,COL2 POSITION (115) VARCHAR NULLIF (371)='?'

  ,COL3 POSITION (372) REAL)

REBUILD-INDEX—Rebuild the Index
The REBUILD-INDEX keyword specifies whether to rebuild the indexes during the load.

This keyword has the following format:

REBUILD-INDEX [YES|NO]

• YES
Rebuilds the nonclustering indexes during the load. If you specify RECLUSTER YES, clustering indexes are rebuilt,
regardless of the value you specify with REBUILD-INDEX. This setting is the default.

• NO
Does not rebuild the nonclustering indexes during the load. The indexes are updated rather than rebuilt. If you specify
RECLUSTER NO, then the value you specify with REBUILD-INDEX is applied to all indexes.
REBUILD-INDEX NO works with the RESUME keyword when determining whether to rebuild indexes during the load.
When using REBUILD-INDEX NO with nonpartitioned tablespaces, consider the following items:
– RESUME YES

Updates all indexes.
– REPLACE

Rebuilds all indexes regardless of the value of REBUILD-INDEX.
For partitioned tablespaces, if RESUME YES or REPLACE is specified on the LOAD statement (before the INTO
TABLE statement), partition independence is not used. When you use REBUILD-INDEX NO with partitioned
tablespaces, consider the following items:
– RESUME YES

Updates all indexes.
– REPLACE

Rebuilds all indexes regardless of the value of REBUILD-INDEX.
If RESUME YES or REPLACE is specified on the INTO clause, nonpartitioned indexes are updated. Partitioned
indexes depend on the keyword that is specified on the INTO clause:
– RESUME YES

Updates all partitioned indexes.
– REPLACE

Rebuilds all partitioned indexes.

Example: Rebuild Clustering Indexes but not Nonclustering Indexes

In this example, the nonclustering indexes are not rebuilt. Any clustering indexes are rebuilt by default:

FASTLOAD

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL

RECLUSTER YES

STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

RESUME YES

REBUILD-INDEX NO

INTO TABLE user2.TSTPTS
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RECLUSTER—Sort the Data by Clustering Index
The RECLUSTER keyword specifies whether to sort the data and the clustering index during the load. The utility does not
require the data be sorted before the load phase.

NOTE
RECLUSTER is ignored for OUTPUT-CONTROL REORG.

This keyword has the following format:

RECLUSTER {NO|YES|NO SORT-CLINDX|NO SORT-NONE|YES SORT-CLINDX|YES SORT-ALL}

Usually, specifying a keyword in your SYSIN overrides the corresponding value in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). However,
RECLUSTER lets you decide whether to use the parmlib value or the SYSIN value.

The following keyword options use the UTIL parmlib values:

• NO
Uses the PFL-RECLUSTER-NO value in the parmlib member:
– If the parmlib specifies PFL-RECLUSTER-NO SORT-NONE, nothing is sorted (clustering index or data). The data

must be in the correct order. Rows out of order are discarded. This value is the default parmlib setting.
– If the parmlib specifies PFL-RECLUSTER-NO SORT-CLINDX, the clustering index is sorted. The data is loaded in

input sequence.
– If the parmlib does not include the PFL-RECLUSTER-NO parameter, nothing is sorted. The clustering index and the

data are not sorted. The data must be in the correct order. Rows out of order are discarded.
• YES

Uses the PFL-RECLUSTER-YES value in the parmlib member:
– If the parmlib specifies PFL-RECLUSTER-YES SORT-ALL, the clustering index and the data are sorted. The data is

loaded in clustering sequence. This value is the default parmlib setting.
– If the parmlib specifies PFL-RECLUSTER-YES SORT-CLINDX, only the clustering index is sorted. The data is

loaded in input sequence.
– If the parmlib member does not include the PFL-RECLUSTER-YES parameter, the clustering index and the data are

sorted. The data is loaded in clustering sequence.

The following keyword options override the UTIL parmlib values. (If your UTIL parmlib does not contain PFL-
RECLUSTER-NO and PFL-RECLUSTER-YES values, the following keywords still behave as described.)

• NO SORT-CLINDX
Sorts the clustering index only. The data is loaded in input sequence. This option provides the performance
advantages of a clustered index without incurring the overhead of sorting the data.

• NO SORT-NONE
Does not sort the clustering index or the data. The data must be in the correct order. Rows out of order are discarded.

• YES SORT-CLINDX
Sorts the clustering index only. The data is loaded in input sequence. This option provides the performance
advantages of a clustered index without incurring the overhead of sorting the data.

• YES SORT-ALL
Sorts the clustering index and the data. The data is loaded in clustering sequence.

If you omit the RECLUSTER keyword from your SYSIN syntax, the processing behavior depends on whether the parmlib
includes the PFL-RECLUSTER-DEFAULT value:

• If the parmlib includes PFL-RECLUSTER-DEFAULT, then the specified value is used. The default value is SORT-
CLINDX. However, this value can be changed to SORT-NONE or SORT-ALL. See the preceding descriptions for these
options.

• If the parmlib does not include PFL-RECLUSTER-DEFAULT, then RECLUSTER NO SORT-CLINDX is used. Only the
clustering index is sorted. The data is loaded in input sequence.
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REPLACE—Replace Existing Rows
The REPLACE keyword empties all data from the tablespace (or partition) and its indexes before loading new data into it.

WARNING
When you specify REPLACE, all existing rows of all tables in the tablespace are replaced. If you are replacing a
single partition, all existing rows in the partition are replaced.

REPLACE can be used with any load type. This keyword works the same way that it works in the IBM LOAD utility.
However, you cannot precede the load with a delete or define on the data sets. Instead, use SPACE-DEFN to resize your
data sets.

Use REPLACE as follows:

• Replace an entire tablespace by specifying RESUME NO REPLACE as a global option.
• Replace a single partition by specifying PART—Specify the Partition in Which to Load Data in the INTO TABLE

statement.

Do not specify both a global option and an INTO TABLE option in your job. For example, do not specify the following
combinations:

• Do not specify the RESUME NO global option and the PART nn REPLACE option of the INTO TABLE statement.
Instead, specify RESUME NO as part of your PART nn syntax.

• Do not specify the REPLACE global option and the PART nn REPLACE option of the INTO TABLE statement. If you
specify these options in the same job, the global REPLACE option empties all partitions. Instead, specify REPLACE as
part of your PART nn syntax.

The REPLACE keyword also has the following restrictions:

• You cannot specify REPLACE with RESUME YES.
• You cannot specify REPLACE when processing a SYSTEM_TIME temporal table.

NOTE
This restriction applies only to the base temporal table. You can use REPLACE syntax on any associated
history tables.

This keyword has the following format:

REPLACE [KEEPDICTIONARY]

• REPLACE
Replaces all data in the tablespace (or partition) and its indexes.

• REPLACE KEEPDICTIONARY
Uses the existing dictionary during REPLACE processing instead of rebuilding the dictionary.
See KEEPDICTIONARY for more information.

Example: REPLACE Keyword

In the following example, the tables are in the same tablespace. RESUME NO REPLACE is used for the first table.
RESUME YES is used for the second table:

FASTLOAD

RESUME NO REPLACE

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD

INDDN SYSUL1

MAXTASKS 3

INTO TABLE PDUSER.CUSTTB1

*

FASTLOAD
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RESUME YES

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD

INDDN SYSUL2

MAXTASKS 3

INTO TABLE PDUSER.CUSTTB2

RESUME—Specify Whether to Load When the Object Contains Data
The RESUME keyword specifies whether to load data into an object that already contains data.

If you specify RESUME as a global option, the entire tablespace is stopped, even when the INTO TABLE statement
specifies only one partition. A second job cannot run concurrently against a different partition of the same tablespace.
Serialization occurs at the tablespace level and the relevant row in the restart table indicates that all partitions are
involved.

If you specify PART—Specify the Partition in Which to Load Data as part of the INTO TABLE statement, only the specified
partitions are stopped. Separate jobs can run concurrently against different partitions in the same tablespace. Serialization
occurs at the partition level. The relevant row in the restart table indicates that only the specified partitions are involved.

This keyword has the following format:

RESUME {NO [REPLACE [KEEPDICTIONARY]]|YES}

• NO
Stops processing and does not load any data when the tablespace or partition already contains data. If the tablespace
or partition is empty, processing continues. This setting is the default.

WARNING
Restarting a FASTLOAD job with RESUME NO and RESTART(PHASE) places any LOB tablespaces in copy
pending status. We recommend specifying COPY-LOBS YES. This option creates an image copy of the LOB
tablespaces as part of the load process. This option also removes the copy pending status.
NOTE
Specifying RESUME NO for nonsegmented tablespaces might increase processing time. The utility
examines all data pages for rows before starting the load process.

You can specify the following options with RESUME NO so that processing continues:
– REPLACE

Resets the tablespace or partition and any associated indexes to empty and then loads it with data.
– KEEPDICTIONARY

Uses the existing dictionary during the load process instead of rebuilding it.
• YES

Continues processing regardless of whether the tablespace or partition already contains data. If the object is empty,
a message notifies you and then the data is loaded into the object. If the object is not empty, the records are added to
the end of the file.
Specifying RESUME YES also has the following effects:
– PDA statistics are not collected and catalog statistics are not updated, regardless of the specified COLLECT-

PDASTATS and UPDATE-CATSTATS values.
– SPACE-DEFN is forced to NO so that the existing VSAM data sets are not reallocated for the tablespace or

partition.
– A clustering index sort (SORT-CLINDX) is automatically included in the job, regardless of the specified

RECLUSTER value.
– Nonclustering indexes are reallocated. If you do not want them reallocated, load the entire table with OUTPUT-

CONTROL BUILD and RESUME YES or REBUILD-INDEX NO.

Example: RESUME Keyword
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In the following example, the tables are in the same tablespace. RESUME NO REPLACE is used for the first table and
RESUME YES is used for the second table:

FASTLOAD

RESUME NO REPLACE

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD

INDDN SYSUL1

MAXTASKS 3

INTO TABLE PDUSER.CUSTTB1

*

FASTLOAD

RESUME YES

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD

INDDN SYSUL2

MAXTASKS 3

INTO TABLE PDUSER.CUSTTB2

RETRY-LIMIT—Control the Number of Retries
The RETRY-LIMIT keyword specifies the number of times to retry an SQL DML function that is issued by the utility when a
timeout is encountered. This keyword also controls the number of times the utility tries to delete and reallocate a data set
when the data set is in use.

This keyword has the following format:

RETRY-LIMIT nnnn

• nnnn
Specifies the number of retries.
Default: 5
Limits: 0 - 9999

Example: Retry SQL DML 20 Times

In the following example, an unsuccessful SQL DML function is retried 20 times before failing:

RETRY-LIMIT 20

ROWCHANGEOVERRIDE—Load Data into a ROW CHANGE Column
The ROWCHANGEOVERRIDE keyword lets you reload unloaded data into a ROW CHANGE column. When this column
type is added to a table, it is typically defined as GENERATED ALWAYS. Typically, these column values cannot be loaded
from an input file when the column is GENERATED ALWAYS. The ROWCHANGEOVERRIDE keyword lets you override
this restriction and load column values from an input file. This keyword can be useful when you are constructing an exact
replica of a table. This keyword is optionally specified as part of an INTO statement.

This keyword has the following format:

ROWCHANGEOVERRIDE
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ROWID—Specify the ROWID Data Format
The ROWID keyword specifies that a particular column contains data in row identifier format. Each value in a ROWID
column must be unique and cannot be nulled. The string in a ROWID column can be up to 40 bytes long. The string can
be either user-defined or generated by Db2. The ROWID column cannot be updated.

This keyword has the following format:

ROWID

Example: ROWID Keyword

The following example specifies that the data format for COL3 is ROWID:

FASTLOAD

  INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

  OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL

  MAXTASKS 2

  ALLMSGS

  RESUME NO REPLACE

  INTO TABLE user2.TSTPTS

  (COL1 POSITION (1) CHAR (113) NULLIF (114)='?'

  ,COL2 POSITION (115) VARCHAR NULLIF (371)='?'

  ,COL3 POSITION (372) ROWID)

SET-CHECKPENDING—Set Check Pending Flags
The SET-CHECKPENDING keyword specifies whether to set check pending flags on all tables that are involved in a job.
When a parent table is loaded, the flag is set for the parent and its child tables.

This keyword has the following format:

SET-CHECKPENDING [YES|NO]

• YES
Sets the check pending flag when it is appropriate. This setting is the default.

• NO
Does not set the flag under any circumstances.

WARNING
If you specify SET-CHECKPENDING NO, you can jeopardize your data. Run CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/
OS to verify that referential integrity constraints are not violated.

Example: Set Check Pending Flags

The following example sets check pending flags where appropriate:

FASTLOAD

RESUME NO

REPLACE

SET-CHECKPENDING YES

INTO TABLE db.ts

SET-COPYPENDING—Set Copy Pending Flags
The SET-COPYPENDING keyword specifies whether to set copy pending flags on all tablespaces and indexes that are
involved in a job.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:
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• The copy pending flag is never set when you specify STARTUP-ACCESS FORCE.
• This flag is also not set for tablespaces that have been defined as NOT LOGGED. These tablespaces are always

placed in informational copy pending (ICOPY) status. The SET-COPYPENDING value in your SYSIN syntax and
in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL) is ignored.

This keyword has the following format:

SET-COPYPENDING [YES|NO]

• YES
Sets the copy pending flag as needed. This setting is the default.

• NO
Does not set the copy pending flag under any circumstances.

WARNING
If you specify SET-COPYPENDING NO and you do not take an image copy, your data can be unrecoverable.
Be sure to take an image copy after the utility jobs are complete.

Example: Set Copy Pending Flags

The following example sets copy pending flags where appropriate:

FASTLOAD

RESUME NO REPLACE

SET-COPYPENDING YES

INTO TABLE db.ts

SMALLINT—Specify the SMALLINT Data Format
The SMALLINT keyword specifies that a particular column contains a 2-byte binary number. The largest acceptable value
is 32,767. The smallest acceptable value is -32,768.

This keyword has the following format:

SMALLINT

Example: SMALLINT Keyword

The following example specifies that the data format for COL3 is SMALLINT:

FASTLOAD                                               

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL                                

RECLUSTER         YES                               

STARTUP-ACCESS    RESET                             

SPACE-DEFN        NO                                

ALLMSGS                                             

RESUME            NO REPLACE                        

UNLOAD CONTINUE                

INTO TABLE user2.NJS_TEST 

(                                             

COL1      POS(1) CHAR                ,      

COL2      POS(*) INTEGER             ,      

COL3      POS(*) SMALLINT )
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SMS-DATACLASS—Use the SMS DATACLAS Parameter
The SMS-DATACLASS keyword specifies whether to use the Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) DATACLAS
parameter when the VSAM data sets are SMS-managed.

This keyword has the following format:

SMS-DATACLASS {NO|YES}

• NO
Does not use the SMS DATACLAS parameter. This setting is the default.

• YES
Uses the SMS DATACLAS parameter when the VSAM data set is SMS-controlled.

SMS-GENERIC—Use Generic Volume List
The SMS-GENERIC keyword specifies whether to change the volume list to generic volume names ('*') for SMS-managed
VCAT-defined and Db2 STOGROUP-defined data sets. Use this keyword to let Storage Management Subsystem (SMS)
control data set placement.

This keyword has the following format:

SMS-GENERIC {NO|YES}

• NO
Does not change the volume list for SMS-managed VCAT-defined data sets to generic volumes ('*'). This setting is the
default.

• YES
Changes the volume list for SMS-managed VCAT-defined data sets to generic volumes ('*'). When defining a data set,
the volume list changes to all asterisks ('*') to allow SMS to control data set placement.

SMS-MGMTCLASS—Use the SMS MGMTCLAS Parameter
The SMS-MGMTCLASS keyword specifies whether to use the Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) MGMTCLAS
parameter when defining SMS-managed VSAM data sets.

This keyword has the following format:

SMS-MGMTCLASS {NO|YES}

• NO
Does not use the SMS MGMTCLAS parameter. This setting is the default.

• YES
Uses the SMS MGMTCLAS parameter when the VSAM data set is SMS-controlled.

SMS-STORCLASS—Use the SMS STORCLAS Parameter
The SMS-STORCLASS keyword specifies whether to use the Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) STORCLAS
parameter when defining SMS-managed VSAM data sets.

This keyword has the following format:

SMS-STORCLASS {NO|YES}

• NO
Does not use the SMS STORCLAS parameter. This setting is the default.

• YES
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Uses the SMS STORCLAS parameter when the VSAM data set is SMS-controlled.

SMS-VOLUMES—Specify the Number of Secondary SMS Volumes
The SMS-VOLUMES keyword specifies the number of secondary SMS volumes to allocate when redefining VSAM files.
(That is, when SPACE-DEFN YES is specified).

If you do not redefine the VSAM files (SPACE-DEFN NO) and your volumes are defined as * (asterisk), the following
number of SMS volumes are allocated: SMS-VOLUMES plus 1 (one).

This keyword has the following format:

SMS-VOLUMES int

• int
Specifies the number of secondary volumes to allocate.
Default: 3

SORTDEVT—Specify a Device Type for Temporary Data Sets
The SORTDEVT keyword names the device type for the temporary sort work data sets that your sort program allocates
dynamically. Specify a device type that is valid with the DYNALLOC parameter in the IBM DFSORT SORT or OPTION
statement.

This keyword has the following format:

SORTDEVT device-type

• device-type
Defines the device type for the temporary sort work data sets.

Example: Use the SYSDA Device Type for Temporary Data Sets

In the following example, the SYSDA device type is specified:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL

SORTDEVT SYSDA

SORTFLAG—Display Message Levels
The SORTFLAG keyword controls the level of sort messages that appear in the execution log and operator console.

This keyword has the following format:

SORTFLAG [ALL|NONE|CRITICAL]

• ALL
Displays all messages. This setting is the default.

• NONE
Displays no messages.

• CRITICAL
Displays critical messages.

Example: Display All Messages

The following example writes all messages to the execution log and operator console:
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FASTLOAD

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ

SORTSIZE          4M

SORTFLAG          ALL

SORTNUM           4

SORTNUM—Specify Number of Temporary Data Sets
The SORTNUM keyword specifies the number of temporary sort work data sets to allocate. Use this keyword when
allocating your sort work data sets dynamically.

If you omit SORTNUM, the SORT-SORTNUM value from hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL) is used. If SORT-SORTNUM is omitted
or has a value of 0, then SORTNUM 3 is used when the syntax is executed.

This keyword has the following format:

SORTNUM int|AUTO

• int
Specifies the number of sort work data sets to allocate.
Limits: 1 to 255

• AUTO
Calculates the number of sort work data sets for you. The calculation is based on the number of estimated rows and
expected row size being passed to the sort program. This setting is recommended. 

SORTSIZE—Specify Storage Size for Sort Tasks
The SORTSIZE keyword specifies sort storage size per sort task. This size is passed to the sort program. The value that
you specify is converted to kilobytes.

During sort processing, below-the-line memory is allocated first. Any amount not available there is allocated from above
the line.

NOTE
Syncsort ignores this keyword. Use the VSCORET parameter in the $ORTPARM DD statement to specify the
sort storage size.

This keyword has the following format:

SORTSIZE [nK|nM|MAX]

• nK
Reserves n times KB (1024 bytes) of main storage, where n can be up to a six-digit decimal number. The size is
rounded to the highest 4 KB.
Limits: 976,562 KB

• nM
Reserves n times MB (1,048,576 bytes) of main storage, where n can be up to a six-digit decimal number. The size is
rounded to the highest 4 KB.
Default: 4 MB
Limits: 953 MB

• MAX
Reserves the maximum of main storage that the sort program supports.

SPACE-DEFN—Override Default Allocation of VSAM Data Sets
The SPACE-DEFN keyword overrides the default allocation of the VSAM data sets for tablespaces and indexes.
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NOTE
This keyword is ignored unless UPDIXQTY (YES) and UPDTSQTY (YES) are specified
in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL).

Consider the following items when specifying SPACE-DEFN:

• You can use the %REORGT symbolic for indexes. However, the HURBA of the existing index data set is used instead.
• Defaults are used for any undefined values.
• SPACE-DEFN has no effect on objects that are not being reallocated. The following options affect allocation:

– REBUILD-INDEX
– RESUME
– REPLACE

WARNING
Do not mix device types in your storage groups.

This keyword has the following format:

SPACE-DEFN {YES|NO|INDEX calc-expression|TABLESPACE calc-expression}

• YES
Reallocates data sets using the definitions in the catalog, or if VSAM-defined, the current VSAM definitions. This value
is the default.
For empty or nonexistent VSAM data sets, the Db2 database definition determines the information that is needed.
If the data set is not present, specify SPACE-DEFN YES or use overrides. (The tablespace or indexspace must
be STOGROUP-defined.) The utility issues a message when it cannot allocate or open the data set, but continues
processing.

NOTE
If you specify SPACE-DEFN YES and RESUME YES, SPACE-DEFN is ignored for the tablespace.
Clustering indexes are still reallocated with SPACE-DEFN YES. Nonclustering indexes are reallocated unless
the entire table is loaded with OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD and RESUME YES, or unless REBUILD-INDEX
NO is in effect.

• NO
Leaves the VSAM data sets unchanged. However, if a storage group has multiple volumes or the data set is SMS-
controlled, an ALTER ADDVOLUMES might be performed.
If you specify SPACE-DEFN NO, define the underlying VSAM data sets as REUSE.
The NO option is ignored when the object is Partition-by-Growth (PBG) or segmented and more VSAM data sets are
needed.

• INDEX
Defines the index for which to override the default allocations. You can use wildcard characters (* or %) to define the
index name. See the following examples:
– INDEX * selects all indexes in the tablespace, regardless of the creator.
– INDEX USER1.* selects all indexes that USER1 created.
– INDEX JH% specifies all three-character byte indexes that begin with the letters “JH”, regardless of the creator.

(The '%' sign represents one byte).
• TABLESPACE

Defines the tablespace partitions for which to override default allocations. You can use an asterisk (*) to
specify all tablespace partitions.

• calc-expression
Determines the number of 4-KB pages to be used when allocating the data sets. This number is based on the formula
that you specify. If the calculated size exceeds the data set maximum, the maximum size of the data set is used.
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NOTE

• The use of SPACE-DEFN calc-expression (without keywords INDEX or TABLESPACE) is supported but
not recommended.

• If the data set has been defined with a primary or secondary quantity of - 1, your calc-expression value
is ignored. The - 1 allocation is preserved so that Db2 can use its sliding scale to calculate the required
space. For more information about the sliding scale and its use in space allocations, see the Db2 for z/OS
Administration Guide.

See the following formula rules:
– All equations must begin with a left parenthesis and end with a right parenthesis. All equations must have a

matching number of left and right parentheses.
This equation is valid:
(tbt2 TableText2)(10+10*(5*4))

This equation is not valid because it has two left parentheses and one right parenthesis.
(10+10*(5*4)

– All numbers must be integers from 0 to 999999. Leading zeros are permitted.
– In division, all remainders are dropped.
– Math is performed from left to right, and operations within parentheses are performed first. See the following

example:
(tbt2 TableText2)(10+5*10) = 150

(10+(5*10))=60

PART, VOLUMES, SMS-DATA, PQTY, and SQTY are available with SPACE-DEFN TABLESPACE and SPACE-DEFN
INDEX space calculation statements:

• PART
Specifies the partition or partition range for partitioning indexes or tablespaces.
The following example specifies the third partition for the index:
INDEX PART 3 SQTY=(50) PQTY=(%PQTY+ 50)

The following example specifies PART 2:5, which selects index partitions 2, 3, 4, and 5:
INDEX PART 2:5 SQTY=(50) PQTY=(%PQTY+ 50)

NOTE
We recommend ordering SPACE-DEFN INDEX and SPACE-DEFN TABLESPACE statements from general
to specific as shown in the following example:
INDEX * PQTY=(%PQTY+ 50)

INDEX USER1.* SMS-DATA=(DEFAULT, STANDARD,DB3)

INDEX USER1.MYINDEX SQTY=(50) PQTY=(%PQTY+ 50)

In the previous example, the utility uses the index overrides in statement 3 for the index
USER1.MYINDEX. CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS uses the index overrides in statement 2 for the index
USER1.* (for example, USER1.A1103X). The utility uses the index overrides in statement 1 for any index that
does not satisfy statements 2 and 3. 

• VOLUMES
Overrides data set placement. You can use the following symbolic for VOLUMES:
– %VOLUME

Inserts the first volume of the current data set. This symbolic is not valid for storage groups.
The following example reassigns the volume that the tablespace is on:
SPACE-DEFN TABLESPACE * VOLUMES=(VGS001)

• SMS-DATA
Overrides the data class, management class, and storage class attributes. You can use the following symbolic for
SMS-DATA definition:
– %SMSDATA
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Inserts the data class, management class, or storage class of the existing data set.
In the following example, DEFAULT overrides the default DATACLASS specification. STANDARD overrides the default
MGMTCLASS specification. DB3 overrides the default STORCLASS specification:
SMSDATA=(DEFAULT, STANDARD, DB3)

• PQTY and SQTY
Overrides the current primary and secondary quantities that were built at execution time. You can use the following
symbolics for space calculation:
– %PQTY

Inserts the current primary quantity (in pages). This value is obtained from the Db2 STOGROUP definition or from
the VCAT data set definition.

– %PQTYDSN
Inserts the primary quantity, obtained from the data set.

– %PQTYDB2
Inserts the primary quantity, obtained from the Db2 definition. This symbolic is not valid for VCAT-defined data sets.

– %SQTY
Inserts the current secondary quantity (in pages). This value is obtained from the Db2 STOGROUP definition or
from the VCAT data set definition.

– %SQTYDSN
Inserts the secondary quantity, obtained from the data set.

– %SQTYDB2
Inserts the secondary quantity, obtained from the Db2 definition. This symbolic is not valid for VCAT-defined data
sets.

– %HUPAGE
Inserts the current highest used page.

– %HAPAGE
Inserts the current highest allocated page.

– %REORGT
Inserts the number of pages that is needed for the tablespace.

NOTE
The %REORGT symbolic is intended for use with tablespace calculations. %REORGT is accepted for
indexes, but the HURBA of the existing index data set is used instead. If the index data set is an NPI
defined with the PIECESIZE attribute, and the HURBA is greater than PIECESIZE, then the PIECESIZE
value is used.

Examples: SPACE-DEFN Keyword

The following example illustrates the use of space calculations to allocate primary and secondary space for a tablespace.
The primary and secondary quantities are 110 percent of its required size. The tablespace is placed on the same volume
as it had been previously:

SPACE-DEFN TABLESPACE * PQTY=(%REORGT+(%REORGT/10))

            SQTY=((%REORGT+(%REORGT/10))/10)VOLUMES=(%VOLUME)

The following example illustrates multiple volume specifications:

SPACE-DEFN TABLESPACE * VOLUME=(vol1, vol2)

The following example illustrates a tablespace and index override. The primary tablespace quantity is 100 percent of
the required size. The secondary tablespace quantity is 10 percent of the required size. The primary quantity of index
PDUSER.I12345 is 10 percent of its current space usage. The secondary quantity of index PDUSE$R.I12345 is eighty 4-
KB pages:

SPACE-DEFN TABLESPACE *     

PQTY=(%REORGT+REORGT/10))SQTY=(%REORGT/10),
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INDEX PDUSER.I12345 SQTY=(80)PQTY=(%HUPAGE+(%HUPAGE)/10)

SPANNED—Load Data in Spanned Record Format
The SPANNED keyword specifies whether to load the data in spanned record format. This keyword is provided for
compatibility with IBM LOAD.

For more information about this keyword, see the IBM Db2 Utility Guide and Reference.

This keyword has the following format:

SPANNED {YES|NO}

• YES
Loads the data in spanned record format.

• NO
Does not load data in spanned record format. This setting is the default.

STARTUP-ACCESS—Specify the Startup Access Status
The STARTUP-ACCESS keyword specifies the startup access status of the named tablespaces and indexspaces upon
successful job completion.

The original status of the objects is recorded in the restart table before load processing begins. This way, the objects can
be reset to their original status if you restart the job with RESTART or RESTART(PHASE).

Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• If you specify RESTART(BYPASS), you lose startup access. Manually restart the objects in the correct states.
• If the target tables are in a multitable segmented tablespace, grant SQL SELECT access to those tables. SELECT

processing is performed on the tables before the copy pending flag is set, to sync the tablespace DBD. If you do not
want to grant SELECT access, specify STARTUP-ACCESS FORCE to force full access to data.

• For more information about startup access, see the IBM Db2 Utility Guide and Reference.

This keyword has the following format:

STARTUP-ACCESS [RESET|RW|RO|FORCE|STOP]

• RESET
Starts the tablespace in its original state. The index status resets based on the tablespace status. This setting is the
default.

NOTE

• If a full image copy is not taken, the copy pending flag is set with return code 4.
• If the table being loaded uses referential integrity, the check pending flag is set.

• RW
Lets programs read or write to the named databases.

NOTE
Although the tablespace is started with read/write access, the appropriate copy pending and check pending
flags are still set.

• RO
Lets programs read the named objects.

• FORCE
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Resets the indications that a tablespace or index is unavailable. The object might be unavailable due to pending
deferred restarts, write error ranges, read-only accesses, or utility controls. FORCE also resets check pending, copy
pending, and recovery pending statuses, and forces full access to the data.

• STOP
Puts the objects in STOP mode.

If you do not specify STARTUP-ACCESS, the object starts in its original state (RESET).

STATS-OPTIONS—Update the COLCARD Column
The STATS-OPTIONS keyword collects column statistics for the COLCARD column of SYSIBM.SYSCOLSTATS and the
COLCARDF column of SYSIBM.SYSCOLUMNS. These columns are updated when the job also includes the UPDATE-
CATSTATS keyword.

This keyword has the following format:

STATS-OPTIONS [COLCARD-INDEXED||COLCARD-1ST|COLCARD-ALL|COLCARD-NONE

  COLCARD-COMPNO]

• COLCARD-INDEXED
Collects column statistics for all columns that are used in an index. This setting is the default.

• COLCARD-1ST
Collects column statistics on the first column that is used in an index.

• COLCARD-ALL
Collects column statistics on all columns that are used in a tablespace and index.

• COLCARD-NONE
Does not collect any column statistics. SYSCOLUMNS and SYSCOLSTATS are not updated.

• COLCARD-COMPNO
Behaves like COLCARD-INDEXED unless the tablespace or any of its partitions are compressed. In that case,
COLCARD-COMPNO behaves like COLCARD-NONE.
If an empty data set is loaded into a compressed table with no compression dictionary, SYSCOLUMNS and
SYSCOLSTATS are updated. No actual compression exists on the tablespace.

Example: Collect Column Statistics on the First Column Used in an Index

The following example collects COLCARD and COLCARDF column statistics for the first column that is used in an index:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL

STATS-OPTIONS COLCARD-1ST

STOP-LIMIT—Wait for Claims or Locks to Release
The STOP-LIMIT keyword specifies how long to wait for claims or locks to release so that it can stop an object. If the
object still has claims or locks when the STOP-LIMIT value is reached, processing terminates.

This keyword has the following format:

STOP-LIMIT int

• int
Specifies the number of minutes.
Default: 1
Limits: 1 - 9999

Example: Wait 1 Minute for Claims or Locks to be Released
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In the following example, the utility waits 1 minute for claims or locks to be released. If the object still has claims or locks,
the utility issues an error message and terminates.

FASTLOAD

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL REORG

STOP-LIMIT 0001

STOP-ONERROR—Override DISCARDS Value for Selected Errors
The STOP-ONERROR keyword overrides the DISCARDS value for the specified error type. The DISCARDS value is
enforced for all other error types.

IGNORE-ERROR overrides STOP-ONERROR. If you specify both keywords in the same command string for the same
error, an error message is issued.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• A STOP-ONERROR causes processing to stop immediately. If you specified OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD, the Db2
spaces can be left in a pending status. If you specified OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL or REORG, the Db2 spaces are not
left in a pending status.

• STOP-ONERROR 27 does not stop processing during OUTPUT-CONTROL REORG. In this case, the reorganization
utility is merging data and writing to the tablespace, therefore CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS cannot control record
placement.

This keyword has the following format:

STOP-ONERROR nnn

• nnn
Specifies the error types to override in DISCARDS. Currently, the only valid error code is 27.

SYSDISC—Use Alternate Naming for DISCARD Data Sets
The SYSDISC keyword lets you use an alternate naming convention for the dynamically allocated DISCARD data sets. If
you omit this keyword, the SYSDISC naming convention that is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(PFL) is used.

This keyword has the following format:

SYSDISC (DSN=symbolic_parms

         DISP=dispparm

         NDISP=ndispparm

         CDISP=cdispparm

         PERPRI=nnn

         PERSEC=nnn

         THRESH=nM|nK

         RETAIN-DATASET=YES|NO

         SMS=Y|N

         STORCD=name

         MANGCD=name

         DATACD=name

         STORCT=name

         MANGCT=name

         DATACT=name

         DYNAMIC=YES|NO

         SPACE-OVER=(CYL,(primary,secondary)|TRK,(primary,secondary)))
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For parameter descriptions, see SYSREC.

The following example shows the default SYSDISC syntax:

SYSDISC (DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..T%TIME..SYSDISC    

        DISP=NEW                                          

        NDISP=CAT                                         

        CDISP=CAT                                         

        RETAIN-DATASET=YES)

SYSERR—Use Alternate Naming for ERRDDN Data Set
The SYSERR keyword lets you use an alternate naming convention for the dynamically allocated ERRDDN data set. If
you omit this keyword, the SYSERR naming convention that is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(PFL) is used.

This keyword has the following format:

SYSERR   (DSN=symbolic_parms 

          DISP=dispparm

          NDISP=ndispparm

          CDISP=cdispparm

          PERPRI=nnn

          PERSEC=nnn

          RETAIN-DATASET=YES|NO

          SMS=Y|N

          STORCD=name

          MANGCD=name

          DATACD=name

          STORCT=name

          MANGCT=name

          DATACT=name

          DYNAMIC=YES|NO

          SPACE-OVER=(CYL,(primary,secondary)|TRK,(primary,secondary)))

For parameter descriptions, see SYSREC.

NOTE
SYSERR does not support the THRESH parameter.

The following example shows the default SYSERR syntax:

SYSERR (DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..T%TIME..SYSERR

        DISP=NEW

        NDISP=CAT 

        CDISP=CAT

        RETAIN-DATASET=NO)

SYSMAP—Use Alternate Naming for MAPDDN Data Set
The SYSMAP keyword lets you use an alternate naming convention for the dynamically allocated MAPDDN data set. If
you omit this keyword, the SYSMAP naming convention that is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(PFL) is used.

This keyword has the following format:

SYSMAP  (DSN=symbolic_parms        

          DISP=dispparm

          NDISP=ndispparm
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          CDISP=cdispparm

          PERPRI=nnn

          PERSEC=nnn

          THRESH=nM|nK

          RETAIN-DATASET=YES|NO

          SMS=Y|N

          STORCD=name

          MANGCD=name

          DATACD=name

          DYNAMIC=YES|NO

          SPACE-OVER=(CYL,(primary,secondary)|TRK,(primary,secondary)))

For parameter descriptions, see SYSREC.

NOTE
SYSMAP does not support the STORCT, MANGCT, and DATACT parameters.

The following example shows the default syntax for SYSMAP:

SYSMAP (DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..T%TIME..SYSMAP

        DISP=NEW

        NDISP=CAT 

        CDISP=CAT

        RETAIN-DATASET=NO)

SYSREC—Use Alternate Naming for SYSREC Data Sets
The SYSREC keyword lets you use an alternate naming convention for the dynamically allocated SYSREC data sets. If
you omit this keyword, the SYSREC naming convention that is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(PFL) is used instead.

This keyword has the following format:

SYSREC (DSN=symbolic_parms

          DISP=dispparm

          NDISP=ndispparm

          CDISP=cdispparm

          PERPRI=nnn

          PERSEC=nnn

          THRESH=nM

          RETAIN-DATASET=YES|NO

          SMS=Y|N

          STORCD=name

          MANGCD=name

          DATACD=name

          STORCT=name

          MANGCT=name

          DATACT=name

          DYNAMIC=YES|NO

          SPACE-OVER=(CYL,(primary,secondary)|TRK,(primary,secondary)))

• DSN=
Defines the data set name. PRR symbolics (that start with '%') and system symbolics (that start with '&') are permitted.
The maximum source length for a data set name using symbolics is 64. The resulting data set name cannot exceed
44.
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NOTE
The last node must always be the same as the directive name (SYSREC, SYSUT1, SYSDISC, or RID). See
the following example:
SYSREC   DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..T%TIME..SYSREC

SYSUT1   DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..T%TIME..SYSUT1

SYSDISC  DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..T%TIME..SYSDISC

SYSERR   DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..T%TIME..SYSERR

SYSMAP   DSN=DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..T%TIME..SYSMAP

• symbolic_parms
Uses any combination of valid symbolics as parameters to provide your own data set naming convention.

• DISP=(NEW|OLD|SHR|MOD)
Specifies the initial disposition of the data set.
– NEW

Creates a data set on opening the job. This setting is the default.
– OLD

Specifies that the data set exists on opening the job and it is nonshared.
– SHR

Specifies that the data set exists on opening the job and it is shared.
– MOD

Appends this data set to the end of the series of existing data sets.
• NDISP=(CAT|KEEP|DELETE|UNCAT)

Specifies the final disposition of the data set when the job completes normally. The RETAIN-DATASET keyword
controls whether the data set is retained when the utility completes processing.
– CAT

Catalogs the data set.
– KEEP

Keeps the data set.
– DELETE

Deletes the data set. This setting is the default.
– UNCAT

Uncatalogs the data set.
• CDISP=(CAT|KEEP|DELETE|UNCAT)

Specifies the conditional final disposition of the data set (that is, the final disposition when the job ends abnormally).
– CAT

Catalogs the data set.
– KEEP

Keeps the data set.
– DELETE

Deletes the data set. This setting is the default.
– UNCAT

Uncatalogs the data set.
• PERPRI=nnn

Defines the percentage of the calculated total allocation for the primary disc space quantity.
Limits: 100

• PERSEC=nnn
Defines the percentage of the calculated total allocation for the secondary disc space.
Limits: 100

• THRESH=nM|nK
Specifies a threshold limit (n). If the calculated work size requirements exceed the threshold amount, the data sets
switch from DASD to TAPE. The value must end with an M or K.
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Default: 40M
• RETAIN-DATASET=YES|NO

Specifies whether to retain the data set after the utility completes processing.
NOTE
If the utility terminates abnormally, the CDISP keyword value determines whether the data set is retained.

• SMS=Y|N
Specifies whether to allocate data sets dynamically using SMS storage groups.

• STORCD=name
Defines a valid SMS storage class when the data set is dynamically defined on DASD.
Limits: 8 characters or less

• MANGCD=name
Defines a valid SMS management class when the data set is dynamically defined on DASD.
Limits: 8 characters or less

• DATACD=name
Defines a valid SMS data class when the data set is dynamically defined on DASD.
Limits: 8 characters or less

• STORCT=name
Defines a valid SMS storage class when the data set is dynamically defined on TAPE.
Limits: 8 characters or less

• MANGCT=name
Defines a valid SMS management class when the data set is dynamically defined on TAPE.
Limits: 8 characters or less

• DATACT=name
Defines a valid SMS data class when the data set is dynamically defined on TAPE.
Limits: 8 characters or less

• DYNAMIC=YES|NO
Specifies whether to let data sets optionally be dynamically allocated.

• SPACE-OVER=(CYL,(primary,secondary)|TRK,(primary,secondary))
Overrides the internally calculated space requirements with the values you specify:
– CYL

Indicates that the values given for primary and secondary are in cylinders. Use CYL if the data sets are on tape.
– TRK

Indicates that the values given for primary and secondary are in tracks. Use TRK if the data sets are on disk.
– primary

Defines the amount of space to use, in cylinders or tracks, for primary allocation.
– secondary

Defines the amount of space to use, in cylinders or tracks, for secondary allocation.
Example: SPACE-OVER=((CYL,(1,1))

The following example shows the default SYSREC syntax:

SYSREC (DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..T%TIME..SYSREC      

        DISP=NEW                                          

        NDISP=DELETE                                      

        CDISP=CAT                                         

        RETAIN-DATASET=NO )

SYSUT1—Use Alternate Naming for SYSUT1 Data Sets
The SYSUT1 keyword lets you use an alternate naming convention for the dynamically allocated SYSUT1 data sets. If
you omit this keyword, the SYSUT1 naming convention that is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(PFL) is used.
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This keyword has the following format:

SYSUT1 (DSN=symbolic_parms

        DISP=dispparm

        NDISP=ndispparm

        CDISP=cdispparm

        PERPRI=nnn

        PERSEC=nnn

        THRESH=nM|nK

        RETAIN-DATASET=YES|NO

        SMS=Y|N

        STORCD=name

        MANGCD=name

        DATACD=name

        STORCT=name

        MANGCT=name

        DATACT=name

        DYNAMIC=YES|NO

        SPACE-OVER=(CYL,(primary,secondary)|TRK,(primary,secondary)))

For parameter descriptions, see SYSREC.

The following example shows the default SYSUT1 syntax:

SYSUT1 (DSN=%USER..%DBNAME..%TSNAME..T%TIME..SYSUT1      

        DISP=NEW                                          

        NDISP=KEEP                                        

        CDISP=CAT                                         

        RETAIN-DATASET=NO)

TIME—Specify the TIME Data Format
The TIME keyword specifies that a particular column contains a decimal representation of a time.

This keyword has the following format:

TIME-x [length]

• x
Specifies the time format, where x is 1 or 2 as follows:
– 1

Specifies the HHMMSS format. The decimal representation is zoned decimal.
– 2

Specifies the HHMMSS format. The decimal representation is packed decimal.
• length

(Optional) Specifies the length of the field. For TIME-1, if the length is 4 or 5 bytes, the seconds value is assumed to be
zero. For TIME-2, if the length is 3 bytes, the seconds value is assumed to be zero.
Default: 6 bytes (TIME-1) or 4 bytes (TIME-2)
Limits: 6 bytes (TIME-1) or 3 - 16 bytes (TIME-2)

Example: Specify a Zoned Decimal Format 

The following example specifies that the data format for COL6 is TIME-1:

FASTLOAD                                               

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL                                
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STARTUP-ACCESS    RESET                             

RESUME            NO REPLACE                        

UNLOAD CONTINUE                

INTO TABLE user2.NJS_TEST 

(                                             

COL1      POS(1) CHAR                ,      

COL2      POS(*) INTEGER             ,      

COL3      POS(*) SMALLINT            ,      

COL4      POS(*) DECIMAL ZONED       ,      

COL5      POS(*) DATE EXTERNAL       ,      

COL6      POS(*) TIME-1

)

TIME EXTERNAL—Specify the TIME EXTERNAL Data Format
The TIME EXTERNAL keyword specifies that a particular column contains a character string representation of a time.
Times can be in any of the following formats:

• HH.MM.SS
• HH:MM AM
• HH:MM PM
• HH:MM:SS

Times can also be any local format that your site defined during Db2 installation.

NOTE
You can omit the MM portion of HH:MM (AM or PM) when MM is equal to 00. For example, you can specify 12
PM instead of 12:00 PM.

This keyword has the following format:

TIME EXTERNAL [(length)]

• length
Defines the overall length of the input field in bytes. If you do not specify a length, the length from the LOCAL TIME
LENGTH installation option is used. If none was provided, the default length is 8 bytes.
Limits: 4 - 254 bytes

Example: TIME EXTERNAL Keyword

The following example specifies that the data format for COL6 is TIME EXTERNAL:

FASTLOAD                                               

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL                                

STARTUP-ACCESS    RESET                             

RESUME            NO REPLACE                        

UNLOAD CONTINUE                

INTO TABLE user2.NJS_TEST 

(                                             

COL1      POS(1) CHAR                ,      

COL2      POS(*) INTEGER             ,      

COL3      POS(*) SMALLINT            ,      

COL4      POS(*) DECIMAL ZONED       ,      

COL5      POS(*) DATE EXTERNAL       ,      

COL6      POS(*) TIME EXTERNAL             
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)

TIMESTAMP—Specify the TIMESTAMP Data Format
The TIMESTAMP keyword specifies that a particular column contains a decimal representation of a Db2 timestamp.

This keyword has the following format:

TIMESTAMP-x [(length)]

• x
Specifies a format, where x is one of the following values:
– 1

Specifies the YYYYMMDDHHMMSSNNNNNN format with a decimal representation of ZONED DECIMAL and a
field length of 20.

– 2
Specifies the YYYYMMDDHHMMSSNNNNNN format with a decimal representation of PACKED DECIMAL and a
field length of 11.

NOTE
Both TIMESTAMP-1 and TIMESTAMP-2 are compatible with the corresponding CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for
z/OS formats.

• length
Defines the overall length of the input field in bytes. TIMESTAMP-1 fields are always 20 bytes. TIMESTAMP-3 fields
are always 8 bytes.
Default: 11 bytes (TIMESTAMP-2 only)
Limits: 11 - 16 bytes (TIMESTAMP-2 only)

Example: TIMESTAMP Keyword

The following example specifies that the data format for COL7 is TIMESTAMP-1:

FASTLOAD                                               

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL                                

STARTUP-ACCESS    RESET                             

RESUME            NO REPLACE                        

UNLOAD CONTINUE                

INTO TABLE user2.NJS_TEST 

(                                             

COL1      POS(1) CHAR                ,      

COL2      POS(*) INTEGER             ,      

COL3      POS(*) SMALLINT            ,      

COL4      POS(*) DECIMAL ZONED       ,      

COL5      POS(*) DATE EXTERNAL       ,      

COL6      POS(*) TIME EXTERNAL       ,      

COL7      POS(*) TIMESTAMP-1        ,      

COL8      POS(*) VARCHAR                     

)

TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL—Specify TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL Data Format
The TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL keyword defines the data format used for a character string representation of a timestamp.

Timestamps can be in the following formats:
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yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ssyyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.nnnnnn

The value nnnnnn represents the number of fractional seconds, and can be from 0 to 12 digits. You can omit leading
zeros from the month, day, or hour parts of the timestamp. You can omit trailing zeros from the fractional seconds part of
the timestamp. Any delimiters can be used. Blanks are accepted if leading zeros are provided.

This keyword has the following format:

TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL [(length)]

• length
(Optional) Defines the overall length of the input field in bytes. If unspecified, the length defaults to 20 bytes plus the
number of bytes specified in the column definition.
Limits: 19 bytes to 32 bytes

Example: TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL Keyword

In the following example, the data format for COL7 is TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL:

FASTLOAD                                               

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL                                

STARTUP-ACCESS    RESET                             

RESUME            NO REPLACE                        

UNLOAD CONTINUE                

INTO TABLE user2.NJS_TEST 

(                                             

COL1      POS(1) CHAR                ,      

COL2      POS(*) INTEGER             ,      

COL3      POS(*) SMALLINT            ,      

COL4      POS(*) DECIMAL ZONED       ,      

COL5      POS(*) DATE EXTERNAL       ,      

COL6      POS(*) TIME EXTERNAL       ,      

COL7      POS(*) TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL             

)

TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE—Specify the Data Format
The TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE keyword defines the data format that is used for a character string representation of
a timestamp with a time zone.

This keyword has the following format:

TIMESTAMP [(length)] WITH TIME ZONE

• length
(Optional) Specifies the number of fractional second digits included in the timestamp.
Limits: 0 bytes to 12 bytes
Default: 6

TRANSIDOVERRIDE—Load Data into a TRANSACTION START ID Column
The TRANSIDOVERRIDE keyword lets you reload unloaded data into a TRANSACTION START ID column. When this
column type is added to a table, it must be defined as GENERATED ALWAYS. Typically, these column values cannot be
loaded from an input file when the column is GENERATED ALWAYS. The TRANSIDOVERRIDE keyword lets you override
this restriction and load column values from an input file. This keyword can be useful when you are constructing an exact
replica of a table. This keyword is optionally specified as part of an INTO statement.
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This keyword has the following format:

TRANSIDOVERRIDE

UNICODE—Specify a Unicode Input Data File
The UNICODE keyword specifies that the input data file is Unicode. UNICODE does not affect the internal numeric,
date, time, or timestamp formats (as opposed to the external formats that you specify in the syntax using the appropriate
keywords). You can load tables to or from CCSIDs defined as Unicode.

NOTE
If the input data is Unicode, the CCSIDs default to the Unicode CCSIDs that were specified at system
installation.

This keyword has the following format:

UNICODE

Example: Specify a Unicode Input Data File

In the following example, the input data file is Unicode:

LOAD

INPUT-FORMAT UNLOAD

OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD

MAXTASKS1

UNICODE

UNLDDN—Specify a DDname for Sorted Data
The UNLDDN keyword specifies the ddname for the data set that holds the sorted data. This data set is needed for ALL
and REORG type loads.

NOTE
The BUILD type load does not use the UNLDDN parameter.

This keyword has the following format:

UNLDDN [SYSREC|ddname]

• SYSREC
Uses SYSREC as the ddname. This setting is the default.

• ddname
Specifies a ddname.
When more than one data set is needed, a two-digit incremental suffix is added to the end. For example, if you specify
UNLDDN SYSREC and two data sets are needed, they are named SYSREC01 and SYSREC02. If you specify
WORKDDN DATA, the data sets are named DATA01 and DATA02.
Limits: Six characters or less

Example: Store Sorted Data in the PFLREC Data Set

The following example stores the sorted data in the PFLREC data set:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL REORG

UNLDDN PFLREC

MAXTASKS 1
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SPACE-DEFN NO

RESUME YES

ALLMSGS

INTO TABLE user2.PFLPRR

UNLOAD—Specify Whether to Continue After Preload Phase
The UNLOAD keyword specifies whether to continue processing after the preload phase. Pausing after the preload phase
lets you test the validity of your input file before loading it into a table. You can pause the job and then generate a discard
report to see which records would be discarded.

NOTE
Usually, this keyword is unnecessary. By default, the product executes as if CONTINUE has been specified.
Only use this keyword when you want to generate a discard report without loading any data.
When you do specify UNLOAD, also specify OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL. ALL is the only load type with two
phases. The other load types (REORG and BUILD) have only one phase.

This keyword has the following format:

UNLOAD [CONTINUE|PAUSE]

• CONTINUE
Proceeds to phase 2 (load) after phase 1 (preload) completes. Invalid records are discarded, and the input file is
loaded into the target table. This setting is the default.

• PAUSE
Stops the job after phase 1 (preload). An internal discard link list is written to SYSERR. No records are discarded. The
input file is not loaded. To continue processing, resubmit the job with UNLOAD CONTINUE and RESTART(PHASE).
Use the same data sets that were used during the first part of processing.

UPDATE-CATSTATS—Update the Db2 System Catalog
The UPDATE-CATSTATS keyword specifies whether to update the statistics in the Db2 system catalog as part of the load
process. The catalog tables are updated through Db2, using standard SQL commands.

Consider the following items when using UPDATE-CATSTATS:

• If you specify RESUME YES with UPDATE-CATSTATS ALL or col, no statistics are updated. These options collect
the statistics concurrently with the load, but you are only performing a partial load. If you specify RESUME YES with
UPDATE-CATSTATS RSD[T] or RSP[T], the statistics are updated. This option collects statistics after the load is
finished.

• For a list of catalog tables and columns that are updated, see the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS
documentation.

• On the CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Table Row Freespace Availability report, you could see different
values, depending on how the statistics were updated. When CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS updates the
statistics, it uses the total quantity of pages that were allocated. However, when UPDATE-CATSTATS updates the
statistics, it uses the total pages that were used. UPDATE-CATSTATS does not have access to the allocation amount.

• If you process more than one partition (but not all), some aggregate statistics in the Db2 catalog are updated. The
following statistics are not updated:
– The aggregate statistics in SYSIBM.SYSCOLDIST (Partition level statistics in SYSIBM.SYSCOLDISTSTATS are

updated.)
– The COLCARDF column in SYSIBM.SYSCOLUMNS (Partition level statistics in SYSIBM.SYSCOLSTATS are

updated.)
• SYSCOLDIST is updated with values from the first key column of an index. Therefore, if multiple indexes have the

same first key column, SYSCOLDIST is updated for the first index only.
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This keyword has the following format:

UPDATE-CATSTATS {ALL|col1, col2, ...|NO|RSD[T]|RSP[T]}

You can update all columns, or selected columns as follows:

• ALL
Updates all the tables and columns that the optimizer uses. Both compressed and noncompressed objects are
included.

• col
Updates selected columns, separating column names with a comma. Column names from Db2 Version 5 and lower
(which are not included in the following list) are also supported.
To update selected columns, choose column names from the following list:
– Columns in SYSCOLUMNS -- COLCARDF, HIGH2KEY, LOW2KEY
– Columns in SYSINDEXES -- FIRSTKEYCARDF, FULLKEYCARDF, NLEAF, NLEVELS, CLUSTERRATIO
– Columns in SYSTABLES -- CARDF, NPAGES, PCTPAGES, PCTROWCOMP
– Column in SYSTABLESPACE -- NACTIVE

• NO
Does not update the statistics.

• RSD[T]
Invokes IBM RUNSTATS to update the catalog statistics. This option uses the following RUNSTATS syntax settings:
RUNSTATS TABLESPACE  dbname.tsname  TABLE All INDEX ALL

You can optionally add a T (that is, UPDATE-CATSTATS RSDT) to test the RUNSTATS processing. This option adds
REPORT YES UPDATE NONE to the RUNSTATS statement. A statistics report is written to PTIMSG but the catalog
tables are not updated.

• RSP[T]
Invokes IBM RUNSTATS to update the catalog statistics. This option uses the settings from the RUNSTATS profile:
RUNSTATS TABLESPACE  dbname.tsname  USE PROFILE TABLE ALL

NOTE
RUNSTATS profiles are supported in Db2 10 New Function Mode (NFM) and higher. Db2 10 Conversion
Mode (CM) does not support these profiles.

You can optionally add a T (that is, UPDATE-CATSTATS RSPT) to test the RUNSTATS processing. This option adds
REPORT YES UPDATE NONE to the RUNSTATS statement. A statistics report is written to PTIMSG but the catalog
tables are not updated.

Example: Update FIRSTKEYCARDF and FULLKEYCARDF Columns

The following example updates FIRSTKEYCARDF and FULLKEYCARDF:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL

STOP-LIMIT 1

COLLECT-PDASTATS

UPDATE-CATSTATS FIRSTKEYCARDF,FULLKEYCARDF

UPDATE-SYSCOPY—Update SYSIBM.SYSCOPY with LOG NO Indicators
The UPDATE-SYSCOPY keyword specifies whether to insert LOG NO indicators into the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY catalog
table. These indicators register that a tablespace load or reorganization has not been logged in the Db2 log. Recovery
utilities can use these indicators to identify data that is not recoverable.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:
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• The UPDATE-SYSCOPY keyword is honored only when SYSCOPY USER is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). If
SYSCOPY YES or NO is specified in the parmlib member, UPDATE-SYSCOPY is ignored and the parmlib setting is
used.

• Tablespaces with unlogged events are placed in COPY PENDING status. You cannot update them until an image
copy is created. We recommend including the QUICKCOPY keyword to create an image copy during processing and
register the copy in SYSCOPY.

• The UPDATE-SYSCOPY keyword does not register copies in SYSCOPY. This keyword only inserts LOG NO indicators
into SYSCOPY.

This keyword has the following format:

UPDATE-SYSCOPY [YES|NO]

• YES
Inserts LOG NO indicators into the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY catalog table. This setting is the default.

• NO
Does not insert LOG NO indicators into the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY catalog table.

NOTE
If you specify UPDATE-SYSCOPY with no parameter, UPDATE-SYSCOPY YES is assumed.

VARBINARY—Specify the VARBINARY Data Format
The VARBINARY keyword specifies that a particular column contains a varying length binary string. The length in bytes
is given in a 2-byte binary field preceding the data. (The length that is given there does not include the 2-byte field
itself.) The length field starts in the column that is named as start in the POSITION option. The end parameter of the
POSITION option is ignored.

This keyword has the following format:

VARBINARY

VARCHAR—Specify the VARCHAR Data Format
The VARCHAR keyword specifies that a particular column contains a character field of varying length. The length in bytes
is given in a 2-byte binary field preceding the data. (The length that is given there does not include the 2-byte field itself.)
The length field starts in the column that is named as start in the POSITION option. The end parameter of the POSITION
option is ignored.

This keyword has the following format:

VARCHAR

Example: VARCHAR Keyword

The following example specifies that the data format for COL1 is VARCHAR:

FASTLOAD                                               

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL                                

STARTUP-ACCESS    RESET                             

RESUME            NO REPLACE                        

UNLOAD CONTINUE                

INTO TABLE user2.NJS_TEST 

(                                             

COL1      POS(1) VARCHAR                ,      

COL2      POS(*) INTEGER             
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)

VARGRAPHIC—Specify the VARGRAPHIC Data Format
The VARGRAPHIC keyword specifies that a particular column contains a graphic field of varying length. The length,
in double-byte characters, is given in a 2-byte binary field preceding the data. (The length that is given there does
not include the 2-byte field itself.) The length field starts in the column that is named as start in the POSITION option.
The end parameter of the POSITION option is ignored.

NOTE
VARGRAPHIC input data must not contain shift characters.

This keyword has the following format:

VARGRAPHIC

Example: VARGRAPHIC Keyword

The following example specifies that the data format for COL1 is VARGRAPHIC:

FASTLOAD                                               

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL                     

UNLOAD CONTINUE                

INTO TABLE user2.NJS_TEST 

(                                             

COL1      POS(1) VARGRAPHIC         ,      

COL2      POS(*) INTEGER             

)

VSAM-BUFFERS—Specify the Number of VSAM Buffers
The VSAM-BUFFERS keyword defines the number of VSAM buffers to allocate for VSAM I/O. The execution messages
can be reviewed to analyze VSAM wait activity. Each buffer is 4096 bytes. Allocate at least three tracks of space to
activate VSAM read-ahead processing. If you allocate less, buffer processing is still performed, but VSAM does not
activate read-ahead. VSAM-BUFFERS can be allocated above the line when you have DFP 3.2 or higher.

If you specify at least one cylinder worth of VSAM buffers, VSAM performs cylinder reads. However, cylinder reads can
cause excessive paging within your system.

This keyword has the following format:

VSAM-BUFFERS int

• int
Defines the number of VSAM buffers to allocate.
Default: 80

Example: Allocate 100 VSAM Buffers 

The following example allocates 100 VSAM buffers:

FASTLOAD 

INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL

VSAM-BUFFERS 100
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WHEN—Specify Which Records to Load
The WHEN keyword defines which records to load from the input data set. If the condition you specify is satisfied, the
record is loaded. Records that do not satisfy the condition are written to the discard data set (if one is specified). If you
omit the WHEN clause, all records are loaded into the specified tables or partitions.

Consider the following items when using this keyword:

• Any character constants in the WHEN clause are interpreted as EBCDIC, even when ASCII or UNICODE is specified.
• You cannot use WHEN with INPUT-FORMAT INTERNAL.
• If your load job will generate many discards, specify IGNORE-ERROR 100. This option ignores those discards that are

due to the WHEN clause. Ignoring these discards can prevent a very large discard data set.

This keyword has the following format:

WHEN {field selection criteria}|WHEN ESQL {field selection criteria;}

field selection criteria

Specifies the condition that must be satisfied to load a record.

Specify one of the following formats (where start and end represent the starting and ending column numbers):

WHEN <start[:end]>='char'

WHEN <start[:end]>=X'hex'

WHEN <start[:end]>=G'graphic'

WHEN (colname='char')

WHEN (colname=X'hex')

WHEN (colname=G'graphic')

WARNING
You cannot use parentheses with positionals as in the standard IBM format (or as you can with DEFAULTIF
and NULLIF). Parentheses indicate logical sublevels. You can use column names like you would in an SQL
statement.

Specify start and end columns of a selection field in the load record. The first column of the record is column 1. If you do
not specify an end column, the field is assumed to have the same length as the constant. A field in a selection criterion
must start at the same byte offset in each assembled input record. If any record contains varying length strings with length
fields preceding the selection field, pad them to start the selection fields at the same offset.

Full Boolean logic is supported as long as you do not use positionals (start and end). If you use positionals, use Extended
Format SQL to gain support for full Boolean logic. If you use Extended Format SQL, terminate the WHEN clause with a
semicolon (;). (Otherwise, do not include a semicolon in the WHEN statement.)

If you specify a date in the WHEN clause, its format must match the dates in the input data. If the input date is yyyy-mm-
dd, the WHEN clause date must also be yyyy-mm-dd (not yyyy/mm/dd or yyyymmdd).

Examples: WHEN Keyword

The following WHEN clause includes field selection criteria using a column name:

INTO TABLE user2.ADDRESS

WHEN colname='ABC'

(

field1 CHAR(20),

field2 CHAR(25),

field3 INT,

field4 CHAR(4)

)
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NOTE
If you specify a column name, the input record (SYSULD) is used for the condition. This column name must be
the same as the Db2 column name.

The following WHEN clause includes field selection criteria using a positional statement:

INTO TABLE user2.ADDRESS

WHEN (1:5)='PTINC'

(

field1 CHAR(20),

field2 CHAR(25),

field3 INT,

field4 CHAR(4)

)

In the following example, <yy-yy>, <mm:mm>, and <dd:dd> are the positionals for the year, month, and day respectively:

WHEN ESQL

POS<yy:yy><'1992'

OR

(POS<yy:yy>='1992' AND POS<mm:mm><'12')

OR(POS<yy:yy>='1992' AND POS<mm:mm>='12' AND POS<dd:dd><'03');

The following WHEN clause illustrates the use of positionals in Extended Format SQL:

WHEN ESQL pos<1:4> > 'LAAA' OR

(pos<1:4><'LAAA' AND pos<5:9>='X2543');

WORKDDN—Specify a DDname for the Index Keys Data Set
The WORKDDN keyword specifies a ddname for the index keys data set.

Calculate the size of WORKDDN as follows:

(total_index_key_length + 9) * number_of_records

NOTE
Data set calculations are accurate to within a half-track, due to the different device types.

If you load compressed objects, the objects occupy less space in SYSREC. Compression does not affect SYSUT1
allocations.

This keyword has the following format:

WORKDDN [SYSUT1|ddname]

• SYSUT1
Uses SYSUT1 as the ddname. This setting is the default.

• ddname
Specifies a ddname for the index keys data set.
When more than one data set is needed, a two-digit incremental suffix is added to the end. For example, if you specify
WORKDDN SYSUT1 and two data sets are needed, they are named SYSUT101 and SYSUT102. If you specify
WORKDDN KEYS, the data sets are named KEYS01 and KEYS02.
Limits: Six characters or less

Example: Use TEST01 as the DDname for the Index Keys Data Set

The following example specifies TEST01 as the ddname for the index keys data set:
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FASTLOAD                                               

INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                

OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL                                

STARTUP-ACCESS    RESET                             

RESUME            NO REPLACE                        

UNLOAD CONTINUE     

WORKDDN           TEST01

XML—Specify the XML Data Format
The XML keyword specifies that a particular column contains an XML field.

CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS does not support this data format natively. The XML keyword is provided for IBM
compatibility when SWITCH-TO-IBM YES is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL).

Syntax Considerations
When specifying your job syntax, consider the following items:

• The rules of field specifications
• The rules of field selection criteria
• The criteria for using extended format SQL
• Boolean logic guidelines
• Default field lengths
• How field lengths are determined
• What types of data conversions are supported

Field Specification Rules
Field specifications are required under the following circumstances:

• When the input data set is a CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS OUTPUT-FORMAT FIXED file. If you do not use field
specifications, CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS assumes that the file is IBM standard sequential input. Problems can
occur when field types are interpreted.

• When your input data set is generated by CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS OUTPUT-FORMAT DSNTIAUL or IBM
DSNTIAUL, and there are nullable fields.

• When you are loading nullable columns.
• When you use any field specifications for an input table. Include a field specification for each field that does not have a

default value. Also include a field specification for each column that is NOT NULL.

If you do not use field specifications, the job is handled in the following way:

• Fields in the input records are assumed to be in the same order as the Db2 table.
• The INPUT-FORMAT option on the LOAD statement (if used) sets the formats.
• Fixed strings in the input are assumed to be of fixed maximum length. VARCHAR and VARGRAPHIC fields must

contain a valid 2-byte binary length field preceding the data.
• Numeric data is assumed to be in the appropriate internal Db2 number representation.
• If the input data includes nullable fields, and the data is in DSNTIAUL format (INPUT-FORMAT SEQ), results can be

unpredictable.
• WHEN, NULLIF, and DEFAULTIF cannot be used.
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NOTE
If NULLs are permitted, or if a specification is defined as NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT, the utility job step
terminates.

Field Selection Criteria Rules
Different field selection criteria rules apply depending on whether you are using Extended Format SQL. Extended Format
SQL is required when you want to do the following tasks:

• Use NULL for the operand, rather than a string value.
• Use an operator other than equal (=).

If you are not using Extended Format SQL, follow these rules when specifying field selection criteria after the
keywords DEFAULTIF, NULLIF and WHEN:

• Any level of parentheses can be used to indicate sublevels.
• You can use the Boolean connectives “AND” and “OR”.
• The only relational operator that is permitted is “=“. If other operators are needed, use the Extended Format SQL.

There can be only one NULLIF statement; multiple NULLIFs are rejected.
• You can have multiple conditions (for multiple initial values). Only one condition must be true for the value to be

assigned.
• The maximum length of the DEFAULTIF or NULLIF clause is 1 MB.

See the following examples of valid field selection criteria:

WHEN (1:2) = 'EZ'

DEFAULTIF ((((1) = x'FFFF')))

NULLIF 1 = 'ABC'

DEFAULTIF (COL3 = '10' AND COL7 = 'IN')

NULLIF (2) = 'M' OR (COLB = 'EZ' AND COL7 = '1040')

WHEN ESQL (COL1 >= '10000') AND (COL2 IS NULL);

WHEN (((2:2) = '93' OR (2:2) = '94') AND (COL3 = 'INITIAL'))

DEFAULTIF ESQL (TEST01 ¬= '1111111111');  INITIAL(xxxxxxxxxx)

Extended Format SQL
Extended Format SQL provides more options and flexibility. The WHEN, NULLIF, and DEFAULTIF clauses let you use full
Boolean logic with Extended Format SQL, even with positionals.

Extended Format SQL accepts the following values:

• Any relational operator that SQL accepts, such as >, <=, >=, =, or ¬=
• Parentheses that indicate sublevels
• Full Boolean logic
• Normal SQL syntax

If you use Extended Format SQL, terminate the clause with a semicolon (;) as shown in the following example:

DEFAULTIF ESQL field selection criteria;

NULLIF ESQL field selection criteria;

WHEN field selection criteria;

NOTE
You can use standard IBM syntax or Extended Format SQL syntax with a WHEN, NULLIF, or DEFAULTIF
clause. However, you cannot combine the two within one clause.
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See DEFAULTIF, NULLIF, and WHEN for examples that use Extended Format SQL.

Boolean Logic Guidelines
Keep the following points in mind when using full Boolean logic:

• You can use logical parentheses.
• All Db2 operands are supported:

= (Equal)
> (Greater than)
< (Less than)
¬= (Not equal to)
<= (Not greater than)
>= (Not less than)

• DATE and TIMESTAMP constants must include the century.
• FLOAT, GRAPHIC, and LONGVAR columns are not supported.
• The maximum length of the WHEN clause is 1 MB.
• Both AND and OR connectors are supported.
• Multiple column selection is supported.

Field Length Defaults
The following lists the default lengths for each data format:
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• BIGINT—8 bytes
• BINARY—Length that is used in column definition
• CHARACTER—Length that is used in column definition
• DATE—10 bytes (or installation default)
• DATE-1—6 bytes
• DATE-2—6 bytes
• DATE-3—6 bytes
• DATE-4—6 bytes
• DATE-6—4 bytes
• DATE-7—4 bytes
• DATE-8—4 bytes
• DATE-9—4 bytes
• DATE-10—4 bytes
• DECFLOAT (16)—8 bytes
• DECFLOAT (34)—16 bytes
• DECIMAL EXTERNAL—Decimal precision if decimal output column; otherwise length that is implied by column

definition
• DECIMAL PACKED—Length that is implied by column definition
• DECIMAL ZONED—Decimal precision if decimal output column; otherwise length that is implied by column definition
• FLOAT (single precision)—4 bytes
• FLOAT (double precision)—8 bytes
• FLOAT EXTERNAL (double precision)—8 bytes
• GRAPHIC—2* bytes (length that is used in column definition)
• INTEGER—4 bytes
• SMALLINT—2 bytes
• TIME—8 bytes (or installation default)
• TIME-1—6 bytes
• TIME-2—4 bytes
• TIMESTAMP-1—20 bytes
• TIMESTAMP-2—11 bytes
• TIMESTAMP-3—8 bytes
• TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL—20 bytes plus length that is used in column definition
• TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE—26 bytes plus length that is used in column definition

If a data format is not provided for a field, the length is assumed to be the same as the length of the column it is loaded
into, as given in the Db2 table definition.

Calculation of Field Lengths
The following logic is used to determine field lengths:

• For these formats, it is assumed that the length is contained in a 2-byte binary field preceding the data:
– ROWID
– VARBINARY
– VARCHAR
– VARGRAPHIC
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For ROWID, VARBINARY, and VARCHAR fields, the length is in bytes; for VARGRAPHIC fields, the length is in
double-byte characters.

• For BLOB, CLOB, or DBLOB formats, it is assumed that the length is contained in a 4-byte binary field preceding the
data. For BLOB and CLOB fields, the length is in bytes; for DBLOB fields, it is in double-byte characters.

• If end is specified in the POSITION option, the length is calculated from start to end. In that case, any length attribute
after the BIGINT, BINARY, CHAR, DECFLOAT, DECIMAL, FLOAT, GRAPHIC, or INTEGER specification is ignored.

• If end is not specified in the POSITION option, the length attribute on the BIGINT, BINARY, CHAR, DECFLOAT,
DECIMAL, FLOAT, GRAPHIC, or INTEGER specification is used.

• If you do not specify a length or data format, the data format is determined by the table that you are loading data into.
The length for that data format is then used. In this case, consider the following items:
– For DATE and TIME fields, the length is defined during installation.
– For variable-length fields, the length is defined from the column in the Db2 table definition. The null indicator byte is

excluded (if present).

The following example assumes a length of 4 bytes, because 4 is the default for INTEGER:

POSITION (1) INTEGER

Data Conversions
The following table shows a list of valid data conversions for each data type.

NOTE
To suppress the conversion of Db2 data types, append “ DB2” (space DB2) after the data type. For example, if
the input field is stored in TIME format, specify TIME DB2.

Input Data Format Db2 Internal Data Types

BIGINT BIGINT, CHAR, DECFLOAT, DECIMAL, FLOAT, INTEGER, SMALLINT, VARCHAR
BINARY BINARY, BLOB, VARBINARY
BLOB BLOB
CHAR BLOB, CHAR, CLOB, VARCHAR
CLOB CLOB
DATE EXTERNAL DATE
DATE-X DATE
DBCLOB DBCLOB
DECFLOAT BIGINT, DECFLOAT, DECIMAL, FLOAT, INTEGER, SMALLINT
DECFLOAT EXTERNAL BIGINT, CHAR, DECFLOAT, DECIMAL, FLOAT, INTEGER, SMALLINT, VARCHAR
DECIMAL BIGINT, DECFLOAT, DECIMAL, FLOAT, INTEGER, SMALLINT
DECIMAL EXTERNAL BIGINT, CHAR, DECFLOAT, DECIMAL, FLOAT, INTEGER, SMALLINT, VARCHAR
DECIMAL ZONED BIGINT, DECIMAL, INTEGER, SMALLINT
FLOAT BIGINT, DECFLOAT, DECIMAL, FLOAT, INTEGER, SMALLINT
FLOAT EXTERNAL BIGINT, CHAR, DECFLOAT, DECIMAL, FLOAT, INTEGER, SMALLINT, VARCHAR
GRAPHIC DBCLOB, GRAPHIC, VARGRAPHIC
GRAPHIC EXTERNAL DBCLOB, GRAPHIC, VARGRAPHIC
INTEGER BIGINT, CHAR, DECFLOAT, DECIMAL, FLOAT, INTEGER, SMALLINT, VARCHAR
INTEGER EXTERNAL BIGINT, CHAR, DECFLOAT, DECIMAL, FLOAT, INTEGER, SMALLINT, VARCHAR
ROWID ROWID
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Input Data Format Db2 Internal Data Types

SMALLINT BIGINT, CHAR, DECFLOAT, DECIMAL, FLOAT, INTEGER, SMALLINT, VARCHAR
TIME EXTERNAL TIME
TIME-X TIME
TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL DATE, TIME, TIMESTAMP, TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE
TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE DATE, TIME, TIMESTAMP, TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE
TIMESTAMP-X DATE, TIME, TIMESTAMP
VARBINARY BINARY, BLOB, VARBINARY
VARCHAR BLOB, CHAR, CLOB, VARCHAR
VARGRAPHIC DBCLOB, GRAPHIC, VARGRAPHIC

When converting data from CHAR to VARCHAR, the following rules apply:

• If VARCHAR > CHAR, the length of VARCHAR equals the length of CHAR.
• If VARCHAR < CHAR, the job ends with a return code of 8 and issues message PFL0735E.

When converting data from VARCHAR to CHAR, the following rules apply:

• If CHAR > VARCHAR, spaces are added to the end of CHAR.
• If CHAR < VARCHAR, the row is discarded, and a message is written to the SYSMAP data set.

Discard Error Codes
The following discard error codes are valid:

Discard Error Code Description

1 VARCHAR too big for data field
2 Data value too large
3 Data field not numeric
4 Data field too large
5 Invalid data found
6 Date field invalid
7 Time field invalid
8 Float field conversion error
9 Invalid graphics string
10 Data not in partition key sequence
11 Date/time exit rejected data
12 Column starts outside input
13 Column ends outside input
15 Duplicate index key (duplicate keys still recorded in SYSERR)
16 Index key out of sequence
17 Table altered-unload skipped
18 Failed FIELDPROC conversion
19 Failed VALIDPROC check
20 Failed OBID check
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Discard Error Code Description

21 Failed conditional check
22 Failed "partition" key
23 Failed check constraint
24 Failed referential integrity
25 Failed referential integrity and check constraint
26 Large tablespace limitkey exceeded
27 Data to be loaded exceeded data set limit
28 LOB conversion failure
29 Failed conversion service
30 Input file conversion error
31 Row not current version
32 Identity column limit
100 Failed conditional check

Sample Jobs
This section provides sample JCL to accomplish the following tasks:

• Take an image copy before and after the load.
• Subtask the loads of each partition.
• Use multiple utilities in a single job stream.
• Use OBID translation.
• Use positionals to specify data.
• Use space calculations.
• Load a sequential file.
• Use dynamic sort work data sets.
• Combine a load with a reorganization.
• Skip the unload phase.
• Use LOAD REPLACE on selected partitions.
• Load data into multiple tables within the same job step.

Sample output is also provided.

Take an Image Copy Before and After Load
You can update catalog statistics and can take an image copy before and after the load process.

To take an image copy before and after the load, customize and run the following job:

//FASTLOAD JOB (TS20-210-UTL),'FAST LOAD',

//          CLASS=A,

//          REGION=8M,

//          MSGCLASS=X,

//          MSGLEVEL=(1,1),

//          NOTIFY=user2

//*

//*  RUN THE FAST LOAD UTILITY TO LOAD A TABLE.

//*
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//PLATFAST EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//            PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx'

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RPxxxxx.CDBALOAD

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD

//*

//PTILIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RPxxxxx.CDBALOAD

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=D41A.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RPxxxxx.CDBAPARM

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//ST01WK01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//ST01WK02 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//ST01WK03 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//*

//ST01MSG  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSULD   DD DISP=SHR,

//            DSN=user2.PDS.DATA(TEST)

//*

//SYSREC   DD DISP=(,CATLG,CATLG),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,10),RLSE),

//            DSN=user2.TEST.SYSREC

//*

//SYSUT1   DD DISP=(,CATLG,CATLG),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,10),RLSE),

//            DSN=user2.TEST.SYSUT1

//*

//SYSDISC  DD DISP=(,CATLG,CATLG),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE),

//            DSN=user2.TEST.SYSDISC

//SYSERR   DD DISP=(,CATLG,CATLG),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE),

//            DSN=user2.TEST.SYSERR

//SYSMAP   DD DISP=(,CATLG,CATLG),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,10),RLSE),

//            DSN=user2.TEST.SYSMAP

//SYSCP101 DD DISP=(,CATLG,CATLG),                  

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,10),RLSE),    

//            DSN=user2.TEST.SYSCP101                

//*                                                  

//SYSCP201 DD DISP=(,CATLG,CATLG),                    

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,10),RLSE),       

//            DSN=user2.TEST.SYSCP201 

//SYSIN     DD *                                         

  COPY TABLESPACE NJSTEST.NJSTEST                        

  STOP-LIMIT 0001                                     
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  MAXTASKS 0005 COPY-BUFFERS 0030                     

  SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                

  FULL YES                              

  QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCP101)                        

  *                                                       

  FASTLOAD                                               

  INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                

  OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL                                

  RECLUSTER         YES                               

  STARTUP-ACCESS    RESET                             

  SPACE-DEFN        NO                                

  ALLMSGS                                             

  RESUME            NO REPLACE                        

  QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCP201)                        

  UPDATE-CATSTATS   ALL                

  INTO TABLE user2.NJS_TEST 

  (                                             

  COL1      POS(1) CHAR                ,      

  COL2      POS(*) INTEGER             ,      

  COL3      POS(*) SMALLINT            ,      

  COL4      POS(*) DECIMAL             ,      

  COL5      POS(*) DATE EXTERNAL       ,      

  COL6      POS(*) TIME EXTERNAL       ,      

  COL7      POS(*) TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL  ,      

  COL8      POS(*) VARCHAR                     

  )                                             

/*

Subtask Loads of Each Partition
You can subtask the load. The following sample job multitasks a tablespace with two partitions, a clustering index, and a
nonclustering index. Discards are not processed. MAXTASKS is set to 1. In addition, the following items are present:

• Two input data sets (SYSULDs)
• Three work data sets (SYSUT1s) = (MAXTASKS + SYSULDs)
• Two sorted-data data sets (SYSRECs)
• Six sort data sets (STxxWKnns) = (two data sets per SYSUT1)

To subtask the loads of each partition, customize and run the following job:

//user2S2 JOB (PTI1),'J. PLICT',                        

//         CLASS=A,REGION=6M,MSGCLASS=X,                                    

//         NOTIFY=user2,MSGLEVEL=(1,1)                                  

//ROUTER1  OUTPUT DEFAULT=YES,JESDS=ALL,DEST=RMT1,CLASS=X  

//*                                                        

//*  RUN THE FAST LOAD UTILITY TO LOAD A TABLE. 

//*                                                        

//PLATFAST EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,                             

//     PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/PTI2'       

//*                                                                     

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxxxx.CDBALOAD                      

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTI2.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT                         

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD                             

//*                                                                     
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//PTILIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxxxx.CDBALOAD                      

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTI2.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT                         

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD                             

//*                                                                     

//PTIPARM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxxxx.CDBAPARM                      

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

//*                                                                     

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

//*                                                                     

//ST01WK01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))                           

//ST01WK02 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))                           

//ST02WK01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))                           

//ST02WK02 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))                              

//ST03WK01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))                           

//ST03WK02 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))                              

//*                                                                     

//ST01MSG  DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

//ST02MSG  DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

//ST03MSG  DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

//*                                                                     

//SYSULD   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user2.user2.TSTPTS.UNLOAD.PART1            

//*                                                                     

//SYSULD01 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user2.user2.TSTPTS.UNLOAD.PART2            

//*                                                                     

//SYSREC   DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),                                  

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,10),RLSE),                       

//            DSN=user2.TSTPTS.SYSREC.PART1                            

//*                                                                     

//SYSREC01 DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),                                  

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,10),RLSE),                       

//            DSN=user2.TSTPTS.SYSREC.PART2                            

//*                                                                     

//SYSUT1   DD DISP=(,CATLG,CATLG),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//            DSN=user2.TEST.SYSUT1

//SYSUT101 DD DISP=(,CATLG,CATLG),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),    

//            DSN=user2.TEST.SYSUT101                 

//SYSUT102 DD DISP=(,CATLG,CATLG),                     

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//            DSN=user2.TEST.SYSUT102

//*                                                                     

//SYSCP101 DD DSN=user2.IMAGE.COPY(+1),                                  

//            DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(10,10),UNIT=SYSDA       

//*                                                             

//SYSCP102 DD DSN=user2.IMAGE.COPY(+2),                   

//            DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(10,10)),UNIT=SYSDA                

//*                                                                     

//SYSERR   DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),                                  

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE),                       

//            DSN=user2.TSTPTS.SYSERR                                  

//*                                                                     
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//SYSIN    DD *                                                         

  FASTLOAD                                                               

  INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                               

  OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL                                               

  MAXTASKS          2                                                 

  RECLUSTER         YES                                               

  STARTUP-ACCESS    RESET                                             

  QUICKCOPY         COPY01(Y,SYSCP101)                                

  UPDATE-CATSTATS   ALL                                               

  SPACE-DEFN        YES                                               

  ALLMSGS                                                             

  RESUME            NO REPLACE                                        

  INTO TABLE        user2.TSTPTS                                     

        (                                                                    

        COL1 POSITION(   1    )  CHAR(113)              NULLIF( 114)='?',

        COL2 POSITION( 115    )  VARCHAR                NULLIF( 371)='?',

        COL3 POSITION( 372    )  INTEGER  , 

        COL4 POSITION( 376    )  SMALLINT  ,

        COL5 POSITION( 378:385)  DECIMAL                NULLIF( 386)='?',

        COL6 POSITION( 387    )  DATE EXTERNAL(10)      NULLIF( 397)='?',

        COL7 POSITION( 398    )  TIME EXTERNAL(8)       NULLIF( 406)='?',

        COL8 POSITION( 407    )  TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL(26) NULLIF( 433)='?'

/*

Use Multiple Utilities in a Single Job Stream
You can use more than one utility in a single job stream. The following sample job includes CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/
OS, CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS, and CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS, all in a single job stream. By specifying CA
Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS immediately after CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS, you can reorganize the data to be in full
clustering sequence. Adding CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS provides an image copy of the tablespace.

To use multiple utilities in a single job stream, customize and run the following job:

//user2S2 JOB (PTI1),'J. PLICT',                        

//         CLASS=A,REGION=7M,MSGCLASS=X,                                    

//         NOTIFY=user2,MSGLEVEL=(1,1)                                  

//ROUTER1  OUTPUT DEFAULT=YES,JESDS=ALL,DEST=RMT1,CLASS=X  

//*                                                        

//*  RUN THE FAST LOAD UTILITY TO LOAD A TABLE. 

//*                                                        

//PLATFAST EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,                             

//     PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/PTI2'       

//*                                                        

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxxxx.CDBALOAD         

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTI2.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT            

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD                

//*                                                        

//PTILIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxxxx.CDBALOAD         

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTI2.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT            

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD                       

//*                                                               

//PTIPARM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxxxx.CDBAPARM                

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*                                            
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//*                                                               

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                                            

//*                                                               

//ST01WK01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))                        

//ST01WK02 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))                        

//ST02WK01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))                        

//ST02WK02 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))                        

//*                                                               

//ST01MSG  DD SYSOUT=*                                            

//ST02MSG  DD SYSOUT=*                                            

//*                                                               

//SYSULD   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user2.user2.SIMPLE.LOADDATA.B        

//*                                                               

//PFLREC   DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),                            

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,10),RLSE),                 

//            DSN=user2.PFLPRR.PFLREC                            

//*                                                               

//PRRREC   DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),                            

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,10),RLSE),                 

//            DSN=user2.PFLPRR.PRRREC                            

//*                                                               

//SYSUT1   DD DISP=(,CATLG,CATLG),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//            DSN=user2.TEST.SYSUT1

//SYSCP101 DD DSN=user2.IMAGE.COPY(+1),                     

//            DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(10,10)),UNIT=SYSDA     

//SYSCP102 DD DSN=user2.IMAGE.COPY(+1),              

//            DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(10,10)),UNIT=SYSDA

//*                                                            

//SYSERR   DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),                                  

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE),                       

//            DSN=user2.TSTPTS.SYSERR                                  

//*                                                                     

//SYSIN    DD *                                                   

  FASTLOAD                                                         

  INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                         

  OUTPUT-CONTROL    REORG                                       

  UNLDDN            PFLREC                                      

  MAXTASKS          1                                           

  SPACE-DEFN        NO                                          

  RESUME            YES                                         

  ALLMSGS                                                       

  INTO TABLE        user2.PFLPRR                               

  (                                                             

  COL1      POS(1) CHAR                ,                      

  COL2      POS(*) INTEGER             ,                      

  COL3      POS(*) SMALLINT            ,                      

  COL4      POS(*) DECIMAL             ,                      

  COL5      POS(*) DATE EXTERNAL       ,                      

  COL6      POS(*) TIME EXTERNAL       ,                      

  COL7      POS(*) TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL  ,                      

  COL8      POS(*) VARCHAR                                     
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  )                                                             

  REORG TABLESPACE user2DB.T0PFLPRR                                

  MAXTASKS 2       

  FASTLOAD-DDN PFLREC                                               

  UNLDDN PRRREC                                                     

  QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCP101)                                      

  STARTUP-ACCESS RW                                                 

  ALLMSGS               

  UPDATE-CATSTATS ALL

/*

Use OBID Translation
You can translate OBIDs in your jobs. The following sample job loads data from a simple tablespace that was unloaded
using CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS. The data is being loaded into a different table. Therefore, the OBID keyword is
included to translate the old OBID to the new OBID before the load phase.

To translate the table OBID, customize and run the following job:

//user24  JOB (TD20-230-TSO),'FAST LOAD',

//             CLASS=A,

//             MSGCLASS=X,

//             MSGLEVEL=(1,1),

//             REGION=7M

//*

//FASTLOAD     EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//             PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx,,UTGL0415'

//*

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RPxxxxx.CDBALOAD

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD

//*

//PTILIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RPxxxxx.CDBALOAD

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD

//*

//PTIPARM  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RPxxxxx.CDBAPARM

//PTIMSG   DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

//ST01WK01 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,10))

//ST01MSG  DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSULD   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=user2.UNLOAD10.SYSREC01

//*

//SYSDISC  DD  DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE),

//             DSN=user2.user2.QATB64P.SYSDISC

//*

//SYSERR   DD  DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE),

//             DSN=user2.user2.QATB64P.SYSERR
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//*

//SYSMAP   DD  DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             DSN=user2.user2.QATB64P.SYSMAP

//*

//SYSIN    DD  *

  FASTLOAD

  INPUT-FORMAT      UNLOAD

  OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL

  MAXTASKS          1

  DISCARDS          0

  RESUME            YES

  STARTUP-ACCESS    RW                           

  SPACE-DEFN        NO

  INTO TABLE        user2.NEW_EMP               

  OBID            201

Use Positionals to Specify Data
You can use positionals to specify data. The following sample job loads data from a simple tablespace. The data is
being loaded into a table with fewer columns, which causes some of the data to be omitted. The positions in the field
specification section of the job reflect this omission.

To use positionals to specify data, customize and run the following job:

//user25  JOB (TD20-230-TSO),'FAST LOAD 5',

//             CLASS=A,

//             MSGCLASS=X,

//             MSGLEVEL=(1,1),

//             REGION=4M

//*

//PLATFL  EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//             PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx'

//*

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RPxxxxx.CDBALOAD

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD

//*

//PTILIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RPxxxxx.CDBALOAD

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD

//*

//PTIPARM  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RPxxxxx.CDBAPARM

//PTIMSG   DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

//ST01WK01 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//ST01MSG  DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSULD   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=user2.UNLOAD10.SYSREC01

//*

//SYSDISC  DD  DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),
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//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE),

//             DSN=user2.user2.QATB64P.SYSDISC

//*

//SYSERR   DD  DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE),

//             DSN=user2.user2.QATB64P.SYSERR

//*

//SYSMAP   DD  DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             DSN=user2.user2.QATB64P.SYSMAP

//*

//SYSIN    DD  *

  FASTLOAD

  RESUME NO  REPLACE

  INPUT-FORMAT SEQ

  OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD

  

  INTO TABLE  user2.TST_EMP

  (

                           EMPNO         POSITION(  3: 6 )  INTEGER

  NULLIF(     1 ) = X'FF'

  ,                                             

  F_NAME        POSITION( 22: 36 )  CHAR( 15)

  ,

  ADDRESS1      POSITION( 37: 61 )  CHAR( 25)

  ,

  ADDRESS2      POSITION( 64: 88 )  CHAR( 25)

  NULLIF(    62 ) = X'FF'

  ,

  CITY          POSITION( 89:113 )  CHAR( 25)

  ,

  STATE         POSITION(114:115 )  CHAR(  2)

  ,

  ZIP_FOUR      POSITION(116:125 )  CHAR( 10)

  ,

  PHONE_RES     POSITION(128:137 )  CHAR( 10)

  NULLIF(   126 ) = X'FF'

  )

Use Space Calculations
You can resize a tablespace using a space calculation. The following sample job loads data into a tablespace that has
been resized using a space calculation.

To use space calculations, customize and run the following job:

//user26  JOB (TD20-230-TSO),'FAST LOAD 6',

//             CLASS=A,

//             MSGCLASS=X,

//             MSGLEVEL=(1,1),

//             REGION=4M

//*

//PLATFL  EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,
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//             PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx'

//*

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RPxxxxx.CDBALOAD

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD

//*

//PTILIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RPxxxxx.CDBALOAD

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD

//*

//PTIPARM  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RPxxxxx.CDBAPARM

//PTIMSG   DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSUT1   DD  DISP=(,CATLG,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             DSN=user2.TEST.SYSUT1

//ST01WK01 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//ST01MSG  DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSULD   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=user2.user2.QATB64P.LOADDATA

//*

//SYSREC   DD  DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,10),RLSE),

//             DSN=user2.user2.QATB64P.SYSREC

//*

//SYSDISC  DD  DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE),

//             DSN=user2.user2.QATB64P.SYSDISC

//*

//SYSERR   DD  DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE),

//             DSN=user2.user2.QATB64P.SYSERR

//*

//SYSMAP   DD  DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//             DSN=user2.user2.QATB64P.SYSMAP

//*

//SYSIN    DD  *

  LOAD

  INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ        

  OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL        

  MAXTASKS          1

  RESUME            NO REPLACE

  STARTUP-ACCESS    RW

  SPACE-DEFN        PQTY=(%PQTY*2) SQTY=(%SQTY*1)   

  INTO TABLE        user2.TST_EMP
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Load a Sequential File
You can load a sequential file into a nonpartitioned tablespace, as shown in the following sample job. During the load,
the VSAM space is recalculated, two image copies are created, and the Db2 statistics are updated. Alter the Db2 table
definition at the end of the JCL to match your tables.

NOTE
The JCL for this job is located in hlq.CDBASRC(PFLOAD01).

To load a sequential file, customize and run the following job:

//FSTLOAD1  JOB  your job statement parameters ,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=userid

//*

//********************************************************************

//*

//* userid             = USERID RUNNING THIS UTILITY

//* subsysid           = DB2 SUBSYSTEM YOU ARE RUNNING IN

//* hlqual             = QUALIFIER & RELEASE OF THE CA LOADLIB 

//* db2.loadlib        = QUALIFIER & VERSION OF DSNLOAD  

//* userid.table       = QUALIFIER & TABLE NAME  

//* dbname.tsname      = DATABASE & TABLESPACE NAME  

//*

//* DON'T FORGET TO SPECIFY THE PROPER SPACE PARAMETERS FOR 

//* YOUR WORK FILES

//* 

//********************************************************************

//UTIL0001 EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/subsysid',

//         REGION=7M

//*

//********************************************************************

//* STEPLIB AND PTILIB - ENSURE THAT THE PROPER DB2 AND CA 

//* LOAD LIBRARIES ARE SPECIFIED. 

//********************************************************************

//*

//STEPLIB      DD   DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//             DD   DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTILIB       DD   DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//             DD   DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM      DD   DSN=hlqual.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* PTIMSG     - OUTPUT FROM THE UTILITY RUN AND STATUS MESSAGES 

//********************************************************************

//PTIMSG       DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSOUT       DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSULD - CONTAINS THE INPUT DATA

//********************************************************************
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//*

//SYSULD       DD   DSN=userid.input.data,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSREC - CONTAINS THE UNLOADED TABLESPACE DATA

//********************************************************************

//*

//SYSREC       DD   DSN=.SYSREC,

//             DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=SYSDA

//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSUT1 - CONTAINS THE UNLOADED INDEX DATA

//*

//* FOR NON-PARTITIONED TABLESPACES, SYSUT1 WILL CONTAIN THE 

//* INDEX ENTRIES FOR ALL NON-CLUSTERING INDEXES, AND SYSUT101 

//* WILL CONTAIN INDEX ENTRIES FOR THE CLUSTERING INDEX(ES).

//*

//* FOR NON-PARTITIONED TABLESPACES WITHOUT CLUSTERING 

//* INDEXES, ALL INDEX ENTRIES ARE PLACED IN SYSUT1.

//********************************************************************

//*

//SYSUT1       DD   DSN=userid.table.SYSUT1,

//             DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=SYSDA

//*

//SYSUT101     DD   DSN=userid.table.SYSUT101,

//             DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=SYSDA

//*

//SYSUDUMP     DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSCPy01 - CONTAINS AN IMAGE COPY DATA SET 

//* y        - INDICATES THE IMAGE COPY NUMBER FROM 1 - 8

//********************************************************************

//SYSCP101     DD   DSN=userid.dbname.tsname.SYSCP101.COPY##,

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=unit 

//SYSCP201     DD   DSN=userid.dbname.tsname.SYSCP201.COPY##,

//             DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=unit 

//*

//********************************************************************

//* STnnWKyy - CONTAINS THE SORT WORK DATA SETS 

//* yy       - INDICATES NUMBER OF SORT DATA SETS USED IN EACH SORT

//* nn       - MUST CORRESPOND WITH THE NUMBER OF CONCURRENT SORT

//*            TASKS.

//********************************************************************

//*

//ST01MSG      DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//ST02MSG      DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSDISC      DD   DSN=userid.table.SYSDISC,

//             DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=unit 

//*

//SYSERR       DD   DSN=userid.table.SYSERR,
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//             DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=unit 

//*

//SYSMAP       DD   DSN=userid.table.SYSMAP,

//             DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=unit 

//*

//SYSIN        DD  *

  FASTLOAD 

  INPUT-FORMAT   SEQ

  OUTPUT-CONTROL ALL

  MAXTASKS       2

  RECLUSTER      YES

  STARTUP-ACCESS RESET

  VSAM-BUFFERS  80   IO-BUFFERS  50   COPY-BUFFERS  80

  QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

  COPY02(N,SYSCP201,,LB)

  UPDATE-CATSTATS ALL 

  UPDATE-SYSCOPY

  SORTSIZE       4M

  SPACE-DEFN     YES

  RESUME NO REPLACE

  ALLMSGS

  INTO TABLE     owner.table

  (

  COL1     POS(1) CHAR     

  COL2     POS(*) INTEGER     

  COL3     POS(*) SMALLINT     

  )

Use Dynamic Sort Work Data Sets
You can use dynamic sort work data sets. The following sample job loads a partitioned tablespace with two input data
sets. This job allocates the sort work data sets dynamically, creates two image copies, and updates the Db2 catalog
statistics. This job does not process discard records.

NOTE
The JCL for this job is located in hlq.CDBASRC(PFLOAD02).

To use dynamic sort work data sets, customize and run the following job:

//FSTLOAD2  JOB  your job statement parameters ,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=userid

//********************************************************************

//* userid           = USERID RUNNING THIS UTILITY

//* subsysid         = DB2 SUBSYSTEM YOU ARE RUNNING IN

//* hlqual           = QUALIFIER & RELEASE OF THE CA LOADLIB 

//* db2.loadlib      = QUALIFIER & VERSION OF DSNLOAD  

//* userid.table     = QUALIFIER & TABLE NAME  

//* dbname.tsname    = DATABASE & TABLESPACE NAME  

//*

//* DON'T FORGET TO SPECIFY THE PROPER SPACE PARAMETERS FOR 

//* YOUR WORK FILES

//********************************************************************

//UTIL0001 EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,
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//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/subsysid',

//         REGION=7M

//********************************************************************

//* STEPLIB AND PTILIB - ENSURE THAT THE PROPER DB2 AND CA 

//* LOAD LIBRARIES ARE SPECIFIED. 

//********************************************************************

//*

//STEPLIB         DD   DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//                DD   DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTILIB          DD   DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//                DD   DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* PTIPARM - THE CA PARAMETER LIBRARY 

//********************************************************************

//*

//PTIPARM         DD   DSN=hlqual.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* PTIMSG     - OUTPUT FROM THE UTILITY RUN AND STATUS MESSAGES 

//********************************************************************

//PTIMSG          DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSOUT          DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSULD - CONTAINS THE INPUT TABLESPACE DATA

//********************************************************************

//*

//SYSULD          DD   DSN=userid.input.data1,DISP=SHR

//*

//SYSULD01        DD   DSN=userid.input.data2,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSREC - CONTAINS THE UNLOADED TABLESPACE DATA

//***************************************************************************

//*

//SYSREC          DD   DSN=userid.table.SYSREC,

//                DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=SYSDA

//*

//SYSREC01        DD   DSN=userid.table.SYSREC01,

//                DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=SYSDA

//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSUT1 - CONTAINS THE UNLOADED INDEX DATA

//*

//* FOR PARTITIONED TABLESPACES, SYSUT1 WILL CONTAIN THE INDEX ENTRIES

//* FOR ALL NON-CLUSTERING INDEXES. ANY EXTRA SYSUT1S WILL CONTAIN

//* PARTITIONS OF THE CLUSTERING INDEX(ES), UP TO THE NUMBER OF SYSRECS

//*

//********************************************************************

//*
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//SYSUT1          DD   DSN=userid.table.SYSUT1,

//                DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=SYSDA

//*

//SYSUT101        DD   DSN=userid.table.SYSUT101,

//                DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=SYSDA

//*

//SYSUT102        DD   DSN=userid.table.SYSUT102,

//                DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=SYSDA

//*

//SYSUDUMP        DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSCPy01 - CONTAINS AN IMAGE COPY DATA SET 

//* y        - INDICATES THE IMAGE COPY NUMBER FROM 1 - 8

//********************************************************************

//SYSCP101        DD   DSN=userid.dbname.tsname.SYSCP101.COPY##,

//                DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=unit 

//SYSCP102        DD   DSN=userid.dbname.tsname.SYSCP102.COPY##,

//                DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=unit 

//SYSCP201        DD   DSN=userid.dbname.tsname.SYSCP201.COPY##,

//                DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=unit 

//SYSCP202        DD   DSN=userid.dbname.tsname.SYSCP202.COPY##,

//                DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=unit 

//*

//********************************************************************

//* STxxWKnn - CONTAINS THE SORT WORK DATA SETS - NOT REQUIRED 

//* WHEN DYNAMIC SORTWORK ALLOCATION IS AVAILABLE

//********************************************************************

//*

//ST01MSG         DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//ST02MSG         DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//*SYSDISC        DD   DSN=userid.table.SYSDISC,

//*               DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=unit 

//*

//SYSERR          DD   DSN=userid.table.SYSERR,

//                DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=unit 

//*

//SYSMAP          DD   DSN=userid.table.SYSMAP,

//                DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=unit 

//*    

//SYSIN           DD  *

  FASTLOAD 

  INPUT-FORMAT          SEQ

  MAXTASKS              2

  *DISCARDDN           SYSDISC

  RECLUSTER             YES

  STARTUP-ACCESS        RESET

  VSAM-BUFFERS          80   IO-BUFFERS  50   COPY-BUFFERS  80

  QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

  COPY02(N,SYSCP201,,LB)

  UPDATE-CATSTATS       ALL 
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  UPDATE-SYSCOPY

  SORTDEVT              SYSDA              

  SORTNUM               3                  

  SORTSIZE              4M

  SPACE-DEFN            YES

  RESUME                NO REPLACE

  ALLMSGS

  INTO TABLE          owner.table

  (

  COL1     POS(1) CHAR     ,

  COL2     POS(*) INTEGER     ,

  .           .             .

  .           .             .

  )

Combine a Load with a Reorganization
You can combine a load with a reorganization. The following sample job loads data that was unloaded from a different
Db2 table. This job illustrates OBID translation and updates the Db2 catalog statistics. This job also combines the load
with a reorganization and creates two image copies.

NOTE
The JCL for this job is located in hlq.CDBASRC(PFLOAD03).

To combine a load with a reorg, customize and run the following job:

//FSTLOAD3  JOB  your job statement parameters ,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=userid

//*

//********************************************************************

//*

//* userid              = USERID RUNNING THIS UTILITY

//* subsysid            = DB2 SUBSYSTEM YOU ARE RUNNING IN

//* hlqual              = QUALIFIER & RELEASE OF THE CA LOADLIB 

//* db2.loadlib         = QUALIFIER & VERSION OF DSNLOAD  

//* userid.table        = QUALIFIER & TABLE NAME  

//* dbname.tsname       = DATABASE & TABLESPACE NAME  

//*

//* DON'T FORGET TO SPECIFY THE PROPER SPACE PARAMETERS FOR 

//* YOUR WORK FILES

//* 

//********************************************************************

//UTIL0001 EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/subsysid',

//         REGION=8M

//*

/********************************************************************

//* STEPLIB AND PTILIB - ENSURE THAT THE PROPER DB2 AND CA 

//* LOAD LIBRARIES ARE SPECIFIED. 

//********************************************************************

//*

//STEPLIB         DD   DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//                DD   DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*
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//PTILIB          DD   DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//                DD   DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM         DD   DSN=hlqual.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* PTIMSG     - OUTPUT FROM THE UTILITY RUN AND STATUS MESSAGES 

//********************************************************************

//PTIMSG          DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSOUT          DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSULD - CONTAINS THE INPUT TABLESPACE DATA

//********************************************************************

//*

//SYSULD          DD   DSN=userid.input.data,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* PFLREC - CONTAINS THE UNLOADED TABLESPACE DATA THAT WILL BE PASSED

//*          

//* PRRREC - CONTAINS THE UNLOADED TABLESPACE DATA DURING THE REORG

//********************************************************************

//*

//PFLREC          DD   DSN=userid.table.PFLREC,

//                DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=SYSDA

//*

//PRRREC          DD   DSN=userid.table.PRRREC,

//                DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=SYSDA

//********************************************************************

//* SYSUT1 - CONTAINS THE UNLOADED INDEX DATA

//*

//* FOR NON-PARTITIONED TABLESPACES, SYSUT1 WILL CONTAIN THE 

//* INDEX ENTRIES FOR ALL NON-CLUSTERING INDEXES, AND SYSUT101 

//* WILL CONTAIN INDEX ENTRIES FOR THE CLUSTERING INDEX(ES).

//*

//* FOR NON-PARTITIONED TABLESPACES WITHOUT CLUSTERING 

//* INDEXES, ALL INDEX ENTRIES ARE PLACED IN SYSUT1.

//********************************************************************

//*

//SYSUT1          DD   DSN=userid.table.SYSUT1,

//                DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=SYSDA

//SYSUT101        DD   DSN=userid.table.SYSUT101,

//                DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=SYSDA

//*

//SYSUDUMP        DD   SYSOUT=*

//********************************************************************

//* SYSCPy01 - CONTAINS AN IMAGE COPY DATA SET 

//* y        - INDICATES THE IMAGE COPY NUMBER FROM 1 - 8

//********************************************************************

//SYSCP101        DD   DSN=userid.dbname.tsname.SYSCP101.COPY##,

//                DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=unit 

//SYSCP201        DD   DSN=userid.dbname.tsname.SYSCP201.COPY##,
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//                DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=unit 

//********************************************************************

//* STnnWKyy - CONTAINS THE SORT WORK DATA SETS 

//* nn       - MUST CORRESPOND WITH THE NUMBER OF CONCURRENT SORT TASKS

//* yy       - INDICATES NUMBER OF SORT DATA SETS USED IN EACH SORT

//********************************************************************

//*

//ST01WK01        DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//ST01WK02        DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//ST01WK03        DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//ST01MSG         DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//ST02WK01        DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//ST02WK02        DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//ST02WK03        DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//ST02MSG           DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSERR          DD   DSN=userid.table.SYSERR,

//                DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=unit 

//SYSMAP          DD   DSN=userid.table.SYSMAP,

//                DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=unit 

//*

//SYSIN   DD  *

  FASTLOAD 

  INPUT-FORMAT          UNLOAD

  OUTPUT-CONTROL        REORG      

  UNLDDN                PFLREC      

  MAXTASKS              2

  MAPDDN                SYSMAP

  ERRDDN                SYSERR

  RECLUSTER             YES

  VSAM-BUFFERS          80    IO-BUFFERS  50

  SORTSIZE              4M

  SPACE-DEFN            NO

  RESUME                YES

  ALLMSGS

  INTO TABLE            owner.table

  OBID ??? 

  REORG TABLESPACE dbname.tsname                               

  MAXTASKS          0002 

  VSAM-BUFFERS      0030    IO-BUFFERS  0050       COPY-BUFFERS  0080

  FASTLOAD-DDN      PFLREC                                              

  UNLDDN            PRRREC                                                    

  QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

            COPY02(N,SYSCP201,,LB)

  STARTUP-ACCESS    RW                                                

  SORTSIZE          4M                                                      

  ALLMSGS                                                          

  UPDATE-CATSTATS   ALL                                              

  UPDATE-SYSCOPY
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Skip the Unload Phase
You can skip the unload phase during a load, as shown in the following sample job.

WARNING
Skip the unload phase only when you know that the data you are loading is valid.

NOTE
The JCL for this job is located in hlq.CDBASRC(PFLOAD04).

To skip the unload phase, customize and run the following job:

//FSTLOAD4  JOB  your job statement parameters ,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=userid

//*

/*

//* userid             = USERID RUNNING THIS UTILITY

//* subsysid           = DB2 SUBSYSTEM YOU ARE RUNNING IN

//* hlqual             = QUALIFIER & RELEASE OF THE CA LOADLIB 

//* db2.loadlib         = QUALIFIER & VERSION OF DSNLOAD  

//* userid.table       = QUALIFIER & TABLE NAME  

//* dbname.tsname      = DATABASE & TABLESPACE NAME  

//*

//* DON'T FORGET TO SPECIFY THE PROPER SPACE PARAMETERS FOR 

//* YOUR SORTWORK, AND SYSMAP WORK FILES

//* 

//********************************************************************

//UTIL0001 EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/subsysid',

//         REGION=7M

//*

//********************************************************************

//* STEPLIB AND PTILIB - ENSURE THAT THE PROPER DB2 AND CA 

//* LOAD LIBRARIES ARE SPECIFIED. 

//********************************************************************

//*

//STEPLIB         DD   DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//                DD   DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTILIB          DD   DSN=hlqual.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//                DD   DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* PTIPARM - THE CA PARAMETER LIBRARY 

//********************************************************************

//*

//PTIPARM         DD   DSN=hlqual.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//********************************************************************

//* PTIMSG     - OUTPUT FROM THE UTILITY RUN AND STATUS MESSAGES 

//********************************************************************

//PTIMSG          DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSOUT          DD   SYSOUT=*

//*
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//SYSULD          DD   DSN=userid.input.data,DISP=SHR

//*      

//********************************************************************

//* SYSUT1 - CONTAINS THE UNLOADED INDEX DATA - NOT REQUIRED FOR

//*          A BUILD TYPE LOAD.   

//********************************************************************//*

//SYSUDUMP        DD   SYSOUT=*

//*//********************************************************************

//* SYSCPy01 - CONTAINS AN IMAGE COPY DATA SET 

//* y        - INDICATES THE IMAGE COPY NUMBER FROM 1 - 8

//********************************************************************

//SYSCP101        DD   DSN=userid.dbname.tsname.SYSCP101.COPY##,

//                DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=unit 

//SYSCP201        DD   DSN=userid.dbname.tsname.SYSCP201.COPY##,

//                DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=unit 

//*

//********************************************************************

//* STnnWKyy - CONTAINS THE SORT WORK DATA SETS 

//* nn       - MUST CORRESPOND WITH THE NUMBER OF CONCURRENT SORT

//*            TASKS.

//* yy       - INDICATES NUMBER OF SORT DATA SETS USED IN EACH SORT

//********************************************************************

//*

//ST01WK01        DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//ST01WK02        DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//ST01WK03        DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//ST01MSG         DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//ST02WK01        DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//ST02WK02        DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//ST02WK03        DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(??,??))

//ST02MSG         DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSERR          DD   DSN=userid.table.SYSERR,

//                DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(??,??)),UNIT=unit 

//*

//SYSIN           DD  *

  FASTLOAD 

  INPUT-FORMAT     SEQ

  OUTPUT-CONTROL    BUILD

  MAXTASKS         2

  ERRDDN           SYSERR

  RECLUSTER        YES

  STARTUP-ACCESS   RESET

  VSAM-BUFFERS     80   IO-BUFFERS  50    COPY-BUFFERS  80

  QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

  COPY02(N,SYSCP201,,LB)

  UPDATE-CATSTATS  ALL 

  UPDATE-SYSCOPY

  SORTSIZE         4M

  SPACE-DEFN       YES

  RESUME NO REPLACE

  ALLMSGS
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  INTO TABLE       owner.table

  (

  COL1     POS(1) CHAR     ,

  COL2     POS(*) INTEGER     ,

  COL3     POS(*) SMALLINT     ,

  .           .             .

  .           .             .

  .           .             .      )

Use LOAD REPLACE on Selected Partitions
You can use LOAD REPLACE to load some, but not all partitions for a partitioned tablespace. See the following sample
job. In the sample, the tablespace has three partitions, and partitions 1 and 3 are being replaced.

To use LOAD REPLACE on selected partitions, customize and run the following job:

//user2SD JOB (PTI1),'J. PLICT',                        

//         CLASS=A,REGION=6M,MSGCLASS=X,                                    

//         NOTIFY=user2,MSGLEVEL=(1,1)                                  

//ROUTER1  OUTPUT DEFAULT=YES,JESDS=ALL,DEST=RMT1,CLASS=X  

//*                                                        

//*  RUN THE FAST LOAD UTILITY TO LOAD A TABLE. 

//*                                                        

//PLATFAST EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,                             

//     PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/PTI2'       

//*                                                                     

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxxxx.CDBALOAD                      

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTI2.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT                         

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD                             

//*                                                                     

//PTILIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxxxx.CDBALOAD                      

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTI2.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT                         

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD                             

//*                                                                     

//PTIPARM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxxxx.CDBAPARM                      

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

//*                                                                     

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

//*                                                                     

//ST01WK01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))                           

//ST01WK02 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))                           

//ST02WK01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))                           

//ST02WK02 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))                              

//ST03WK01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))                           

//ST03WK02 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))                              

//*                                                                     

//ST01MSG  DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

//ST02MSG  DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

//ST03MSG  DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

//*                                                                     

//SYSULD   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user2.user2.TSTPTS.UNLOAD.PART1            

//*                                                                     
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//SYSULD01 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user2.user2.TSTPTS.UNLOAD.PART3            

//*                                                                    

//SYSREC   DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),                                  

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,10),RLSE),                       

//            DSN=user2.TSTPTS.SYSREC                            

//*                                                                     

//SYSREC01 DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),                                  

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,10),RLSE),                       

//            DSN=user2.TSTPTS.SYSREC01                            

//*                                                                     

//SYSUT1   DD DISP=(,CATLG,CATLG),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//            DSN=user2.TEST.SYSUT1

//SYSUT101 DD DISP=(,CATLG,CATLG),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),    

//            DSN=user2.TEST.SYSUT101                 

//SYSUT102 DD DISP=(,CATLG,CATLG),                     

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),

//            DSN=user2.TEST.SYSUT102

//*                                                                     

//SYSCP101 DD DSN=user2.IMAGE.COPY(+1),                                  

//            DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(10,10),UNIT=SYSDA       

//*                                                             

//SYSCP102 DD DSN=user2.IMAGE.COPY(+2),                   

//            DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(10,10)),UNIT=SYSDA                

//*                                                                     

//SYSERR   DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),                                  

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE),                       

//            DSN=user2.TSTPTS.SYSERR                                  

//*                                                                     

//SYSIN    DD *                                                         

  FASTLOAD                                                               

  INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ                                               

  OUTPUT-CONTROL    ALL                                               

  MAXTASKS          3                                                 

  RECLUSTER         YES                                               

  STARTUP-ACCESS    RESET                                             

  COPY-TASKS        2                                                

  QUICKCOPY         COPY01(Y,SYSCP101)                                

  UPDATE-CATSTATS   ALL                                               

  SPACE-DEFN        YES                                               

  ALLMSGS                                                             

  INTO TABLE        user2.TSTPTS PART 1 REPLACE                       

  INTO TABLE        user2.TSTPTS PART 3 REPLACE                       

/*

Load Data Into Multiple Tables Within the Same Job Step
You can load data into multiple tables within the same job step as shown in the following sample job. The job has one step
with multiple job executions. The first execution is set up as a RESUME NO REPLACE. The second execution is set up as
RESUME YES. Each execution has an INDDN that specifies a different DD statement for the input into the load.
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NOTE

• The following job assumes that the tables are in the same tablespace. Therefore, the job uses RESUME NO
REPLACE for the first table and RESUME YES for the second table.

• The job uses separate FASTLOAD statements because the tables are in different tablespaces, or they have
different field specifications. When the target tables are in the same tablespace and they have the same field
specifications, you can group the INTO statements into a single FASTLOAD statement.

To load data into multiple tables within the same job step, customize and run the following job:

//LOAD    JOB (PQ20-260-PRR),'USERID',

//    MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=PDUSER,              

//    MSGLEVEL=(1,1),REGION=8M                       

//*                                                  

//PLATFAST EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,TIME=1440,             

//            PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx,RESTART(BYPASS)'

//*                                                  

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RPxxxxx.CDBALOAD   

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT      

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.V310.SDSNLOAD         

//*                                                  

//PTILIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RPxxxxx.CDBALOAD   

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT      

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.V310.SDSNLOAD         

//*                                               

//PTIPARM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RPxxxxx.CDBAPARM

//*                                               

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*                            

//PTIIMSG  DD SYSOUT=*                            

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                            

//*                                               

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                            

//*                                               

//ST01MSG  DD SYSOUT=*                            

//ST02MSG  DD SYSOUT=*                            

//ST03MSG  DD SYSOUT=*                            

//*                                               

//SYSDISC DD DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),             

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3,2),RLSE), 

//            DSN=PDUSER.LDDATA.SYSDISC          

//*                                             

//SYSERR   DD DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),          

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3,2),RLSE),

//            DSN=PDUSER.LDDATA.SYSERR           

//*                                             

//SYSMAP   DD DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),          

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3,2),RLSE),

//            DSN=PDUSER.LDDATA.SYSMAP           

//*                                             

//SYSUL1  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PDUSER.CUSTTB1.LOADDATA

//SYSUL2  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PDUSER.CUSTTB2.LOADDATA

//*                                             

//SYSIN    DD *                                 

  FASTLOAD                                      
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  RESUME NO REPLACE     

  INPUT-FORMAT SEQ      

  OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD  

  INDDN SYSUL1          

  MAXTASKS 3            

  INTO TABLE PDUSER.CUSTTB1

  *                         

  FASTLOAD                

  RESUME YES            

  INPUT-FORMAT SEQ      

  OUTPUT-CONTROL BUILD  

  INDDN SYSUL2          

   MAXTASKS 3            

   INTO TABLE PDUSER.CUSTTB2

/*                        

//*

Sample Output
As part of each CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS execution, comprehensive statistics are collected and displayed in the
execution messages.

The following statistics are collected during phase 1 (pre-load):

• Input tasks started
• Sort tasks started
• Input, OUTDDN, and WORKDDN devices required
• Input, OUTDDN, and WORKDDN devices used
• For each table loaded:

– Records read
– Conversion rejects
– Selection rejects
– Validproc rejects
– Partition rejects
– Records processed

• For each index built:
– Duplicate keys
– Keys out of sequence
– Keys processed

The following statistics are collected during phase 2 (load):

• For each tablespace and table:
– Rows loaded
– Pages written

• For each index:
– Index keys loaded
– Leaf pages
– Nonleaf pages
– Index levels
– Total pages active
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The following example shows the messages that display these statistics during a load. In this example, a four-partitioned
tablespace with a clustered index and a nonclustered index was loaded with flat files:

//user2 JOB (PD20-200-MKT),'LOESCH',JOB06567

//         CLASS=A,

//         TIME=1440,

//         MSGCLASS=X,

//         NOTIFY=user2,

//         MSGLEVEL=(1,1)

//ROUTER1  OUTPUT DEFAULT=YES,JESDS=ALL,DEST=RMT1,CLASS=X

//*

//*  RUN THE FAST LOAD UTILITY TO LOAD A TABLE.

//*

//PLATFAST EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//            PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/Dxxx',

//            REGION=8M

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxxxx.CDBALOAD

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxxxx.CDBALOAD

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD

//*

//PTILIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxxxx.CDBALOAD

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxxxx.CDBALOAD

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxxxx.CDBAPARM

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxxxx.CDBAPARM

//*

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxxxx.CDBAXMSG

//*

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//ST01MSG  DD SYSOUT=*

//ST02MSG  DD SYSOUT=*

//ST03MSG  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SORTMSG  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSULD   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user2.BMEMP4.PART1.DATA

//SYSULD01 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user2.BMEMP4.PART2.DATA

//SYSULD02 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user2.BMEMP4.PART3.DATA

//SYSULD03 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user2.BMEMP4.PART4.DATA

//*

//SYSREC   DD DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(150,50),RLSE),

//            DSN=user2.BMEMP.SYSREC1

//SYSREC01 DD DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),
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//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(150,50),RLSE),

//            DSN=user2.BMEMP.SYSREC2

//SYSREC02 DD DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(150,50),RLSE),

//            DSN=user2.BMEMP.SYSREC3

//SYSREC03 DD DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(150,50),RLSE),

//            DSN=user2.BMEMP.SYSREC4

//*

//SYSUT1   DD DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,10)),

//            DSN=user2.BMEMP.SYSUT1

//*

//SYSUT101 DD DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,10)),

//            DSN=user2.BMEMP.SYSUT101

//SYSUT102 DD DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,10)),

//            DSN=user2.BMEMP.SYSUT102

//SYSUT103 DD DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,10)),

//            DSN=user2.BMEMP.SYSUT103

//SYSUT104 DD DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(100,50)),

//            DSN=user2.BMEMP.SYSUT104

//*

//SYSERR   DD DISP=(MOD,CATLG,CATLG),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1),RLSE),

//            DSN=user2.BMEMP.SYSERR

//*

//SYSIN    DD *

  FASTLOAD

     INPUT-FORMAT      SEQ

     OUTPUT-CONTROL    BUILD

     MAXTASKS          4

     DISCARDS          0

     RECLUSTER         NO

     STARTUP-ACCESS    RW

     VSAM-BUFFERS      96

     IO-BUFFERS        60

     SORTSIZE          4M

     SORTFLAG          ALL

     SORTNUM           4

     SPACE-DEFN        NO

     RESUME            NO REPLACE

 INTO TABLE user2.BMEMP4

     (EMPNO                POSITION(    1) DECIMAL PACKED

     ,NAME_1               POSITION(    * ) CHAR(10)

     ,NAME_2               POSITION(     *) CHAR(    20)

     ,NAME_3               POSITION(    37) CHAR(    20)

     ,NAME_4               POSITION(    37) CHAR(    20)

     ,NAME_5               POSITION(    37) CHAR(    20)
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     ,NAME_6               POSITION(    37) CHAR(    20)

     ,NAME_7               POSITION(    37) CHAR(    20)

     ,NAME_8               POSITION(    37) CHAR(    20)

     ,NAME_9               POSITION(    37) CHAR(    20)

     ,NAME_10              POSITION(    37) CHAR(    20)

     )

      PTFL001 - FASTLOAD PHASE #1 PROCESSING STARTED

      PTFL020 - NUMBER OF INPUT TASKS TO START:           4

      PTFL022 - NUMBER OF SORT TASKS TO START:            1

      PTFL027 - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF INPUT  DEVICES REQ:     4

      PTFL023 - MINIMUM NUMBER OF OUTDDN DEVICES REQ:     0

      PTFL024 - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF OUTDDN DEVICES USED:    0

      PTFL025 - MINIMUM NUMBER OF WORKDDN DEVICES REQ:    0

      PTFL026 - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF WORKDDN DEVICES USED:   0

      PTRR032 - IO-BUFFERS SET TO : 050

      PTFL013 - STOPPING TABLESPACE

        ...

      PTFL012 - FASTLOAD AUTOBUILD SUMMARY:

     

      PTRR114 - TABLESPACE: user2B1.STLTMPB4.001 - HAS BEEN RELOADED

      PTRR110 - TABLESPACE ROWS LOADED ..............1,000,002

      PTRR111 - TABLESPACE PAGES WRITTEN ...............57,348

      PTRR115 -      TABLE: user2.BMEMP4.001

      PTRR112 -             ROWS LOADED .............1,000,002

      PTRR113 -             PAGES LOADED ...............55,556

     

      PTRR114 - TABLESPACE: user2B1.STLTMPB4.002 - HAS BEEN RELOADED

      PTRR110 - TABLESPACE ROWS LOADED ..............1,000,002

      PTRR111 - TABLESPACE PAGES WRITTEN ...............57,348

      PTRR115 -      TABLE: user2.BMEMP4.002

      PTRR112 -             ROWS LOADED .............1,000,002

      PTRR113 -             PAGES LOADED ...............55,556

        ...

Mapping of CA Fast Load DDnames to IBM DDnames
When SWITCH-TO-IBM YES is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL), the IBM utility is invoked to process unsupported
features or objects. When IBM is invoked, the CA ddnames in the JCL are mapped to the following IBM ddnames:

CA Fast Load DDname IBM DDname Comments

SYSULD SYSREC Stores the input file (the tablespace data to be loaded).
SYSUT1 SORTOUT Stores the index data to be loaded.

Note: If the PFL parmlib member is not present, insert a statement in the JCL
to allocate SYSUT1 to DASD.

None SYSUT1 Stores a temporary work file for sort input. We automatically allocate this data
set as needed.
Note: The PFL parmlib member must be present for us to allocate this data
set.
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CA Fast Load DDname IBM DDname Comments

SYSREC None Stores the formatted tablespace data before it is loaded. IBM does not require
this data set.

None UTPRINT Stores messages from DFSORT (usually SYSOUT or DUMMY).
Note: The PFL parmlib member must be present for us to allocate this data
set.

None UTPRINxx Stores messages from DFSORT. IBM allocates as needed.
SORTWKxx SORTWKxx Stores sort work data sets when there is only one index sort task.
SWxxWKyy SWxxWKyy Stores sort work data sets when there is more than one index sort task.
SYSDISC SYSDISC Stores discarded data.
SYSERR SYSERR Stores a temporary error file.
SYSMAP SYSMAP Stores an error-mapping file.

Note: If the PFL parmlib member is not present, insert a statement in the JCL
to allocate SYSMAP to DASD.

NOTE
IBM does not let you use a default IBM ddname for a different type of data set. For example, if the CA SYSULD
data set stores tablespace data, the IBM SYSREC data set cannot store index data.
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Messages
The CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS generate messages that describe normal processing, warning
situations, and error conditions that can occur.

Typically, ISPF messages are documented within the product interface. For more information about these messages,
press the Help key (F1) while viewing the message.

To browse all CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS messages, go to CA Database Management
Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Messages.
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Additional Resources
This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience.

Product Support

Use the following resources to obtain more product support:

• CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS overview (includes links to solution brief and other technical
documents)

• Broadcom Support Online (product information, communities, download management, case management)
• Services and Support (getting started, services, and support)
• Release and Support Lifecycle Dates
• Mainframe Compatibilities (CICS TS, DB2, IBM z13, IBM zEnterprise, IMS, IPv6, Pervasive Encryption Compatibility,

PCI DSS Compliance matrix, z/OS, z/VM, and z/VSE)

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain maintenance information:

• Maintenance Grid (login required)
• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures

DB2 Reference Tools

The following Db2 for z/OS reference tools are provided:

• Performance Handbook for DB2 for z/OS
• Backup and Recovery Handbook for DB2 for z/OS
• Reference Guide for DB2 12 for z/OS
• Catalog Poster for Db2 12 for z/OS

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS:

• Video: Accessing the Learning Management System (LMS) (LMS provides web-based training for your mainframe
products)

• Mainframe Training
• Broadcom Digital Badges (showcase your skills and competencies)
• Mainframe Learning Paths:

– CA Database Administration for Db2
– CA Database Backup and Recovery for Db2
– CA Database Management for Db2
– CA Database Performance Management for Db2
– CA Database Tuning, Optimizing, and Testing for Db2

• Mainframe Product Roadmap Webcasts
• Educate YouTube Channel (requires a Google account)
• API Academy
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Videos

Many product videos are available on YouTube by searching using the product or component name. You can access
these videos directly from the CA Database Management for Db2 for z/OS playlist on YouTube or from the product-
specific documentation.

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Mainframe Product Communities
• Db2 Tools Community

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:

• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, CA PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
CA BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM
THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT,
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF CA IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. All
trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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